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The ground behaviour associated with tunnelling in mixed-faced soil condition 
is gaining more attention from researchers in recent years. A sudden change in 
soil medium at the tunnel face creates difficulties in controlling face pressure 
and over excavation that can cause substantial ground loss and movements. To 
date, a majority of studies were carried out in single-face soil conditions. 
Therefore, this research aims to understand the ground behaviour due to 
tunnelling in mixed-face soil conditions by local case studies and numerical 
analyses. Main studies include (i) ground behaviour at a tunnelling project (ii) 
3-D FE study on the soil responses in single-face soil tunnelling of Old 
Alluvium (OA) and Kallang Formation (KF), and (iii) 3-D and 2-D FE study 
on the soil responses in mixed-face tunnelling. 
 
The tunnel alignment of a recent tunnel project in Singapore was expected to 
pass through single-face and mixed-face soil conditions. With the measured 
field data, numerical back-analyses were performed to study mixed-face 
tunnelling behaviour using 3-D finite element (FE) GeoFEA software. The 
findings were compared with the well-understood behaviours of those in 
single layer tunnelling and similarities and differences were highlighted. 
 
The FE studies demonstrated that the settlement increased up to 3.5 times at 
the mixed-face location, hard soil (OA) to soft soil (KF) in this case, as 
compared to single layer tunnelling in OA. Highly localised ground loss up to 
2% was estimated. The longitudinal settlement profiles were highly dependent 
on the soil condition at the tunnel face and no longer followed the shape of 
cumulative Gaussian curve. However, the transverse settlement remained the 
same Gaussian profile as in single-face tunnelling.  
 
A series of sensitivity studies were also implemented to investigate the 
influence of some important factors such as the contribution of F1 layer in the 
Kallang Formation, different face pressure values, tunnel advancing 
directions, and mixed-face tunnelling under different geological condition. 
The findings from parametric studies showed that the volume loss decreases 
 x 
 
with increasing face pressure, up to 1.25Hy (Hy= Hydrostatic pressure), 
beyond which reduction in the volume loss becomes insignificant. In order to 
maintain the volume loss less than 2% at all times, face pressure of 1.3Hy to 
1.5Hy is recommended to maintain throughout the mixed soil transition zone. 
Sometimes, the face pressure is expressed in terms of the overburden pressure, 
P0 and the face pressure of 0.7P0 to 0.8P0, is recommended. Similar trends of 
mixed soil settlement were observed in different geologies for the same tunnel 
advancing direction. The relative stiffness of two different soils at the 
transition also influences the resulting ground movements. Soft clay and rock 
interface showed larger total settlement than that of hard soil and rock 
interface. 
 
Finally, an idealization of mixed-face tunnelling problem in 2-D numerical 
analysis was discussed. The study showed that fairly reasonable predictions 
can be obtained with 2-D FE modelling, if the percentage of soft soil/hard soil 
at the tunnel face are correctly incorporated and the applied face pressure is 
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Demand for public transportation in Singapore has grown considerably over 
the last decade with the increasing population in tandem with the economic 
growth. Hence, in land scarce Singapore, there is a need to construct more 
underground rail lines. With the tunnel alignments passing underneath many 
densely built-up urban areas, the study on the tunnel-soil- structure interaction 
is becoming increasingly important. 
 
A complete tunnelling process involves a number of complex activities such 
as applying face or balancing pressure, breaking or loosening the in-situ soil, 
shield machine advancement, lining installation and tail void grouting. 
Consequently, soil disturbance takes place in various forms of mechanisms 
such as shearing of soil due to shield advancement, unloading of soil and 
stress release due to overcut and loading of soil due to face and grout pressure 
application. All these effects induce the ground movements that can cause 
instability or reduction in carrying capacity of the foundation system 
supporting nearby structures. 
  
Many research studies have been carried out to study the effects of tunnelling 
induced soil movements through numerical methods [Swoboda (1979), Pang 
(2006)], experimental methods [Mair (1979), Ong (2009)], and field studies 
[Shirlaw et al. (2001), Cham (2009)].In those research studies, the ground 
responses due to tunnelling were assessed based on soil displacements in both 
vertical and lateral directions and the volume loss. In view of the impact of the 
ground loss due to tunnelling beneath an urbanised area, a better 
understanding of these effects under different soil conditions with the complex 
geometry such as mixed-face soil condition is still required. The proposed 
research focuses on the study of ground behaviour associated with a particular 
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case where the closed-face tunnelling is carried out in “mixed-face ground” 
condition. 
 
1.2 Tunnelling in Singapore 
1.2.1 General 
In urbanized areas with limited available land space like Singapore, 
underground rail tunnels form the major part of the transportation network. 
Mass rapid transit (MRT) system was introduced in Singapore as a preferred 
mode of public transport in the early 1983. The first section of the 
underground MRT line between Yio Chu Kang Station and Toa Payoh Station 
was opened in 1987. Since then, Singapore has continuously developed a 
comprehensive rail network as the backbone of the public transport system. 
Initially, the MRT system relied on two main lines, namely the North South 
Line (NSL) and East West Line (EWL), for more than a decade until the 
opening of the North East Line (NEL) in 2003 and part of Circle Line (CCL) 
in 2009 and . The fifth line of the MRT system in Singapore is the 42km long 
Downtown Line (DTL), which is the longest underground MRT line to date. 
DTL, proposed to serve 34 stations, was planned in 3 stages (DTL1, DTL2, 
and DTL3) and is expected to be completed in 2013, 2015, and 2017 
respectively. It will connect the North-Western and Central-Eastern regions to 
the new downtown of Singapore. The construction of the final stage of 
Downtown Line known as DTL3 started in November 2011 and it comprises 
of 16 stations including three interchange stations. Future MRT lines include 
the Thomson-East Coast Line (TEL), the Eastern Region Line (ERL), the 
Cross Island Line (CRL), the Jurong Regional Line (JRL) and the Tuas West 
extension as well as Circle Line extension and North-East Line extension. The 





Figure 1.1 Alignment of existing and future MRT lines in Singapore 
(Yong & Fok, 2012) 
 
The development of completed and future MRT lines and extensions are listed 
in Figure 1.2. Up until now, there is, in total, about 178 km of MRT rail length 
in service and construction and planning are in progress on an additional 
182km of rail network. The MRT network is expected to reach a total rail 
length of 360 km by end of 2030.  
 
 
Figure 1.2 MRT lines and extension in Singapore 
 
Even with several years of experience in planning, design, and construction of 
tunnelling and underground works, recent underground tunnelling projects 
have posed much more challenges to the engineers. Due to the alignment 
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avoid highly congested urban areas, and the tunnel alignment, therefore, 
invariably passes underneath or close to, the existing structures and 
foundations and sometimes passes through difficult geology conditions like 
mixed ground conditions and fault lines. 
 
1.2.2 Geology of Singapore 
There are five major types of geological formations typically encountered 
during the construction of MRT tunnels in Singapore– Bukit Timah Granite 
Formation (G), Jurong (Sedimentary) Formation (S), Kallang Formation (KF), 
Old Alluvium (OA) and Fort Canning Boulder Bed (FCBB). The ground 
responses related to tunnelling under these types of ground conditions were 
also well documented in past studies, E.g.; Hulme et al. (1990), Shirlaw et al. 
(2003) and Zhang et al. (2011). With the growth of tunnelling network, it is 
becoming more common that the tunnel drives through the mixed-face soil 
conditions. Example of mixed-face soil condition encountered during 
tunnelling is illustrated in Figure 1.3. 
 
 
Figure 1.3 Tunnelling in mixed-face soil condition 
 
A mixed face is generally considered as a combination of hard materials, such 
as rock and a much weaker materials, such as soft clay or highly weathered 
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residual soils. They are usually found in a variety of geological conditions, 
where deep tropical weathering leads to mixed face conditions. This condition 
is also likely to be encountered in buried valleys, typically, up to 40m deep, 
eroded into the weathered rock, or cemented Old Alluvium (OA) in filled with 
recent deposits [Shirlaw et al. (2000)]. 
 
During the construction of North East line (NEL) MRT, there were evidences 
that tunnel alignment passed through a number of buried valleys of recent 
deposits filled into eroded weathered rocks and Old Alluvium. For example, 
during the NEL construction, Earth Pressure Balance (EPB) tunnelling 
encountered mixed face conditions such as; 
 The interface of the Grade V & VI Granite residual soil to Granite rock 
near Serangoon areas.  
 The interface of highly weathered mudstone to unweathered Jurong 
Formation in some locations.  
 Mixed faces of the Old Alluvium and the more recent deposits such as 
Fluvial sand or Marine Clay between Farrer Park and Boon Keng 
stations. 
 
Shirlaw et al. (2000) also reported that tunnelling in mixed face soil conditions 
typically raises the challenge in terms of tunnel stability and settlement over 
the tunnels. There were scenarios where highly localized settlements with the 
volume loss of 5% were recorded where the tunnel face encountered mixed 
soil condition while smaller soil settlements occurred where the tunnel face 
was completely in the same geology formation. Therefore, planning stable 
construction of tunnels in different soil conditions along the alignment, 
especially when the tunnels are close to or underneath the piled-supported 
structures, becomes of great interest to tunnelling engineers and regulatory 
authorities. 
 
1.2.3 Tunnel Construction in Singapore and Associated Volume Loss 
In the earlier days, the open faced shield with rotary backhoe, back actor, road 
header, or boom cutter were the common methods of tunnelling in Singapore. 
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Compressed air and/or soil grouting were used to maintain the stable ground 
condition allowing workers to operate in safe conditions within the tunnel. 
Tunnels were permanently lined with precast concrete segments. Volume loss 
up to 2% was found for Granite residual soil and Jurong Formation while 
3.5% volume loss was encountered for Marine Clay with the help of 
compressed air and/or jet grouting of the soft soils. On the other hand, large 
volume loss up to 7% was reported for stiff soil such as Jurong Formation and 
Fort Canning Boulder Bed (FCBB) without using compressed air. 
 
With the advancement in tunnelling technology, closed faced tunnel boring 
machine (TBM) such as Earth Pressure Balance Machine (EPBM) with 
simultaneous application of face pressure and tail void grouting were used in 
recent tunnel construction in Singapore. The EPBs machines were used for 
tunnel excavation in more than 90% of NEL construction and one NSL 
construction of the tunnel between Bugis and Lavender Station. Volume losses 
were well controlled to 2% in most cases of soil types such as Kallang over 
Old Alluvium, Old Alluvium, and Granite soil. For Jurong rock and FCBB, 
volume loss was even less than 0.5% with the use of EPB machines. Volume 
loss in Kallang Formation was dependent much on the face pressure. Volume 
loss up to 4% occurred in the cases where the face pressure was less than 90% 
of total overburden pressure and a lower volume loss up to 1.5% occurred for 
the face pressure more than the overburden pressure. The volume loss was 
even less than 0.7% for treated Marine Clay. However, higher localized 
ground losses of more than 5% were still observed at mixed face soil locations 
of the harder soil of Jurong Formation or Old Alluvium and softer soil of 
Kallang Formation, and mixed soil and rock of the Granite Formation. In the 
NEL construction, ground losses exceeding 12% were caused by other reasons 
such as bursting of water main, insufficient cover to Kallang Formation and 
sinkholes problems. 
 
Slurry type TBM was firstly introduced in the Circle Line (CCL) projects in 
Singapore. Both EPB typed and Slurry-typed tunnelling methods were used in 
the whole Circle line and the current MRT line construction. Volume loss was 
greatly reduced to 0.5% for Bukit Timah Granite rock, 0.7% for residual soil, 
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and 1.5 % for mixed Granite and mixed Jurong Formation using Slurry shield. 
Similarly, volume losses less than 1% were obtained for Jurong and Granite 
Formation and less than 1.5% for mixed ground of Bukit Timah Granite or 
Jurong Formation. 
 
Volume loss observed in the past tunnelling projects are summarised in 
Table1.1. It is noted that the above ground losses stated from the reported case 
histories did not take into account the consolidation settlement. It should be 
noted that with better tunnel boring machines and with good workmanship, 
volume loss can now be controlled to the lower values in the range shown in 
the Table 1.1. 
 
Table1.1 Ranges of volume losses from past tunnelling projects in 
Singapore 
Soil Type 
Volume Loss, VL (%) 
Open Face EPB  Slurry 
Bukit Timah Granite  1.5-2.0 0.8-3.0 0.2-1.5 
Jurong Formation 2.0-7.0 0.2-3.0 0.3-1.0 
Kallang or Kallang Mixed 
Formation 
2.0-3.5 0.3-7.0 0.25-3.0 
Fort Canning Boulder Bed  1.5-5.0 0.1 - 
Old Alluvium  - 0.1-1.5 - 
 
1.3 Scope and Objectives of Study 
Although the tunnel-soil-structure interaction effects have been studied with 
great interest since the North East Line construction, most of the past research 
studies focused on ground responses and pile-tunnel geometry under the 
general ground conditions [Cheng (2003), Pang (2006)]. There are limited 
publications which present the field performance of tunnelling in mixed faced 
soil conditions recorded through instrumentation and monitoring data [Shirlaw 
et al. (2000), Zhang et al. (2011)]. Comprehensive research studies on the 
behaviour of mixed-face tunnelling by means of empirical, experimental, or 
numerical methods are still lacking. Therefore, further extensive studies would 
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be required to develop a better understanding of tunnelling through mixed-face 
soil and hence contribute to the cost-effective tunnel design and damage 
assessment.  
 
The present research study focuses on the ground behaviour induced by 
tunnelling in mixed-face soil condition. The scope of the main study covers 
the following: 
a. The case study on the effect of mixed-face tunnelling based on field 
data obtained from DTL3 Contract C933 project. 
b. 3-D FE study on the soil responses to single-face soil tunnelling in Old 
Alluvium Formation (OA) and in Kallang Formation (KF). 
c. 3-D FE study on the soil responses to mixed-face tunnelling. 
d. A series of parametric study to investigate the effect of varying face 
pressure on resulting volume loss, different mixed soil conditions at 
the tunnel face and tunnel advancing directions. 
e. Idealization of mixed-face tunnelling problem in 2-D FE analysis.  
 
Based on the overall studies and findings, recommendations on the associated 
influence zone, face pressure application and expected volume loss will be 
established. 
 
1.4 Organization of Thesis 
The thesis is organized in seven chapters and a brief description of each 
chapter is outlined as follows. 
 
Chapter 1introduces the research background related to ground movements 
caused by tunnelling and its effect in different soil conditions. The past and 
present experience on planning, construction, and challenges of tunnelling 
activities in Singapore are described. The scope and objective of the study are 
presented. 
 
Chapter 2 presents past literature related to the research on ground responses 
due to tunnelling. The prediction methods include empirical, analytical, 
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experimental, and numerical methods. The behaviours of ground responses 
such as surface and sub-surface settlement, horizontal ground movement, 
vertical ground movement, and volume loss caused by tunnelling process are 
presented. A summary of these past research works and the outstanding gaps 
and limitations are discussed and highlighted. 
 
The numerical simulation of tunnelling carried out for the research study and 
related findings on ground behaviour are presented in Chapter 3. The study 
was carried out in stages by numerical methods, using a finite element (FE) 
program called GeoFEA. A number of parametric studies were carried out 
using two-dimensional (2-D) FE analysis to acquire a fundamental 
understanding of the influence and sensitivity of various parameters on the 
tunnelling-induced soil responses. Having analysed the results of the 
parametric study and having understood the calibrated conditions for the 
modelling, a three-dimensional (3-D) FE model was used to simulate 
tunnelling under different types of soil conditions. A number of variables that 
govern the ground responses were examined and assessed in the analyses. 
Field data available from previous case histories and published papers of 
experimental studies were used as reference and comparison for the model 
calibrations.  
  
Chapter 4 presents the field performance of tunnelling through Old Alluvium 
and mixed soil condition at the transition to Kallang Formation (KF). The 
monitoring data were obtained from one of the Downtown Line 3 (DTL3) 
tunnelling projects in Singapore named Contract C933 Bendemeer Station. 
Under this project site, the stretch of DTL3 alignment where the twin bored 
tunnels pass through the mixed interface of the stiff material of Old Alluvium 
and  the soft material of Kallang Formation was selected for the case study. 
Seven arrays of field instrumentation were installed to monitor the soil 
displacements, volume losses and pore pressure responses during tunnelling. 
Key findings were obtained from analysing those field measurements. 
 
In Chapter 5, back analyses using 3-D FEM were carried out for tunnelling 
completely in Old Alluvium condition and completely in Kallang Formation 
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condition. The results of 3-D FE models were complemented by the field 
monitoring data obtained from the DTL3 C933 project. The findings on the 
ground behaviour and associated volume loss due to single tunnel and double 
tunnel effects, the influence of face pressure application on individual soil 
types were studied and presented.   
 
In Chapter 6, the C933 case study was used in the FE analysis to simulate 
tunnelling in mixed-face soil condition. Predicted FE results were compared 
with the actual field data collected from the project. The factors influencing 
the soil behaviours such as face pressure, tunnel advancing direction and 
different type of mixed-soil condition at the TBM face were studied and 
discussed. Based on the overall studies and findings, recommendations on face 
pressure application for tunnelling in mixed soil conditions and the expected 
volume losses for different mixed soil types were established.  
 
In Chapter 7, a summary of ground response and resulting volume losses 
associated with tunnelling in mixed-face soil condition is presented. 









There has been several research studies carried out to understand the effects of 
tunnelling on ground movements. This chapter will cover the review of some 
past research works to predict the ground response associated with tunnelling 
in different soil conditions. Most of the past studies were carried out by 
empirical, analytical, experimental, numerical methods and also by back-
analysis from the field monitoring data. The current understanding on the 
tunnelling effects observed from various studies using different methods is 
discussed and the discrepancies between different research outcomes are 
highlighted. 
 
2.2 Study of Ground Responses to Tunnelling Process 
Tunnelling involves a series of construction stages such as shield machine 
advancement, face pressure application, tail void grouting, lining installation, 
etc. The complex processes introduce ground movements in the transverse 
direction as well as in the longitudinal direction as illustrated in Figure 2.1.  
 
Figure 2.1 Geometry of the tunnel induced settlement trough  
   (Attewell et al., 1986) 
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Those ground movements can be predicted by using empirical and 
experimental methods [Peck (1969), Atkinson& Potts (1979), Mair (1979), 
Clough and Schmidt (1981), O’Reilly and New (1982)], and analytical and 
numerical methods [Sagaseta (1987), Verrujit and Booker (1996), Loganathan 
and Poulos (1998), Lim (2003) and Möller (2006)]. The influencing factors, 
advantages, and limitations of each method are reviewed and discussed.  
 
2.2.1 Empirical Method 
Peck (1969) and Schmidt (1969) described the surface settlement profile in 
transverse direction by using Gaussian distribution curve. The method had 
been accepted and widely used  by many other researchers such as Clough and 
Schmidt (1981), O’Reilly and New (1982), Rankin (1988) and Lake et al. 
(1992).The idealized surface settlement profile is shown in Figure 2.2 and is 
obtained by using the equation; 
 S = Smaxexp⁡[
−x2
2i2
]  (2.1) 
where S is the surface settlement in transverse direction (mm) 
 Smax is the maximum settlement above the tunnel axis (mm) 
 x is the horizontal distance from the tunnel vertical axis (m) and 
 i is the settlement trough width which is the distance from the  
 tunnel vertical axis to the point of inflexion of the settlement trough  
 
Schmidt (1969) also reported that maximum settlement occurs directly above 
the tunnel axis and the settlement becomes negligible after the distance of 3 i 
from tunnel vertical axis. 
 
Figure 2.2 Gaussian curve approximating transverse surface settlement 
troughs (O'Reilly & New, 1982) 
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To obtain Smax, it is first required to make an estimation on the volume loss 
which is usually expressed as the percentage of the ratio of the volume of the 







where VL is the ground loss (%) 
 Vs is the volume of settlement trough per unit length of tunnel (m
3
/m)  




Cording and Hansmire (1975) summarized the field observation data from 
Washington, D.C. Metro line construction and showed that the volume of 
surface settlement trough is equal to the volume of ground loss for tunnelling 
in clays under undrained conditions. For tunnelling in dense sands which is in 
drained condition, the volume of the settlement trough is less than that of the 
ground loss due to dilation effect.  
 
Volume loss is difficult to predict as it depends on a few variables such as soil 
condition, tunnelling techniques and workmanship. Therefore, estimation of 
the volume loss is based on the engineering experiences from the field studies 
or with the help of powerful three dimensional numerical tools. As stated by 
Lake et al. (1992), "volume loss for even the most carefully controlled 
operation in soft clays is rarely less than about 2-3% of the notional tunnel 
volume, although with the earth pressure balance (EPB) shields, this may 
reduce to less than 2%. In stiff London Clay with good workmanship at 
cover/diameter C/D ratios greater than 5, the initial volume loss varies little; 
falling in the range 1-2% with lower values achieved using special measures.” 
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Another parameter to obtain the Gaussian settlement curve is the settlement 
trough width, ‘i’. Peck (1969) found that there is a relationship between the 
trough width and the depth of tunnel for soft and stiff clays. This is illustrated 
in Figure 2.3. Peck’s findings were also comparable with the centrifuge test 
results for soft clay reported by Mair (1979).  
 
 
Figure 2.3 Relationship between settlement trough width, 2i and tunnel 
depth for different ground conditions (Mair, 1979) 
 
Atkinson and Potts (1979), O’Reilly and New (1982), Lake et al. (1992) and 
many other researchers derived the correlation between trough width and 
tunnel depth based on different case histories for different ranges of soils as 
summarized in Table 2.1. 
 
For simplification, for homogenous and layered soils, i can be taken as, 
 i = K. z0 (2.4) 
where K is trough width parameter 
z0 is the tunnel depth below ground level to tunnel horizontal axis 
 
The settlement trough agrees well with K values in the range of 0.4 to 0.6 for 




Table 2.1 Recommended i values 
Reference i-value Soil Type Remarks 
Atkinson and 
Potts (1979) 
i=0.25(z0 + 0.5D) Loose sand Homogeneous soil based on 
the field observations and 
model tests 
i=0.25 (1.5z0 + 
0.25D) 
Dense sand 
and OC clay 
O’Reilly and 
New (1982) 
i = 0.43 z0+ 1.1   Cohesive soil Regression analyses were 
carried out to obtain the 
relationship between trough 
width and tunnel depth for 
homogeneous soil based on the 
field observations of UK 
tunnels. For simplification, 
i=K. z0 is adopted. K=0.5 for 
clays and 0.25 for sand 
i = 0.28 z0- 0.12 Granular soil 
Rankin (1988) i = (0.4-0.6)  z0 Soft and stiff 
clay 
Tunnel case histories in most 
soil types such as clayey, 
sandy, residual and in mixed 
ground 




i = K1 z1+ K2 z2 sand and clay Empirical relationship for 
layered soil 
Lake et al. 
(1992) 
i = 0.5  z0 Clay Tunnelling in clay for 
homogeneous soil using 
Empirical relationship 










Clay Based on the field 
observations and model tests  
 Attewell (1977) α=0.1 and n=1.0 
Clough and 
Schmidt (1981)  
α=1and n=0.8 
Note:  D is tunnel diameter, z0 is the tunnel depth below ground level to tunnel 
horizontal axis, K1 is trough width parameter of soil layer 1 with thickness z1 and K2 is 
trough width parameter of soil layer 2 with thickness z2. 
 
Atkinson and Potts (1977) also defined the ratio of maximum surface 
settlement, Smax to settlement at tunnel crown, Sc in loose and dense sand as 
well as over consolidated (OC) clay (Figure 2.4). Linear relationship between 








where C is the depth from ground surface to tunnel crown,  
 D is the tunnel diameter and  
 α is the slope line obtained from the relationship between Smax/Sc and 
 the tunnel depth in Figure 2.4.  
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In short, α varies with soil types and is noted by the following values.   
 α  = 0.57 for dense sand 
  = 0.40 for sand  
  =0.13 for O.C Kaolinite 
 
Figure 2.4 Relationship between Smax and Sc for tunnelling in sand and   
clay (Atkinson & Potts, 1977 cited by Aoyagi, 1995) 
 
The ratio of Smax/Sc in accordance with different tunnel depth can be obtained 
from Figure 2.5. 
 
Figure 2.5 Relationship between the ratio Smax / Sc and C/D for tunnelling 
in sand and clay (Atkinson& Potts, 1977 cited by Aoyagi, 
1995) 
 
Similarly, the empirical correlation between maximum surface settlement, 













where r and z0 are tunnel radius and tunnel depth respectively. 
 
Attewell and Woodman (1982) extended the application of the Gaussian curve 
into the longitudinal direction, assuming in the form of a cumulative 
probability curve (Figure 2.6). The same trough width parameter can be used 
in estimating the longitudinal settlement. The equation for the settlement 











where x is the distance from tunnel face in the longitudinal direction of the 
 settlement (m) 
 Svmax is the maximum transverse settlement (mm) 
This finding was also supported by New and O’Reilly (1991). In terms of 
magnitude, Attewell et al. (1986) reported that the settlement directly above 
the tunnel face matches with 50% of the maximum settlement (0.5 Smax) in 
case of open face tunnelling in stiff clays. However, for closed face tunnelling 
where significant face support is provided, settlement above the tunnel face is 
less than 0.5 Smax. This finding is consistent with that of Ata (1996) which 
concluded that the longitudinal settlement is only 25 to 30 % of the transverse 
settlement profile based on the tunnel case histories in Cairo. Mair (1983) 
stated that small heaving ahead of the tunnel face can occur depending on the 
face pressure applied. 
 





The subsurface settlement profile can also be approximated by a Gaussian 
distribution curve in the same way as the surface settlement. However, based 
on the studies of Mair et al. (1993) (Figure 2.7) and other researchers such as 
Moh et al. (1996), Dyer et al. (1996), Taylor (1995) and  Grant and Taylor 
(2000), the trough width parameter, K, for the subsurface settlement is 
obviously greater than that for the surface settlement. Therefore, using 
constant K value may underpredict the settlement. This was modified by using 
K value varying with depth by various authors and their recommendations for 
i values are summarized in the following Table 2.2. 
 
Figure 2.7 Variation of i with depth (Mair et al., 1993) 
 
Table 2.2 Recommended i values for Sub-surface settlement 
Reference i-value Soil Type Remarks 
Mair et al. 
(1993) 




0.175 + 0.325(1 − z z0⁄ )
(1 − z z0⁄ )
 
Clay Empirical relationship for 
homogeneous soil based 
on field observations and 
model tests. 
















m=0.4 for silty sand 
m=0.8 for silty clay 
Silty sand 
and silty clay 
Empirical relationship for 
homogeneous soil based 
on field observations. 
Dyer et al. 
(1996) 
i = K(z0 − z) Loose sands 
overlain by a 
firm to stiff 
clay layer 
Field study showed a 
similar pattern by Mair 
(1993) in which K 
increasing with depth in 
clays. 
Note: The definition of variables is given in Table 2.1. 
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The relationship between trough width and depth is shown in Figure 2.8. The 
variation of K was obtained from the best fit to field data from several 
tunnelling projects and normally found increasing with depth rather than 
constant. The finding is well accepted nowadays. 
 
 
Figure 2.8 Variation of trough width parameter K and depth for subsurface 
settlement profiles above tunnels (Mair & Taylor, 1997) 
 
The tunnelling induced displacement in the horizontal direction is predicted by 
assuming a particular focus point along the tunnel centre line towards which 
the ground displacements are directed. Different authors proposed different 
locations of the convergence points. For tunnelling in clay, O’Reilly and New 
(1982) proposed a convergence point at the tunnel centre, while centrifuge 
testing works by Mair (1979) revealed somewhere between the tunnel axis and 
the tunnel invert. On the other hand, Taylor (1995) derived the convergence 
point located at 0.325/0.175 z0 below the tunnel axis level. 
 
The horizontal surface displacement profile illustrated in Figure 2.9 is defined 
as; 












For convergence point at 
0.175
0.325













where Shmax is the maximum soil displacement in horizontal direction 
Sv is the soil displacement in vertical direction 
 x is the horizontal distance from tunnel axis 
z0 is the tunnel depth below ground level to tunnel horizontal axis 
 i is the trough width 
 
 
Figure 2.9 Distribution of horizontal surface displacement and strain in the 
transverse direction together with the settlement trough 
 
For the case of twin tunnels drive, ground settlement and horizontal 
displacement were calculated by the equations proposed by O'Reilly and New 
(1988). 
 






















where S(y,z) is the surface settlement and H(y,z) is the horizontal diplacement 
Vs is the volume of the settlement trough per unit length of tunnel 
y is the transverse distance from tunnel axis 
Z is the vertical distance from tunnel axis 
d is the axial separation of the tunnels 
 Vs is the volume of the settlement trough 




The ground settlement profile caused by twin tunnelling is presented in Figure 
2.10. 
 
Figure 2.10 Schematic diagram of settlement profile due to twin tunnelling 
(O'Reilly & New, 1988 cited by Aoyagi, 1995) 
 
Empirical methods to evaluate the tunnelling-induced ground deformations 
have been widely used in practice due to its simplicity. In general, settlement 
is dependent on two main input parameters, volume loss, VL and trough width, 
i. Many researchers tried to establish these parameters to predict the settlement 
profile and the respective maximum value. The trough width, i can be easily 
derived due to its independence of tunnelling techniques. On the other hand, 
estimation of volume loss value is harder to quantify. It depends on several 
factors such as tunnel depth, excavation method, and type of soil. Usually, it is 
taken as an assumed value and not a predicted or calculated value. Hence, 
empirical method is more appropriate for back-analysis in which the volume 
loss is the known value. In addition, in the presence of existing foundations 
close to tunnel excavation, the stiffness of foundation system will contribute to 
soil-structure interactions, which cannot be captured by Gaussian curve. 
Nevertheless, the method is still useful to estimate the ground movement by 





2.2.2 Analytical and Numerical Methods 
Initial development on analytical methods for the prediction of tunnelling-
related greenfield soil responses was introduced by Sagaseta (1987).Sagaseta 
(1987) developed an analytical equation for ground displacement by 
simulating the uniform ground loss around a tunnel in the form of a point sink. 
The method was based on fluid mechanics concepts and the soil was assumed 
isotropic elastic and homogeneous incompressible. Due to lack of ovalization, 
tunnel inward deformations in vertical and horizontal directions were 
identical, resulting in a shallower and wider surface settlement compared to 
Gaussian distribution curve. Equations derived by Sagaseta (1987) were 
subsequently extended by Verrujit and Booker (1996) taking into account the 
compressible materials and the effects of ovalization in the excavated tunnel 
boundary. Although the importance of ovalization effect on tunnelling-
induced settlement was discussed and highlighted in Verrujit and Booker's 
solution, selecting the right ovalization factor was not clearly stated. 
 
Loganathan and Poulos (1998) modified Verruijt and Booker’s solution by 
introducing the equivalent undrained ground loss parameter ε0 based on the 
gap parameter “g” proposed by Lee et al. (1992).Assumptions on the ground 
deformation patterns by each author are illustrated in Figure 2.11. Since the 
method considered non-uniform soil convergence around deforming tunnel, 
narrower and smaller far field settlements were observed. Therefore, this 
method can provide a better estimation of tunnelling-induced surface and 
subsurface settlement and horizontal ground movements under greenfield 
condition compared to previous methods. Estimation of soil displacements by 







(a)      (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 2.11 (a) Point sink: infinite medium (Sageseta, 1987),  (b) Ground 
loss and ovalization of tunnel (Verrujit & Booker, 1996),  (c) 
Ground deformation patterns and ground loss boundary 
conditions (Loganathan & Poulos ,1998) 
 
Table 2.3 The estimation of surface settlement from closed-form 
  analytical methods 









































r = [(x − x0)




ν is Poisson's ratio of soil, 
x is the lateral distance from tunnel centre-line 
h is the depth to axis 
r is the tunnel radius 

















































































































R2 = x2 + z2 
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ε is the uniform radial ground loss,  
δ is long term ground deformation due to the ovalization of the tunnel lining 
r is the tunnel radius 
x is the lateral distance from tunnel centre-line,  
z is the depth below ground surface 
h is the tunnel depth 
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x2 + (H − z)2
+
3 − 4v
x2 + (H + z)2
−
4z(z + H)
(x2 + (H + z)2)2












g is the gap parameter (Lee et al., 1992) 
H is the tunnel depth, 
R is the tunnel radius 
z is the depth below ground surface and  
x is the lateral distance from tunnel centre-line 
ν is Poisson's ratio of soil 
Note: 
U0 , Sz0 or Uz=0 is the soil settlements at ground surface 
Uz or Sy is the soil settlements at depth z below ground surface 
Ux, Sh or Sx is the horizontal soil movements at a lateral distance x from the tunnel axis. 
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Although the method incorporated important factors such as various 
construction methods, tunnelling equipment configurations and elastoplastic 
behaviour of the soil, the validation with case studies only covered for soft to 
stiff clay conditions. Therefore, estimation of the soil response in sand or more 
complicated layered soil conditions was still left open for further investigation. 
In addition, the prediction of ground responses in the longitudinal direction 
was not included. As the method is limited to greenfield conditions, further 
combined approach with other methods, such as boundary element method is 
still required for application to pile-soil interaction problems with the presence 
of nearby existing pile foundations. 
 
With the development of sophisticated computer software, numerical methods 
become an alternative approach to analyse soil-structure interaction problems. 
In the earlier days, most finite element analyses on tunnelling related problems 
involved a two-dimensional (2-D) plane-strain approximation in which a 
section perpendicular to the tunnel axis was considered. The approaches are 
convenient enough to assess the ground response in terms of efficiency and 
solving time. Numerous simulation methods were developed by various 
researchers for tunnel excavation process such as progressive softening 
method by Swoboda (1979), the convergence-confinement method by Panet 
and Guenot, (1982), the gap method by Rowe et al., (1983) and the volume 
loss control method by Potts & Addenbrooke (1997). 
 
(i) Progressive Softening Method  
 
Progressive softening method was proposed by Swoboda (1979) and cited by 
researchers such as Potts & Zdravkovic (2001) and Pang (2006) to model 
NATM tunnel excavation using two dimensional finite element methods. As 
shown in Figure 2.12, the tunnel excavation was simulated by reducing soil 
stiffness inside the tunnel to displace the soil towards the tunnel boundary and 
the lining was installed subsequently. Stiffness was reduced by using stiffness 
reduction factor, β. β value is normally taken as 0 to 1 meaning that β=0 when 
the material stiffness inside and outside tunnel are the same and β=1 when 
there is no stiffness in the opening. β can be derived from dilatometer 
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measurements ahead of the tunnel-face or 3-D stage-by-stage approach 
[Modlhammer (2010)]. Alternatively, the choice of β is a pre-determined 
value and relies on experience. Some recommendations for β values based on 
Laabmayr & Swoboda (1978) and (1986) reported by Modlhammer (2010) for 
finite element analyses are as follows: 
 β = 50%  for 1st excavation step [Laabmayr & Swoboda, (1978)] 
 β = 20% to 50% for top heading excavation and β = 40% to 80% for 
side drift excavation [Laabmayr & Swoboda, (1986)] 
One advantage of this method is that it is applicable to K0 values (K0=lateral 
coefficient of soil). 
 
Figure 2.12 The progressive softening method (Potts & Zdravković, 2001) 
 
(ii) Convergence-Confinement Method (λ or β- method)  
 
The Convergence-Confinement method, so called stress reduction method was 
developed by Panet and Guenot (1982) to model NATM tunnel excavation 
using 2-D FEM. Tunnel simulation was carried out by removing FE mesh 
inside the tunnel and internal pressure was applied on the tunnel periphery 
(Figure 2.13). At initial state, the internal pressure (P0) inside the tunnel equals 
the external earth pressure. This internal pressure was gradually reduced by a 
λ-factor which usually is between 0 and 1 (λ=0 for full internal pressure and λ 
=1 for no internal pressure). When the forces reached the predetermined 
proportion of unloading λd, lining was installed followed by the release of the 
remaining forces. In this method, λ value does not have any physical meaning 
and the portion of forces to be released (λf- factor) is a pre-determined value. 
Normally, λ value is taken as 0.2 to 0.4 to give the measured volume loss 




Figure 2.13 The convergence-confinement method    
(Potts & Zdravković, 2001) 
 
(iii) ‘GAP’ method  
 
The 'GAP' method was developed by Rowe et al. (1983) in order to predict the 
settlement using gap parameter in conjunction with FE analysis. The 
combined effects of 3D elastoplastic ground deformation at the tunnel face, 
over excavation around the periphery of the tunnel shield and physical gap 
related to the tunnel machine, shield, and lining geometry were all considered 
as equivalent 2D, non-uniform oval-shaped void (Figure 2.14). For FE 
simulation, the soil inside the tunnel was excavated and the surrounding soil 
was allowed to deform into the tunnel under self-weight. The movements of 
the nodes on tunnel boundary were monitored during excavation. Once the 
nodes touched the final tunnel position, the lining element was activated. The 
GAP represents maximum vertical void between excavated grounds and 
tunnel lining. In this method, the difference between the initial and final 
positions prescribes a value of volume loss. Gap parameters in the method are 
described as; 
GAP = Gp + U3D
∗ + ω̅ 
where Gp is the difference between cutter head and outer lining diameter 
 ϖ is the workmanship quality 
 U3D




Figure 2.14 The gap method (Potts & Zdravković, 2001) 
 
 
(iv) The volume loss control method 
 
The method was introduced by Addenbrooke et al. (1997). This approach is 
similar to the Convergence-confinement method except in the proportion of 
stress reduction. The tunnel excavation was simulated by applying equivalent 
nodal forces T over a number of increments in the opposite direction (Figure 
2.15). After each increment, the volume loss VL was calculated. Once the 
prescribed VL was reached, the lining was activated. 
 
Figure 2.15 Volume loss control method (Potts & Zdravković, 2001) 
 
The main advantage of using 2-D finite element analysis is that various factors 
such as tunnel diameter, tunnel depth, soil type, can be considered and 
incorporated together in one model simulation. Although each 2-D method is 
useful and convenient, each analysis also has its own shortcomings and 
limitations. The method requires some empirical input parameters such as 
volume loss, stress or stiffness reduction parameters which are determined 
based on the past experience in relevant soil condition and tunnelling methods 
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[Example- Rowe et al. (1983), Panet and Guenot (1982), Swoboda (1979)]. 
Furthermore, 2-D FE simulation cannot recognize the different tunnelling 
techniques such as NATM, open faced or closed faced shield. Since tunnel 
simulation is idealized as a plane strain condition, the response of soil in the 
longitudinal direction cannot be predicted. 
 
In reality, the ground behaviour subjected to tunnelling disturbance is a three-
dimensional (3-D) problem. To overcome the limitations of 2-D analysis, 
many researchers such as Lee & Rowe (1991), Lim (2003), Möller (2006), and 
Pang (2006) analysed the complex tunnelling process by means of 3-D finite 
element method incorporating tunnel advancement simulation and pressure 
application at the face. In this section, available techniques of simulating 3-D 
tunnelling developed by different authors are reviewed. 
 
Simulating the advancement of shield tunnelling requires several phases to 
represent the complex construction process such as application of balanced 
pressure on the tunnel face, shield machine advancement (i.e. over-cutting), 
tail void closure, and lining installation. It should be noted that the magnitude 
of ground movement during the advancement of the EPB shield tunnelling is 
highly related to the operational and human factor rather than the ground 
condition, and the settlement measured can differ significantly. Therefore, 
some empirical inputs or assumptions (such as volume loss) based on past 
experience in similar ground condition and tunnelling method are inevitably 
adopted and carefully controlled. The types of parameters to be controlled may 
be different for different simulation methods [Shirlaw (2000)]. 
  
One of the earlier developments of 3-D FE model for simulating shield tunnel 
was presented by Lee & Rowe (1991). A simplified approximate approach is 
illustrated as shown in Figure 2.16. In this method, the gap was predefined 
with the uniform convergence, and the soil around the tunnel was allowed to 
deform until the gap was closed by releasing the radial stresses around the 
tunnel vicinity. Once the soil displacement reached the predefined gap, the 
tunnel lining was activated. Ground loss caused by over excavation was also 
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considered with a similar process. The weight of the shield-lining system 
could also be simulated by the body forces of the structural elements.  
 
Figure 2.16 Gap Method in 3-D finite element analysis    
(Lee & Rowe, 1991) 
 
Lim (2003) considered more complex staged tunnelling processes including 
the shield, lining, and grout elements (Figure 2.17). Instead of creating a gap 
element, inwards soil deformation was introduced by reducing shield stiffness. 
Firstly, with the simultaneous application of the face pressure, tunnel 
excavation was carried out by the removal of soil elements which were then 
replaced by shield elements. Shield element was modelled with two layers, in 
such a way to serve both as the shield element and the gap element to simulate 
the face overcut. Immediately after shield simulation, reduced stiffness 
modulus (by 10 times in Lim’s study) was assigned to the outer layers to 








(b) Stage B 
Figure 2.17 FE construction sequences for EPB modelling (Lim, 2003) 
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The grout pressure method proposed by Möller (2006) is the combination of 
gap method in which the deformation is limited by a gap and stress reduction 
method in which pressure is applied around the excavated boundary. In grout 
pressure method, grout pressure distribution was applied around the tunnel 
boundary instead of using initial stress distribution in stress reduction method. 
Shield advancement was modelled in step-by-step procedure as illustrated in 
Figure 2.18. It included face pressure application at the tunnel face, radial 
pressure application for the shield and the tail void grouting. Shield pressure 
was assumed to be the same as grout pressure. Both shield and grouting 
pressure were simulated hydrostatically increasing with depth. Gap was 
simulated by deactivation of soil element in order to deform freely until it 
touched the shield or lining.  
 
 
Figure 2.18 Simulation of grout pressure model (Möller, 2006) 
 
In Pang (2006)’s 3-D finite element model, tunnel advancement simulation 
was similar to Lim (2003) using solid elements. However, in this method, 
weightless overcut elements were used to serve as radial stress relief for tunnel 
deformation. For tail void grouting, initial grout elements with low stiffness 
values were applied immediately after shield and overcut activation and were 
replaced by hardened grout with higher stiffness values after a step later. Step-
by-step tunnel simulation is shown in Figure 2.19. 
 
It is worthwhile to note that finite element methods usually give a shallower 
and wider settlement trough which however can be improved by the use of an 





Therefore, in spite of the need for higher computer resources, more effort and 
time, 3-D finite element analysis still can offer more realistic and 
comprehensive predictions and also can handle more complicated tunnel 
geometry, soil conditions and tunnelling techniques.  
 
 
Figure 2.19 Finite element simulation procedure for shield tunnel 
advancement (Pang, 2006) 
 
 
2.2.3 Case Histories from Singapore MRT Lines 
Numerous case studies were recorded in Singapore since 1980s' to assess the 
ground movements caused by tunnelling. Published field monitoring data 
obtained during MRT construction such as NSL, EWL, NEL, CCL, and DTL 
were collected and reviewed.  
 
Table 2.4 summarized the tunnelling methods, TBM specifications, and 
geological conditions encountered in previous MRT constructions such as 
NEL, CCL reported by various authors such as Hulme & Burchell (1999), 




Table 2.4 Tunnelling case along NEL, CCL MRT construction [Hulme & 









(Continuation of Table 2.4) 
 
 
Note: BTG - Bukit Timah Granite, JF- Jurong Formation, OA- Old Alluvium, KF- Kallang 
Formation, FCBB- Fort Canning Boulder Bed, EPBM - Earth Pressure Balance Machine 
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Figure 2.20 shows maximum settlements observed during NS-EW and NEL 
tunnelling works which were recorded by Hulme & Burchell (1992), Shirlaw 
et al. (2003) and were organised by Chong (2013). Settlements values 









NEL: North-East line 
Geology: 
BTG: Bukit Timah Granite 
GIII: Moderately weathered BTG 
GIII/GVI: mixed face between GIII and 
residual soil (GVI) 
JF: Jurong Formation 
KF: Kallang Formation 
JF/KF: Mixed face between JF and KF 
OA: Old Alluvium 
Construction method: 
CA: Compressed air 
FA: Free air 
NATM: New Austrian Tunnelling 
Method 
EPB: Earth Pressure Balance 
S: Surface sinkhole 
V: Subsurface void 
*/+: Only volumes of grout used 
available 
Note: *Grout volumes of surface sinkholes (S) in m3; + Grout volumes of subsurface voids (V) in m3; 
data points 38, 39: settlements during launching; data points 32, 40, 43: settlements during docking; all 
other points: settlement during tunnelling 
 




A comparison of the field data from local case histories with empirical 
settlement calculation revealed that Gaussian curve fits the actual settlement 
trough very well. However, different i values need to be used for different 
local soil conditions [Shirlaw et al. (2003), Yugami et al. (2009) and Zhang et 
al. (2011)]. For Singapore soil, in general, i values lie within the range of 0.25 
to 0.6 z0 based on the field results from previous MRT lines such as North 
East Line (NEL) and Circle Line (CCL) projects. The volume loss recorded 
from Singapore case histories and i values for Singapore soils are compiled in 
Table 2.5. Recommended ranges for different soil types are summarized from 
Table 2.5 and shown in Table 2.6. 
 
Table 2.5 Volume loss and i values encountered based on Singapore Case 
Histories 











i = 0.5  z0 3.5 M Open Face (Air) 
i = 0.5  z0 2.0 M Open Face 
(Air+Grout) 
i = 0.5  z0 5.0 FCBB Open Face (None) 
i = 0.45  z0 2.0 SV and SVI Open Face (Air) 
i = 0.45  z0 7.0 SV and SVI Open Face (None) 
i = 0.45  z0 1.5 GV and GVI Open Face (Air) 
i = 0.45  z0 2.0 GV and GVI Open Face (None) 
NEL Shirlaw et 
al. (2003) 
- 1% in 
general 
OA 
(Sv independent of Fp) 
EPBM  
0.3-1.7 OA/ KF 
(Fp/P0= 0.8 to 1.2) 
EPBM  
5.0 OA/ KF 
(Fp/P0 ≈ 0.5) 
EPBM  
2.0 GVI  EPBM 
3.0 G  
(mixed rock & soil) 
EPBM 
0.1 FCBB EPBM 
1.5 FCBB Open Face 
0.6-5.5 S & KF EPBM 
1.0 S EPBM 




(Fp/P0= 0.9 to 1.2) 
EPBM  





Project Reference i-value VL (%) Soil Type Tunnelling 
Methods  





i= 0.25z 0.4 KF/OA EPBM 
CCL Zhang et 
al. (2011) 
 
i = 0.5  z0 0.7 GV, GVI Slurry 
i = 0.5  z0 1.5 G (Soil/Rock) Slurry 
i = 0.5  z0 1.2 G (Soil/Rock) EPBM 
i = 0.5  z0 0.5 GII, GIII Slurry 
i = 0.5  z0 0.8 GV, GVI EPBM 
i = 0.6  z0 0.9 SV, SVI EPBM 
i = 0.6  z0 1.5 S (Soil/Rock) EPBM 
i = 0.6  z0 1.0 S (Soil/Rock) Slurry 
i = 0.6  z0 0.5 SII, SIII EPBM 
i = 0.45  z0 0.8  
(0.1-0.9) 
OA EPBM 
CCL, C845 Yugami et 
al. (2009) 
 
i = 0.25  z0 0.5 Residual Soil 
(Residual soil above) 
Slurry  
i = 0.25 z0-
0.5 z0 
1.5 Residual Soil  
(KF above) 
Slurry 
i = 0.45  z0 0.2-0.4 GI to GIII  
(Residual soil above) 
Slurry 
i = 0.45  z0 0.6 GIII to GIV 
(Residual soil above) 
Slurry 
i = 0.45  z0 0.6 GI to GIII 
(KF above) 
Slurry 
i = 0.25 z0-
0.45  z0 
0.7-1.0 Residual soils & 
Rock  
(Residual soil above) 
Slurry 
i = 0.25 z0-
0.5  z0 
0.25-0.5 Residual soils & 
Rock (KF above) 
Slurry 




Fp  =Face pressure 
P0     =Total overburden pressure 
Sv             = Surface Settlement 
G     =Granite 
M             =Marine Clay 
S     = Jurong Formation 
KF =Kallang Formation 
OA =Old Alluvium 





Table 2.6 Recommended trough width and volume loss values for 
Singapore soil [Shirlaw et al. (2003), Yugami et al. (2009), 









Bukit Timah Granite  
(GV and GVI) 
i = 0.45  z0 1.5-2.0 
Open Face 
Jurong Formation  
(SII, SIII, SV, SVI) 
i = 0.45  z0 2.0-7.0 
Kallang Formation  
(KF) 
i = 0.5  z0 2.0-3.5 
Fort Canning Boulder Bed (FCBB) i = 0.5  z0 1.5-5.0 
Bukit Timah Granite  
(GI,GII, GIII) 
i = 0.45-0.5  z0 0.2-0.6 
Closed 
Face 
Bukit Timah Granite  
(GIV,GV, GVI) 
i = 0.25-0.5  z0 0.5-1.5 
Bukit Timah Granite 
(Soil/Rock)  
(Fp/P0≥0.4) 
i = 0.25-0.5  z0 0.25-1.5 
Residual soil  and Kallang Formation  
(Fp/P0≥0.4) 
i = 0.5  z0 1.7-1.5 
Jurong Formation  
(SII, SIII) 
i = 0.6  z0 0.2-0.5 
Jurong Formation  
(SV, SVI) 
i = 0.6  z0 0.4-1.0 
Jurong Formation  
(Soil/Rock) 
i = 0.6  z0 0.3-1.5 






i = 0.45  z0 0.1-1.0 
Old Alluvium and Kallang Formation   
(Fp/P0≥0.8) 
i= 0.25z 0.3-1.7 
Kallang Formation  
(KF)  
(Fp/P0≥0.9) 
i = 0.5  z0 1.0-2.0 
Fort Canning Boulder Bed (FCBB) - 0.1 






2.2.4 Tunnelling in Mixed-Face Soil 
Singapore, being located in tropical area, exhibits the various sub-soil 
conditions that have been subjected to weathering down to the depth of several 
ten meters or subjected to soil movements forming faults, folding with highly 
undulating layers, dykes or weakness zones. It is therefore very likely to 
encounter mixed-face soil condition during tunnelling in such varying ground 
conditions. Shirlaw et al. (2000) generally stated that a mixed face is 
considered as a "combination of hard materials, such as rock and a much 
weaker materials, such as soft clay or highly weathered residual soils.” This 
condition is characterized with more than two different geologies occurred at 
the face of tunnel. Most commonly, this is represented by contact between 
rock units with different mechanical properties, and by veins or dykes within 
the formation. A mixed-face condition is assumed as the difference in UCS 
between the weakest and strongest layer of a minimum of 1:10 [Steingrimsson 
et al. (2002)]. 
 
Mixed-face soil can be in the form of both soil and rock. Such conditions can 
be observed in various geological and weathered formations. They can pose 
substantial problems associated with TBM operations as well as the 
disturbance to the surrounding soils. For instance, determination of TBM 
operating parameters, such as face pressure, cutter's intervention and cutter's 
life, are directly depending on the abrasivity, stiffness and the type of soil and 
rock encountered at the interface. Another common problem with the mixed-
face soil is the water inflow into the mining chamber which sometimes occurs 
at the contact zones between soil and a hard rock. Due to the unbalanced cutter 
force distribution which is likely to occur at the excavation face, mixed-face 
tunnelling usually results in the relatively higher settlements than tunnelling in 
uniform soil layers even with a proper control of TBM operation parameters. 
Different risks associated with different types of mixed-soil conditions are 
tabulated in Table 2.7. 
 
Similar mixed-soil conditions are commonly encountered in Hong Kong 




tropical weathering and heterogeneous geology. Wai (2005) reported two 
major inflow cases encountered during the construction of Mass Transit 
Railway (MTR) at the North Nathan Road and the Island Line at Hennessy 
Road in Hong Kong. Such inflows were related to the late application of 
sufficiently high compressed air while the tunnel was still in Grade III Granite 
rock but approaching to the transition zone within completely weathered 
Grade V Granite. Grade V Granite behaving as flowing ground caused the 
major inflows and substantial ground loss in the roads above. Wai (2005) 
highlighted from the study that “Special precautions as compressed air or 
other means (e.g. ground treatment) is necessary when excavation is 
approaching such interface below the water table and sufficient rock distance 
should be allowed to support the tunnel face as well as the overall excavation”. 
The other example of mixed-face tunnelling problem related to face stability 
was reported by Darrag (1998) from the NATM tunnelling in South Beirut, 
Lebanon.  Two collapse cases were reported; one of them being the collapse 
during the NATM excavation at about 30m from the mixed interface of 
cohesive silty clayey sand and cohesionless sand, and the other one resulted 
from the soil flow due to a water pipe breakage. Furthermore, some other 
small and local collapses were also reported to have occurred along the mixed-
face stretches. The solution taken was to pre-treat the ground with an 
appropriate grouting scheme.  
 
Such incidents were also encountered during mixed-face tunnelling in 
Singapore NEL MRT construction as reported in Shirlaw et al. (2000). Such 
problems usually result in the significant ground losses, abrasion or heat 
depending on the nature of tunnelling media at the face. Figure 2.21 can be 
referred for the reported the ground loss caused by the loss of face pressure 
while tunnelling through mixed-face condition of Bukit Timah Granite 
Formation during NEL MRT construction. Similar cases also happened in 
highly weathered Jurong sedimentary Formation and in the deep valley of 






Shirlaw et al. (2003) also stated that "it is reasonable to assume that the 
settlement would largely be a result of the effect of tunnelling on the Kallang 
Formation soils as high value for volume loss plots almost exactly on the 
general trend line for Kallang Formation.” 
 
 
Figure 2.21 Large localized ground losses induced as a result of loss of face 
pressure when tunnelling through mixed grades of Bukit Timah 







Table 2.7 Problems encountered when tunnelling in mixed-face soil 
condition 




Mixed face of strong 
boulders and hard clay 
 Rate of excavation   
 Shirlaw et al. 
(2000) 
Strong rock and 
mobile material likes 
flowing, rapidly 
squeezing or fast 
ravelling (Granite 
Mixed Face) 
Difficult to maintain face 
pressure 
 
Tunnel face instability 
 
Major inflow at interface due 
to reluctance of applying 
pressure at tunnel face 
 
Overexcavation in soil like 
material 
 
Heavy water inflow due to 
high permeability of 
weathered rock 
 
High cutter wear and the need 
for frequent intervention 
 
Slow advance rates, vibrations 


















C320 Kwai Tsing, 
KCRC West Rail, 
Hong Kong 
 
Metro do Porto 
Project, Portugal 























Mixed face of highly 
fractured, weathered 
mudstone or siltstone 
and very strong 
unweathered quartzite 
of Jurong Formation 








Formation (JF) & 
Kallang Formation 
(KF) 
Difficult to control machine to 
fully pressurized in weathered 
rock due to abrasion and heat 
 
Significant ground losses due 
to underpressurized inside 
chamber 
 
Rapid flow or squeezing when 














Weathered OA & 
Fresh OA 
Trouble free, well-controlled 
ground at interface 
Farrer Park to 
Boon Keng 
Station , NEL 
Shirlaw et al. 
(2000) 
OA & KF 
Rapid flow or squeeze 
 
Significant ground loss 
 
Possibility of severe water 
inflow due to insufficient face 










2.2.5  Summary of Ground Responses to Tunnelling 
The movement of ground caused by tunnelling and its consequent effects on 
nearby structures are important issues in urban tunnelling as they can 
adversely affect the surrounding structures if the response level is high 
enough. From a general review of past research works, the common findings 
and understanding on soil response and some disagreements among various 
authors are summarized as follows.  
 
2.2.5.1  Surface Settlement 
As stated above, surface settlement can be estimated by empirical, 
experimental, or analytical and numerical methods. Among them, Gaussian 
distribution curve is the most common method used by researchers to obtain 
greenfield settlement. A comparison of surface settlement profiles from 
analytical methods to that of Gaussian curve is shown in Figure 2.22. 
 
 
Figure 2.22 Comparison of transverse settlement profiles    
(Verruijt & Booker, 1998) 
 
Compared to the Gaussian distribution curve, Sagaseta (1987)'s approach 
gives wider and higher far field settlements due to the assumption of the 















Comparison of Transverse Settlement Profile 
p=0 (no ovalization)/ Segaseta (1987) p=1 (Verruijt & Booker , 1998)
p=2 (Verruijt & Booker , 1998) p=4 (Verruijt & Booker , 1998)




p>1 (i.e., tunnel expand horizontally), the settlement trough by Verruijt and 
Booker’s method (1998) shows better improvement. However, this condition 
is unlikely to occur in real soil and there is no clear guidance on the choice of 
ovalization parameter for different types of soil. According to the modified 
method by Loganathan and Poulos (1998), the surface settlements from the 
back-analyses agree well with the field studies. However, diligent caution is 
still required in using this method as it normally gives smaller settlement 
troughs and may become unconservative in some aspects due to the 
assumption on ground loss єx,z value. 
 
Although surface settlement troughs in the transverse direction can be 
reasonably predicted by Gaussian distribution curve, it is important to use 
different trough width parameters, i, for different soil conditions. Trough 
width, in general, can be simplified as i=Kz0. K values of 0.4 - 0.6 (average 
0.5) for cohesive soil and 0.25-0.45 (average 0.3) for non-cohesive soil can 
give reasonable agreement between Gaussian curve and the field measured 
profile. Similarly in Singapore, the recommended K values observed from the 
available case studies are still within the range of 0.25 to 0.6 for most of the 
local soil types (OA, Kallang, Jurong and Granite). Ground settlement is found 
to be negligible beyond an offset of 3i from the tunnel centreline in Gaussian 
curve. 
 
Similar to the transverse settlement troughs, the settlement in the longitudinal 
direction can also be estimated by the cumulative Gaussian distribution curve 
using the same i values as transverse settlement. According to Attewell et al. 
(1986) and Ata (1996), the settlement of ground directly above the tunnel face 
in the longitudinal direction is 0.25 to 0.5 times the maximum settlement 
depending on the tunnelling technique and soil condition. 
 
2.2.5.2  Volume Loss 
Sometimes, the ground settlement due to tunnelling is described in terms of 
volume loss or ground loss, VL which is generally defined as the volume of 




expressed as the percentage of the ratio of the volume of the surface settlement 
trough, Vs to the excavated volume per unit length of the tunnel, A. Having 
dependence on several variables such as soil conditions, tunnelling techniques 
and workmanship, volume loss is difficult to predict. Therefore, estimation of 
volume loss has to rely on the engineering experiences from the past field 
studies or with the help of three dimensional numerical tools. 
 
Lake et al. (1992) reported from the summarized case histories data that less 
than 2 to 3% of volume loss was found in soft clays with the controlled 
tunnelling operation and 1 to 2% volume loss occurred in stiff Clay. The range 
of volume loss values encountered in Singapore is also summarized in Table 
2.6 based on numerous case histories of MRT construction.  
 
2.2.5.3  Sub-surface Settlement 
The subsurface settlement profile is separately calculated by using empirical 
formula or analytical formula. In empirical method, settlement is predicted by 
using Gaussian distribution curve with the trough width parameters increasing 
with depth. Trough width parameter at depth z, iz is defined by the formula, 
iz=K (z0-z). The empirical constant, K can be obtained by using the correlation 
between K and the depth proposed by Mair et al. (1993) for clay and Dyer et 
al. (1996) for sand.  
 
In analytical method, settlement at depth z below ground surface is normally 
computed using the equation as given in Table 2.3 developed by Loganathan 
and Poulos (1998). Figure 2.23 shows the results of the sub-surface settlement 
trough above tunnelling in stiff clay from centrifuge test based on assumptions 
from the classical scaling laws by Loganathan (2000).The results were 
compared with his analytical formula and empirical method by Mair et al., 
(1993). The analytical method gives a better agreement with measured value 






Figure 2.23 Comparison of subsurface settlements from Centrifuge test: 
   (a) test 1 - short pile; (b) test 2 - intermediate pile;  
   (c) test 3 - long pile (Loganathan, 2000) 
 
The sub-surface settlements by all the above authors showed that settlement is 
increasing with depth and it is found maximum at the tunnel crown location. 
The empirical correlation between maximum surface settlement, Smax, and 










where r and z0 are tunnel radius and tunnel depth respectively. 
 
2.2.5.4  Horizontal Displacement 
Unlike the surface settlement, there are limited case histories reported on the 
horizontal surface displacements. Based on the empirical method by O'Reilly 
and New (1982) and Taylor (1995), the horizontal surface displacement can be 
described by the equations (2.8) and (2.9). Reported maximum horizontal 
displacement at the surface is 0.25 to 0.5 times maximum surface settlement 
based on the field studies carried out by Cording & Hansmire (1975) and 
Attewell (1977). 
 
Analytical method for prediction of horizontal soil movements with depth was 




Poulos (1998). Among them, Loganathan and Poulos  (1998)'s method has 
been widely used due to the assumption of oval shape gap around the tunnel 
which can be considered as more realistic tunnel excavation behaviour. The 
predicted deflection profiles by Loganathan and Poulos (1998) agree well with 
field studies and his centrifuge test results. 
 
The horizontal displacement profiles observed from the various case histories, 
centrifuge tests, numerical or analytical methods revealed that the lateral soil 
movement is prominent at the tunnel horizontal axis. However, as illustrated 
in Figure 2.24, Ong et al. (2008) highlighted based on assumptions from the 
classical scaling laws that if the distance is far enough from the tunnel (i.e. 
beyond 2D), the ground movement at the tunnel centre line level becomes 
insignificant and the maximum soil movements occurred shifted near to the 
ground surface.  
 
Figure 2.24 Lateral soil displacement profiles at different pile-to-tunnel 
distance (Ong et al., 2008) 
 
Very few studies were done on layered soil and sandy soils using the 
analytical method and the application is somewhat limited to the case for 
uniform clay. In addition, due to lack of deflection estimation at the tunnel 
advancing direction in 2-D numerical methods and centrifuge modelling, 3-D 
numerical methods are still the preferred approach especially for the case of 
tunnelling in variable and difficult soil conditions, mixed faced soil conditions 




2.2.6 Concluding Remarks 
The coverage of the past research works on the prediction soil response to 
tunnelling is well established to some extent of accuracy. Most of the studies 
discussed so far were carried out for tunnelling through homogenous or 
layered soil conditions which may not be able to cover highly variable site 
conditions. For mixed-soil tunnelling, the knowledge and techniques for soft 
ground and rock tunnelling needs to be adopted in combination in order to 
attain the best compromised solution for the overall stability of the tunnel face 
and the potential impacts to the adjacent existing structures. The existing 
solutions taken are mostly on the adjustment of TBM operation parameters 
and design, such as cutter-head design (spacing between cutters, opening 
ration, size of disk cutters), the use of foam for supporting medium to suit the 
varied ground condition. It also require the experienced operators and a 
continuous monitoring of the shield drive as well as the extra care on the 
control of the interaction between the forces aiming to avoid overloads and 
shock loads and in the wear protection of all the tools. A great deal of efforts 
should also be put into the planning and program on top of the design and 
operation. Some of them include avoiding the cutter head intervention in the 
anticipated mixed-face location, and ensuring the sufficient face pressure 
before approaching the mixed interface of hard to soft soil region. However, 
with the available local case histories, laboratory tests and numerical studies, 
the effect of mixed-face tunnelling on the tunnel-soil-structure interactions has 
yet to be well-understood. 
 
Case studies, either by means of FE method or centrifuge test, for tunnelling in 
mixed soil condition and the effects of face pressure with regard to volume 
loss are rarely studied and yet very important for a good understanding of 
tunnelling issues. In addition, the behaviour of soil responses and their impact 
on existing structures under mixed-faced soil condition are still not clearly 
understood to arrive at clear and consistent conclusions. Therefore, further 
studies would be required to develop a better understanding of the mixed-face 
soil related problems and to contribute to the cost-effective tunnel design and 




available from local case studies during the construction of MRT tunnel lines. 
In addition, full research studies have yet to be carried out on the behaviour of 
mixed-face tunnelling either by means of empirical, experimental, or 
numerical methods. Although there are some local guidelines established for 
difficult ground condition such as mixed-face soil, field instrumentation data 
and back up studies are still in lack to confirm whether this guideline is 
reasonable or applicable in various conditions. With the available case studies 
which are fully instrumented and recorded for tunnelling performance under 
mixed-face soil condition, more accurate and reliable volume loss can be 
established and appropriate face pressure can be recommended. 
 
Taking consideration of its limitations, 3-D FE method seems to be the most 
powerful and versatile tool when the geotechnical complexities such as mixed-
face soil condition and related tunnel deformation are to be incorporated into 
one single analysis. Therefore, it is proposed that 3-D FE method is used for 




CHAPTER  3  
NUMERICAL MODELLINGOF TUNNELLING AND 
RELATED GROUND BEHAVIOUR 
 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the current techniques of simulating tunnelling problems in 2-
D and 3-D Finite Element Program developed by various authors are reviewed 
and discussed. 2-D and 3-D FE analyses were carried out on some tunnelling 
case histories with different soil types including soft and hard soils. Field data 
available from previous case histories and published papers of experimental 
studies were used as reference and comparison for model calibrations. Back-
analyses on case histories would provide the fundamental understanding of the 
ground responses to tunnelling works. The sensitivity of various input 
parameters and a number of variables that govern the ground responses were 
also examined with a series of parametric studies. 
 
3.2 Finite Element (FE) Modelling for Tunnelling Process 
3.2.1 2-D FE Simulation Method 
Most analyses for tunnelling related problems are idealized with two-
dimensional plane-strain approximation in which a section perpendicular to 
the tunnel axis is considered. Based on this assumption, numerous methods 
were developed by various researchers to simulate the tunnel excavation 
process. The existing methods include stiffness controlled methods such as 
progressive softening method by Swoboda (1979), stress controlled methods 
such as convergence-confinement method by Panet and Guenot (1982), the 
gap method by Rowe et al., (1983) and the volume loss method by Potts & 
Addenbrooke (1997). Each 2-D method has its own shortcomings and 
limitations although they are useful and convenient. This is mainly because 
one parameter needs to be input as a prescribed value in 2-D FE simulation. 
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However, the 2-D FE approach provides basic understanding of soil responses 
and some guidance for convenience in tunnel designs  when the time frame or 
computer efficiency are limited in 3-D modelling process. For current 2-D 
finite element study, stress reduction method was selected to simulate the 
tunnelling process. The study was carried out using GeoFEA finite element 
software. GeoFEA was chosen because its source code can be modified for the 
present study. In addition, GeoFEA provides various functions of stress 
application and hence it is possible to predict the deformation by reducing the 
stresses inside the excavated tunnel.   
 
Tunnelling process as illustrated in Figure 3.1 was simulated in the procedures 
as follows: 
i. Initial geostatic stresses were defined by K0-procedure. 
ii. Tunnel excavation was simulated by removing the soil elements inside 
the tunnel. The support pressure was applied around the excavated 
tunnel periphery in the same step. If the support pressure is equivalent 
to the initial all-round soil pressure, no volume loss is theoretically 
expected. The support pressure, P0, inside the tunnel was then reduced 
by stress reduction factor, β. Any reduction to this value would 
introduce the ground loss VL as the end result. 
iii. The lining was subsequently activated when the predetermined 















Figure 3.1 Two-Dimensional tunnelling method based on stress reduction 
   (Mödlhammer, 2010) 
 
The stress reduction factor, β was selected in such a way that it was reduced 
until it matched a required ground loss value which is usually set based on 
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field data, centrifuge test results, or past experience with specific soil 
condition. Therefore, β value is a variable input which is dependent on the 
prescribed volume loss.  
 
The application of the support pressure should be done in such a way that the 
initial stresses applied to all the points along the tunnel perimeter are equal to 
the initial soil stresses under at-rest condition acting at the same point. 
Although it is straightforward to work out the initial pressure at the tunnel 
crown and the invert point, the variation of the pressure profile along the sides 
of the tunnel in between the two points is complicated. GeoFEA program 
provides several functions on the method of pressure application, two of which 
called uniform pressure distribution and hydrostatic pressure distribution were 
studied, and are explained in detail as follows.  
 
(i) Uniform pressure 
In the first stage of excavation, full uniform pressure, P0 is applied inside the 
tunnel excavated face. If full internal pressure (i.e., β =0) is applied, the 
tunnelling process is theoretically considered as no volume loss. After that, 
pressure is reduced uniformly throughout the tunnel circumferential boundary 
until it reaches the prescribed volume loss as shown in Figure 3.2. The 
uniform pressure method tends to compute the high far field settlements with 
flatter ground settlement profiles compared to field results or test data. 
Heaving at the invert is also observed which is considered as unrealistic case.  
 
  




Hydrostatic pressure      
application 
 
Ps = β. P0 
P0,crown = γz1 
P0,invert = γz21 
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where  P0 is the initial overburden pressure 
  γ is the unit weight of soil  
  z is the depth below ground level 
  Ps is the support pressure 
  β is the stress reduction factor 
   
 (ii) Hydrostatic pressure 
To improve the settlement trough profile and reduce the unrealistic heave at 
the tunnel invert, hydrostatic distribution pressure with the values increasing 
from tunnel crown to invert level can be used as illustrated in Figure 3.3. In 
fact, initial pressure is not uniform around the tunnel perimeter and it varies 
with depth. By applying P0 pressure in hydrostatic distribution which is 
equivalent to the initial all-round soil pressure, no volume loss is theoretically 
expected. After that, the top pressure is gradually reduced until it matches the 
prescribed volume loss. To avoid heaving problem at the tunnel invert, full 
pressure is maintained at the bottom boundary of the tunnel. The results can be 
significantly improved with the hydrostatic pressure application compared to 
those with uniform pressure application. 
 
3.2.2 3-D FE Simulation Method 
Simulation of tunnel advancement with shield tunnelling method involves 
several phases to represent the complex construction process such as 
application of balanced pressure on the tunnel excavation face, shield machine 
advancement, tail void closure, and lining installation.  
 
For current study and back-analysis, 3-D simulation method similar to that 
used by Pang (2006) was adopted. In this method, solid elements were used 
for modelling of shield, overcut, lining and tail void grouting at the hardened 
stage. Axial pressure hydrostatically increasing with depth was applied as face 
pressure at the front of the tunnel. Figure 3.4 illustrates the tunnel 
advancement process adopted in the 3-D FE modelling. 
 
The major phases of construction considered in modelling are as follows: 
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i. Tunnel excavation for each step is simulated by removing the soil 
elements inside the tunnel with simultaneous face pressure application. 
Shield and over-cut elements are also activated at the same step. 
ii. The same procedure is repeated for the next step of tunnel 
advancement. The elements for hardened grout and lining segments are 
subsequently activated directly behind the shield length, which can be 
considered as a completed tunnel. 
 
Figure 3.4 Tunnel advancement process in three dimensional finite 
element modelling 
 
3.2.3 Discussion on GeoFEA Program 
‘GeoFEA® is a commercial finite element software developed locally by 
Geosoft Pte Ltd, based on NUS’s technology. The software is designed to deal 
with the inherent complexity in geotechnical problems, such as coupled solid-
fluid interaction within the soil skeleton, complex construction sequences, 
large-deformation and non-associated plastic flow behaviour’ [Chaudhary 
(2010)].  It offers a wide range of linear and non-linear constitutive models for 
both 2-D and 3-D analysis of geotechnical problems. The main features 
includes the creation of the geometry, mesh generation, assigning element 
properties and boundary conditions, stage-by-stage construction sequence and 
running the analysis. Other innovative modelling features include mesh 
intersection, mesh operation and mesh carving for fast and sophisticated 
construction of complicated models” [GeoFEA manual]. 
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Many previous researchers had extended the capability of GeoFEA to several 
fields such as deep excavation, shield tunnelling, large-scale simulation and 
dynamic analysis [Eg; Hong (2003), Lim (2003), Chaudhary (2010) and Zhao 
(2013)]. Moreover, having numerous verification exercises also make the 
program helpful and suitable for the practitioners to be able to handle 
simulating of large and complex problems with a normal PC. The key driver 
for using GeoFEA software for the current research is the provision of several 
functions of load application features in tunnelling problems, which include 
uniform pressure distribution and linear pressure distribution varying as a 
function of co-ordinates. The selection on the simulation method of load 
application is important in stress reduction method, since the tunnel 
deformation is mainly influenced by the pressure applied. In the current study, 
pressure distribution has been improved with the application of non-uniform 
pressure variation profile at the face and around the tunnel circumference. 
Some of the other important advantages of GeoFEA that the author finds 
useful in the numerical simulations are: 
 several inbuilt solver options providing flexibility in choosing an 
optimal solution method for different types of problems. 
 facilities incorporated for direct access to CAD models enabling the 
advanced meshing and visualization in creating a FE model 
 “Check element” features which are useful to check and improve the 
mesh quality of the region of interested area. 
 
With the release of latest version GeoFEA 9, several features of improvement 
have been introduced for more efficient usage in 3-D problems. Main features 
include:  
 improvement in geometry data  handling,  
 solver development to cater for the analyses involving materials with 
significant contrasts in the stiffness   
 Modification in post processing to enhance the file handling as well as 
the visual inspection of results up to the last increment stage in case the 




The key feature is the modification of brick elements to tetrahedral elements 
which enable the extrusion of elements to any direction, so that creating the 
circular pile geometry (Y direction extrusion) or sloping soil profile (Y 
direction extrusion) together with tunnel geometry (Z direction extrusion) in 
one model becomes much easier. The only drawback encountered especially 
in tunnelling problems is the huge amount of solid elements due to the need of 
thin layers created for structural elements such as shield, overcut, lining and 
grout layers. This is because, unlike the old version which used brick 
elements, the use is limited to solid tetrahedral elements. This, therefore, will 
be the next step of improvement if the brick elements can be incorporated 
together with the tetrahedral elements to provide the users more flexibility on 
the choice and use of element type according to the accuracy level required for 
analysis.  
 
3.3 Case History for 2-D FE Analysis 
Before starting 3-D FE modelling works, 2-D FE studies were carried out for 
the purpose of software validation and fundamental understanding of the 
ground responses to tunnelling works. Some of the past published research 
works were back-analysed and discussed. GeoFEA finite element program 
was used for the analyses and 6-noded linear strain triangular elements were 
adopted for all the FE models. The vertical side of the mesh was restrained as 
roller boundary whilst the base was completely fixed. In other words, the side 
boundary was restrained from lateral movement but free to move vertically 
whereas no horizontal and vertical movements were allowed at the bottom 
boundary. The water table was assumed at the ground surface. Mohr-Coulomb 
model with associated flow rule was used to model the soil constitutive 
behaviour. Hydrostatic stress reduction method described in Section 3.2.1 was 
used for simulation of tunnel excavation. GeoFEA® allows users to conduct 
total stress, effective stress and consolidation analyses. Undrained analyses 
were adopted to investigate the short term (immediately after tunnelling) 




The analyses reported in these studies provide the fundamental understanding 
of tunnelling behaviour and basic guidance on 2-D plane-strain analysis. 
Numerical analysis is sensitive to various input factors such as tunnel 
diameter, tunnel depth, soil type, soil model, model boundaries, and 
simulation of tunnelling techniques. A series of sensitivity studies were first 
carried out to explore the influence of individual input parameters on the 
results and predictions. The model boundary and other effects such as mesh 
size, face pressure application and soil models have been investigated since in 
the preliminary stage of study. The FE models adopted in the reported case 
histories have utilized the most appropriate boundary distances and other 
parameters based on the review of the sensitivity study results.  Detailed 
discussions on the influence of boundary in FE analysis were included in 
Appendix A. Back analyses for case histories were then performed to verify 
the 2-D FE modelling. FE predictions of soil movements in the analysis 
models were compared with empirical solutions and/or field data available 
from the case histories.   
 
3.3.1 Description of Case Histories 
Total of 6 cases were analysed using 2-D FE method. The analysis cases 
include two centrifuge test series in stiff and soft kaolin clay, tunnelling 
projects in UK, Barcelona, and Singapore. Shallow tunnel depth with H/D 
ratio of 1.25 to deep tunnel with H/D ratio of 7 was covered in these analyses. 
Soil types range from soft clay to stiff clay and (stiff residual soil) Singapore 
soil. Detail analysis information on tunnel geometries and soil properties for 
each case history are given in Table 3.1. 
 
Among 6 case histories, total stress approach was adopted in case 1, 3, 4 and 
5. In total stress approach, Eu, cu, φu and νu (≈ 0.49) are needed to specify in 
the analysis. The remaining case 2 and case 6 were modelled by using 
effective stress parameters. The data necessary for effective stress approach of 
elastic perfectly plastic soil models are basically composed of the following 
strength components: E’, c’, φ’ and ν’ and Kw. Parameters adopted for each 
case in FE analyses are described detail in Table B.1 in Appendix B. K0=1 
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was adopted for all FE analysis. The shortcoming of the stress reduction 
method is that not all K0 values can be simulated to get the best curve fitting 











































3.3.1.1 Case 1: Centrifuge Tests in Stiff Clay 
In the present FE study, a series of centrifuge tests done by Loganathan et al. 
(2000) were back-analysed. Three tests of 6m diameter tunnel with different 
tunnel depths such as 15m for test 1, 18m for test 2 and 21 m for test 3 were 
studied. The tunnel was assumed to deform in a plane strain condition under 
100g acceleration. All undrained analyses were carried out with 1% of volume 
loss. The same dimensions as that in Loganathan's centrifuge test set up (i.e. 
65m x 30m) was assumed as the FE boundary. 
 
3.3.1.2 Case 2: Centrifuge Test in Soft Clay 
A centrifuge test with 60mm diameter of model tunnel (i.e., 6m diameter in 
prototype scale) under 100g was carried out in the Geotechnical Centrifuge 
Laboratory, National University of Singapore by Ong (2007). The soil used in 
the test was prepared from a slurry of Malaysian kaolin clay (Gs=2.65, 
LL=80%, PL=40%, Cc=0.65, Cs=0.14) at a water content of 120% (1.5 times 
LL) and preconsolidated at 20 kPa [Ong (2007)]. The tunnel depth to 
diameter, H/D ratio of 2.5 was adopted for this centrifuge test. A free-field soil 
movement due to tunnelling with a volume loss of 3.3% was examined. The 
dimension of FE model boundary size was taken the same as container size 
used in centrifuge test (i.e. 52.5 m width and 28m depth).  
 
3.3.1.3 Case 3: Barcelona Subway Network Extension Tunnel 
A shallow tunnel of 8m in diameter, 10m in depth from ground to tunnel axis 
was constructed for Barcelona Subway Network Extension Tunnel at 
Barcelona. Detail information was reported by Loganathan and Poulos (1998).  
The soil consists of red brown clay with some gravel with bulk modulus of 
18kN/m
3
. Shear strength of clay varies from 30 to 150 kPa. Volume loss of 
0.8% obtained from Loganathan's analytical method was adopted for the FE 
analysis. Lateral boundary was set to 8D and bottom boundary was set to 5D 
in this study. 
3.3.1.4 Case 4: Green Park Tunnel 
A tunnel of approximately 4.14m diameter was excavated through stiff 
fissured heavily over-consolidated London clay to create the Green Park 
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Tunnel at UK [Attewell and Farmer (1974) cited by Loganathan and Poulos 
(1998)]. The tunnel was excavated manually at 29.4m below ground level. 
Undrained analysis with volume loss of 1.6% was used for the FE analysis as 
per recorded field data from the project.  
 
3.3.1.5 Case 5: Heathrow Express Trial Tunnel 
The Heathrow express trial tunnel, an open face tunnel of 8.5 m diameter, was 
excavated for a link between central London and Heathrow Airport. A tunnel 
was located at 29m depth below ground level. The soil consists of stiff London 
clay with cu of 50 to 250 kPa. Details of tunnel and soil information and field 
measurements were stated in Deane and Bassett (1995) and Loganathan and 
Poulos (1998). The undrained volume loss of 1.4% obtained from empirical 
data was adopted for the FE analysis. The boundary which is 5D in the lateral 
direction and 2D from the tunnel axis to the bottom boundary satisfies the 
lateral and bottom boundary effects.  
 
3.3.1.6 Case 6: C704-North East Line Tunnel 
The tunnel works in the North-East Line MRT Contract 704 in Singapore was 
back-analysed by Pang (2006). The bored tunnel of 6.5m diameter was 
constructed at a depth of 21m below ground level. The soil profile indicated 
Granitic residual soils and the tunnel passed through weathered granite Grade 
4c as defined by Pang (2006). Tunnel volume loss 1.5 % was used for the 
analysis. For FE analysis, half size mesh of 62mx74m was adopted based on 
the FE model of Pang (2006).  
 
3.3.2 Results and Findings from the 2-D Finite Element Analysis 
Parametric studies performed on key modelling factors such as model 
boundary, restraint conditions, support pressure, soil models, and properties 
provide the basic guidance and understanding of the performance of numerical 
models. For instance, to achieve stable results and convergence, the model 
should extend at least 5D (D= tunnel diameter) distance and 3D distance from 
the tunnel axis to the side boundary and the bottom boundary respectively. 
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Such findings and understanding of model sensitivity to various input 
parameters were applied to 2-D FE analysis models of case histories, and 
predictions of soil movements from the analysis models were compared with 
empirical solutions and/or field data available from the case histories. Figure 
3.5 shows the comparison between surface settlement troughs from FE 
analysis and those from Loganathan centrifuge test (Case 1). In general, the 
predicted surface settlement trough from the FE analysis shows the reasonable 
agreement with the experimental data. Deeper settlement profile was observed 
in Test 1 compared to Test 3. This verifies that settlement decreases with 





Figure 3.5 Comparison of surface settlement trough of Loganathan's 
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In addition, the heave at tunnel invert from the FE analysis is negligible 
compared to the crown settlement as shown in Figure 3.6. This improvement 
in behaviour is mainly due to the use of non-uniform pressure distribution 








Figure 3.6 Settlement contour of Loganathan's Centrifuge test 
    (a) test 1(b) test 2 (c) test 3 
 
From the 2-D studies, it is worthwhile to note that the stress base methods 
usually give shallower and wider settlement troughs. Moreover, unrealistic 
heaving was also observed at the invert of the tunnel. Most of the stress-based 
methods used in the past research works adopted the uniform earth pressure 
distribution. In the current study, non-uniform pressure distribution has been 
incorporated by using varying pressure profile around the tunnel 
circumference. In order to obtain the correct settlement trough in conjunction 
with the use of simple soil model such as Mohr-Coulomb model, tunnel 
simulation technique was further improved by using non-uniform pressure 
distribution applied on the tunnel boundary. 
 
In the back-analysis of centrifuge test in soft clay (Case 2), the maximum 
ground settlement predicted by FE analysis was 43 mm for 3.3% volume loss 
which is consistent with the centrifuge test result, reported by Ong (2005). As 
shown in Figure 3.7, the settlement profiles of FE result, Gaussian curve and 
centrifuge test data also have a good match. 
 




Figure 3.7 Comparison of surface settlement trough of Ong's Centrifuge 
test 
 
Results of the surface settlement profile for the cases of Barcelona Subway 
Network Extension Tunnel (Case 3), Green Park Tunnel (Case 4), and 
Heathrow Express Trial Tunnel (Case 5) are plotted in Figures 3.8, 3.9 and 
3.10 respectively. The measured data from field, results of analytical method 
by Loganathan (1998) and Gaussian curve by Peck (1969) were also checked 
for comparison. Good agreement of settlement trough between computed FE 
results and empirical curve as well as field data was obtained. Among the 
methods, analytical method by Loganathan (1998) gives smaller results. This 
shows that Loganathan formula usually over predicts higher ground loss value 
for the same amount of settlement. 
 
 
Figure 3.8 Comparison of surface settlement trough (Barcelona Subway 
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Figure 3.9 Comparison of surface settlement trough (Green Park Tunnel) 
 
 
Figure 3.10 Comparison of surface settlement trough (Heathrow Express 
Trial Tunnel) 
 
The comparison of the resulting FE surface settlement profile with the 
monitoring results reported by Pang (2006) also shows a good match as shown 
in Figure 3.11. 
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From 2-D FE back-analysis studies, it was observed that settlement profiles 
from all case histories show good agreement with the measurements and 
closed-form solution. Stress reduction method in 2-D analyses is able to 
predict reasonable settlement troughs under greenfield condition. This is due 
to the fact that tunnel simulation involved reduction in stress until the 
observed volume loss was reached. In other words, it is expected that there 
would be reasonably good agreement since the volume loss achieved in the FE 
analysis is intentionally set to be close to the actual volume loss observed in 
the centrifuge tests or field measurements. In addition, 2-D simulation using 
uniform earth pressure (i.e., K0 = 1) applied at the model gives the best fitted 
value. 
 
Although the volume loss needs to be used as a prescribed value, the 2-D FE 
approach gives basic understanding of tunnelling behaviour and ground 
response as well as a guidance for convenience usage of tunnel design in terms 
of computer memory and processing time where 3-D process is not feasible or 
limited. 
 
3.4 Case History for 3-D FE Analysis 
Most of the numerical simulations of tunnelling problems were usually 
performed with idealised plane-strain assumption. Although 2-D plain strain 
models provide the basic understanding of the problem, they are unable to take 
into account the soil responses in the longitudinal direction and the detailed 
simulation of the complex construction processes such as tunnel advancement. 
3-D analysis therefore becomes more and more common in use over the recent 
years to be able to capture the correct soil responses especially for cases where 
sub-soil profiles are highly variable or the varying vertical alignment of the 
tunnel. In these 3-D back-analysis studies, full tunnel construction process 
such as the application of face pressure, shield advancement, over-cutting, tail 
void closure, and installation of lining were considered and simulated for 




3.4.1 Case 1: Centrifuge Test Tunnelling in Normally Consolidated Clay 
3.4.1.1 Description of Case History 
As part of the 3-D analysis study, a case history, presented by Ong (2009) was 
back analysed to study the effect of tunnelling in soft clay. In this case history, 
a centrifuge test with 60mm diameter of tunnel model (i.e., 6m diameter in 
prototype scale) was carried out under 100g at the NUS Geotechnical 
Centrifuge Laboratory. The tunnel depth was 15m, and hence, tunnel depth to 
diameter, H/D ratio of 2.5 was adopted for the centrifuge test. A typical sketch 
of the centrifuge test is shown in Figure 3.12. 
 
The back-analysis was carried out using 3-D finite element GeoFEA software. 
Based on the sensitivity study, minimum lateral and bottom boundaries of 4D 
and 2D from tunnel axis are required to ensure the boundary effect is 
insignificant. In this case, the size of the model was taken the same as that of 
the container used in the centrifuge test (i.e. 52.5 m width, 28m depth, and 
20m length) which is also within the range of boundary convergence. 
 




The finite element mesh of the model is shown in Figure 3.13. 10-noded linear 
strain tetrahedral solid elements were used and typical mesh included 18,204 
elements and 19,800 nodes. The displacement boundary condition was set to 
be fixed in all directions at the bottom and vertical sides were restrained 
against the transverse movements. The top surface mesh was assumed as the 
drainage boundary where u=0. The two vertical sides were assumed to be 
hydrostatic, recharging drainage condition, i.e., ∆u=0 whereas impermeable 
boundaries were assigned to the bottom plane and the tunnel circumferences. 
 
 
Figure 3.13 Typical finite element mesh and pressure distribution 
 
The soil used in the centrifuge test was prepared from a slurry of Malaysian 
kaolin clay having specific gravity, Gs=2.65, Liquid Limit, LL=80%, Plastic 
Limit, PL=40%. Cc=0.65, Cs=0.14 at a water content of 120% (1.5 times LL). 
Modified Cam-Clay model was used as a constitutive soil model. The critical 
state soil parameters of Modified Cam-Clay model were adopted the same as 
those used in Goh (2003) and cited by Ong et al. (2007) as presented in Table 




 m/s in x and y 
directions respectively. 
 
Table 3.2 Soil parameters adopted in FE analysis [Goh (2003) and Ong et 
al. (2007)] 
Soil Type  
γbulk κ λ ecs M v kx ky 
[kN/m
3
] - - - - - [m/s] [m/s] 







In the centrifuge test, due to limitation in the accuracy of equipment in the 
model, volume loss of 3% that was equivalent to 1mm gap in model scale was 
used as a minimum value. It was noted that the volume loss experienced in 
normally consolidated clay ranged from 1.5%to 4.0% depending on the face 
pressure applied. Therefore, the same volume loss of 3% was selected as in the 
FE model for calibration purpose with centrifuge results. 
 
In order to simulate the same 2D tunnelling procedure in centrifuge test, only 
single tunnel advancement was performed in FE analysis. Tunnelling process 
was simulated in the procedures as follows: 
Initial step :  Initial geostatic stress application. 
Step 1  : The soil along the length of 20m (the whole tunnel length in 
the model) was excavated. The support pressure was applied around the 
excavated tunnel periphery at the same step.  
 
In this case, the support pressure was applied in a hydrostatic distribution with 
the values increasing from tunnel crown to invert level. At initial state, total 
overburden pressure at tunnel crown was 196kPa and at the tunnel invert was 
295kPa. The top pressure was then gradually reduced by a stress reduction 
factor, β until prescribed volume loss of 3% was achieved. When the pressure 
applied at the excavated tunnel boundaries reached 140kPa (i.e. 71.2% of total 
overburden pressure, P0), the volume loss was observed to get fitted to the 
targeted value of 3%. To avoid heaving problem at the tunnel invert, full 
pressure (1P0) was maintained at the bottom boundary of the tunnel. The 
distribution of support pressure to achieve the prescribed volume loss of 3% is 
shown in Figure 3.13. 
 
3.4.1.2 Analysis Results and Discussion 
Figure 3.14 shows the transverse settlement troughs of FE and centrifuge test 
results [Ong et al. (2007)] in comparison to typical Gaussian distribution curve 
by Peck (1969). Maximum soil settlement obtained from Ong's centrifuge test 
at  3% volume loss (VL) was about 41 mm and from the finite element study at 
the same volume loss was 37mm. FE analysis was also observed to give the 
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higher far field settlement by about 4mm at the end of the model boundary. 
This far field settlement contributed to part of the volume loss, which 
therefore, resulted in the slightly shallower settlement compared to Ong's 
centrifuge results. FE analysis predicted the reasonable results in terms of 
magnitude as well as profile.  
 
 
Figure 3.14 Transverse settlement trough 
 
Maximum surface settlement (Smax) at different volume losses (VL) are plotted 
in Figure 3.15 and verified with centrifuge test results and empirical Gaussian 
distribution. The results of the FE predictions were found closer to both 
empirical and experimental approaches than the centrifuge results. Linear 
relationships between maximum settlement and volume loss were observed in 
all methods. However, in FEM, the ratio of Smax /VL was 12.8 while the ratios 
were 14.6 and 15.0 in centrifuge and Gaussian curve respectively. In other 
words, FEM underestimated the maximum surface settlement results by 
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Figure 3.16 shows the subsurface settlement profiles with depth, taken at the 
distance 0m (x=0m) and 6m (x=6m) away from the tunnel centre line under 
2days consolidation period (i.e. short term effect as cited by Ong). The graphs 
confirm that settlement increases with depth until above the tunnel crown 
level. The maximum settlement was 130 mm and found near the tunnel crown. 
The results at the tunnel centre line were not available from the centrifuge test, 
due to the limitation of centrifuge model. The comparison of the subsurface 
settlement at 6m distance showed that the two predicted profiles were 
favourably comparable. 
 
Figure 3.16 Settlement vs. depth (a) at x=0m, (b) at x=6m 
 
Transverse settlement curves at different depths are plotted in Figure 3.17 and 
compared with empirical results from Mair et al. (1993) and from quasi-
analytical solution by Loganathan and Poulos (1998). In general, all the 
methods including the FE method, centrifuge test, empirical and analytical 
methods, give good prediction of the tunnelling-induced settlement troughs in 
the same trend especially at shallower depths. However, the deeper below the 
ground level, the more discrepancies are observed among different methods. 
The differences between individual methods are found the largest at the tunnel 
centre line. Among them, FE prediction is closer to the empirical method. The 
use of Modified Cam-Clay model takes into account of plastic strain 
hardening and the non-linear behaviour is modelled by means of hardening 
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plasticity. Therefore, FEM predicts reasonable the sub-surface displacement 
profile in soft clay. Maximum difference between the two methods which is 
found at tunnel centre line is about 20%. However, in the centrifuge test, the 
settlement difference is more than 40% at the tunnel centre line. This is likely 
due to the boundary condition limit in centrifuge test between the beads and 
the Perspex plate when closer to the model tunnel. Except for Loganathan's 
solution, the differences among the methods become insignificant when the 
distance 'x' is more than 1D (D = tunnel diameter) distance from the tunnel.  
 
Unlike the other methods, Loganathan approach gives flatter and wider 
settlement troughs and the profile do not match well with others. This can be 
due to the reason that "The equivalent ground loss values predicted using the 
new method are in good agreement with reported empirical ground loss values 
for tunnels in stiff clay but are overestimated for the case of tunnel in soft 
clay." as stated in Loganathan and Poulos (1998). Nevertheless, the analytical 
method is still one of the best well-known methods and is practically used for 
the greenfield soil response mainly owing to its simplicity and reliability. 
 
Figure 3.17 Transverse settlement trough at depth 0m, 4.3m, and 9.3m 
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The lateral movement of soil at various distances of 4m, 6m, 9m, 12m, and 
15m from the tunnel vertical centre line are presented in Figure 3.18. For the 
distance within 1D (D=diameter of tunnel) from the tunnel, all the methods 
predict the same trend where lateral soil movements are found prominent at 
the tunnel horizontal axis. When the distance is beyond 1D, the lateral 
movement at the ground surface is more significant than that at the tunnel axis. 
As can be seen in Figure 3.18, FEM prediction gives a greater lateral soil 
response than centrifuge test does in all cases. FEM provides amore similar 
pattern and trend with experimental results whereas it does not agree well with 
analytical results by Loganathan and Poulos (1998) in which deflections are 
more significant at the tunnel axis only.  
 
 
Figure 3.18 Lateral deflection vs. depth at x=4m, 6m, 9m, 12m and 15m 
from tunnel centre line 
 
Displacement vectors after 2 days of tunnel excavation are extracted and 
shown in Figure 3.19. Tunnelling-induced disturbances to in-situ soils lead to 
the changes in effective stresses, and consequent ground movements. Those 
movements were identified by Ong (2009) as following two zones: 
i. Immediate Shear Zone in which radial stress relief occurs as a result of 
the unloading of soil during tunnelling. This zone is defined as the 
zone of settlement values with more than 10 mm. 




Generally, the FE studies show the similar pattern as reported in centrifuge 
results by Ong (2009). However in FE analysis, the soil displacement vectors 
outside the immediate shear zone flow in the reverse pattern (U turn) which is 
considered an unrealistic behaviour. This is one of the few limitations of FE 
models. During excavation, when the soil elements are removed from the 
mesh, stress relieves occur and result in the radial soil flow towards the tunnel. 
However, since the movements are restrained at the boundaries, reverse soil 
movements occurred to maintain all the forces in equilibrium state. This kind 
of effect may be reduced by using large sized FE mesh boundaries. On the 
other hand, in centrifuge test, this problem is minimized due to the presence of 
the drained layer at the bottom and the soil flows directly toward the bottom or 
tunnel periphery. However, the amount of U turn movements is insignificant 
(<5mm) compared to that at the immediate shear zone, which has a major 
occurrence of soil displacements. Apart from that, the soil displacement 
pattern in the FE results is comparable to that of centrifuge test results. 
 
Figure 3.19 Soil displacement vectors (a) FEM, (b) centrifuge test 
 
3.4.2 Case 2: Tunnelling in Residual Soils in Contract C704 
3.4.2.1 Description of Case History 
Another case study referenced for 3-D back-analysis is the construction of 
North East MRT Line (NEL) under Contract C704 reported by Pang (2006). 
The twin tunnels constructed by the Earth Pressure Balance machines (EPBM) 
passed close to the existing pile foundations supporting the viaduct bridge. 
The tunnels were located at a depth of about 21m below ground level and were 
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at 1.6m to 4.4m clear distance from the pile edge. The piles with 1.5m thick 
pile cap were 1.2m in diameter and about 60m long. 
 
The project site under the study is located in Bukit Timah Granite Formation, 
with G4 residual soil comprising of sandy silty clay materials. For the 
variation in properties of residual soils, G4 material was further classified 
based on SPT values as shown below [Wang (2003) cited by Pang (2006)].  
 
The water table was located at 3m below ground surface. Figure 3.20 shows 
finite element mesh adopted for the simulation of single tunnel advancement. 
The soil, tunnel lining, overcut, shield, grouting, and piles were modelled by 
10-noded tetrahedral solid elements. Typical mesh includes 129,894 elements 
and 49,123 nodes. The same boundary size of (90m x 62m x 74m) as in Pang's 
analysis was adopted. Tunnel excavation was simulated up to 60m out of 90m 
length in the longitudinal direction. 
 
The centre of pile group was modelled at 33m away from the mesh front 
boundary and the piles were assumed to be wished-in-place. The actual pile 
diameter of 1.2m and length of 62m in group of four piles were modelled. A 
clear distance of 1.6m between the nearest pile edge and the tunnel extrados 
was examined in the single tunnel analysis. Pile cap size of 5.3m x 5.3m with 
a thickness of 1.5m was also modelled.  
 
Displacement boundary conditions were taken the same as those explained in 
the case history of tunnelling in soft clay (Case 1). For hydraulic boundary 
conditions, the vertical side parallel to the tunnel symmetry axis was assumed 
to be hydrostatic, recharging drainage condition, i.e., ∆u=0 whereas 
impermeable boundaries were taken for symmetry plane, bottom plane, tunnel 




Figure 3.20 Finite element mesh for single tunnel (3-D view) 
 
The design parameters of the soils were based on soil investigation data 
reported in Pang (2006) as summarized in Table 3.3. For the purpose of model 
calibration and verification, soil properties were particularly taken the same as 
case history reported by Pang (2006), which were typically derived from the 
relevant laboratory tests and field tests carried out for the C704 project. The 
structural parts of tunnel were modelled as linear elastic material and adopted 
structural parts of tunnel are presented in Table 3.4. Elastic-perfectly-plastic 
Mohr-Coulomb soil model was adopted as the initial study owing to its 
simplicity and less input parameters required. Coupled consolidation was 
performed in the analysis to simulate the rate of tunnel advancement. 
 
Table 3.3 Geotechnical design parameters  
Soil  
Type 
γbulk Eu E’ Φ’ c’ ks K0 
[kN/m
3
] [MPa] [MPa] [deg] [kPa] [m/s] - 
G4a 18 10 8.7 28 20 10
-7
 0.7 
G4b 19 43.3 40 30 30 10
-7
 0.7 
G4c 20 75 65 30 30 10
-7
 0.7 
G4d 20 150 86.7 30 30 10
-7
 0.7 










E γ  k 
[kPa] [kN/m
3
]  [m/s] 
Shield machine Solid elements 200 x 10
6
 80 0.25 10
-12
 
Concrete Lining Solid elements 28 x 10
6
 24 0.20 10
-12
 
Overcut Solid elements 1000 0 0.20 drain 
Grout element Solid elements 2.8x10
6
 24 0.20 10
-12
 
Pile Solid Elements 28 x 10
6




Stage-by-stage excavation process was carried out in the FE analysis using 
GeoFEA software. Factors associating with tunnelling works such as the 
EPBM’s advancing rate, face pressure, over-cut, grouting, lining installation 
were considered in the FE analysis. Removal of soil element and activation of 
shield, lining, and grout elements in a step-by-step manner are stated in 
Section 3.2.2. Each excavation step was simulated with 3m length elements 
[Lim (2003) and Pang (2006)] with the tunnel advance rate of 3m/day 
[1.5m/day to 21m/day in C704]. Increasing hydrostatic face pressure from 
tunnel crown to invert level of 0.25xoverburden pressure equivalent to 100kPa 
was applied.  
 
3.4.2.2 Analysis Results and Discussions 
3-D FE modelling was carried out for the ground responses under greenfield 
conditions and for the response adjacent to the pile group. The results were 
then compared to the measured field data and published FE results by Pang 
(2006) for the validation. 
  
Figure 3.21 shows the predicted and measured transverse surface settlement 
troughs under greenfield conditions. A good agreement of surface settlement 






Figure 3.21 Transverse surface settlement (greenfield analysis) 
 
If the existence of pile foundation was considered in the FE analysis, the 
settlement significantly reduced to 2.5mm at the pile locations due to the 
contribution of stiffness of the pile group (Figure 3.22). The present FE results 
using GeoFEA software are also consistent with Pang’s FE results. 
 
 
Figure 3.22 Transverse surface settlement (tunnel-pile analysis) 
 
The development of longitudinal surface settlement directly above the tunnel 
alignment is shown in Figure 3.23. Again, a good comparison was observed 
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Figure 3.23 Longitudinal surface settlement 
 
Figure 3.24 shows the predicted and measured lateral soil movements near the 
pile group, i.e. approximately 1m away in both transverse and longitudinal 
directions. It is noted that although the simple Mohr-Coulomb (MC) model 
can be reasonable predicted in surface settlement comparison, lateral 
deflections show up the limitation of the MC model where soil non-linearity 
plays a greater role. Nevertheless, the plotted soil displacement profiles 
provide a general consistent trend using 3-D GeoFEA software. 
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3.5 Parametric Studies on Ground Responses 
During the tunnel excavation, soil disturbances take place in various forms 
such as shearing of soil due to shield advancement, unloading of soil and 
stress release due to overcut and loading to the soil due to face and grout 
pressure applications. All these processes induce ground movements that can 
cause instability or reduction in carrying capacity of the foundation system 
supporting the structures. In general, ground movements related to closed-face 
shield tunnelling can be categorized into four main groups:  
1. Face loss 
2. Shield loss 
3. Tail loss 
4. Consolidation 
It should be noted that the magnitude of those ground losses during the 
advancement of shield tunnelling is highly related to the operational and 
human factors rather than the ground condition, and the resulting settlement 
can differ significantly. Therefore, some empirical inputs or assumptions (such 
as volume loss) are inevitably adopted in numerical analyses and carefully 
controlled based on the past experience in similar ground conditions and 
tunnelling methods. The types of parameters to be controlled may be different 
for different simulation methods [Shirlaw (2000)]. 3-D FE analysis from Case 
history-2 was extended for further sensitivity studies to study the influence of 
various modelling parameters on the above mentioned ground losses and 
subsequent movements. Unless otherwise stated, the parameters and tunnel 
simulation techniques used in Case history-2 were adopted. 
 
3.5.1 Influence on Face Loss by Face Pressure Application 
Application of pressure at the tunnel face is the most important factor in tunnel 
excavation. Face loss due to insufficient face pressure causes the longitudinal 
ground movement towards the face due to the stress relief. Shirlaw et al. 
(2003) reported that "most of the larger surface settlements, sinkholes, and 
losses of ground can be related to the use of insufficient face pressure.” It is 
also worth to note that those ground losses and sinkholes problems associated 
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with insufficient face pressures are linked to permeable ground condition and 
therefore a number of incidents happen that the water flowed into the tunnel. 
However, in this thesis, FE analyses are only addressing low permeability 
ground and tunnel construction under undrained conditions. Therefore, 
tunnelling in permeable soils under drained conditions is not considered. 
 
In finite element modelling, face loss is controlled by applying pressure at the 
face. To study the influence of the face pressure on ground movements, the 
pressure ranging from 0 to 1.4 times overburden pressure was applied at the 
tunnel face and the responses of ground movements were plotted.  
 
The relationship between normalised face to overburden pressure and volume 
loss is plotted in Figure 3.25. The relationship between the face pressure, 
normalized by the total overburden pressure and the volume loss obtained by 
the numerical results were compared with the measured field data where 
tunnelling was within residual soil during NEL MRT reported by Shirlaw et. 
al. (2003). Based on the FE results, the volume loss values gradually 
decreased with increasing Fp/P0 ratio. The difference in volume loss changes 
was found insignificant beyond the ratio of 0.5 Fp/P0 (becomes less than 
10 %). Therefore, it can be concluded that in residual soil, the effect of volume 
loss is significant for the Fp/P0 range from 0 to 0.5 and becomes negligible 
beyond 0.5. As stated in Shirlaw et al. (2003), for NEL MRT tunnelling under 
residual soil, the tunnel was normally driven with Fp/P0 ranging from 0.4 to 
0.6. Similarly, field data showed the stabilized trend with only 0.5 % volume 
loss when the face pressure applied greater than 0.5 overburden pressures. 
Field data shows scatters values as can be seen in Figure 3.25. This could be 
due to the ground conditions at the tunnel level which involved a mixture of 
different grades of weathered rock and residual soil and also different tunnel 
operation parameters and workmanships. Those scatters were mainly found 
when the face pressure was less than 0.5 overburden pressure. Therefore, it 
can be concluded that in residual soil, the effect of volume loss is significant 




Figure 3.25 Influence of face pressure on ground loss 
 
Figure 3.26 shows the transverse settlement results with different face pressure 
values. As agreed by previous researchers, the higher the pressure applied at 
the face, the lesser the settlement occurred. In this case, the maximum 
difference in settlement values between the ratio of Fp/P0 =0 to 0.5 was 4mm 
and after Fp/P0 =0.5, the difference was less than 1.5mm. A slight difference in 
settlement was attributed to the behaviour of overconsolidated residual soil 
condition encountered at the project site. This effect can be more significant if 
tunnelling was in soft ground or in mixed-faced soil conditions which will be 
discussed in the following chapters. 
 
 
Figure 3.26 Influence of face pressure on ground settlement 
 
Settlement is affected by the face pressure not only in the transverse direction 
but also in the longitudinal direction as shown in Figure 3.27. Too high face 
pressure on the other hand also causes heaving at the ground surface ahead of 
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the tunnel. The studies shows heave when face pressure is greater than 0.8 
times overburden pressure. Under such conditions, additional surface 
settlement also occurs at the back of the tunnel.  
 
 
Figure 3.27 Influence of face pressure on longitudinal settlement 
 
3.5.2 Influence on Shield Loss by Overcut Elements 
Shield loss causes the radial ground movement inside the tunnel due to 
overcut. To capture the effect of deformation due to tunnel overcutting in FE 
analysis, Lim (2003) and Pang (2006) defined the solid elements with certain 
properties. Shield loss, being dependent on the quality of workmanship, is not 
easy to be defined as a representative gap parameter value in FE analysis. Lim 
(2003) used shield elements with the stiffness 10 times smaller than shield 
stiffness to cause deformation. This stiffness, however, was still an uncertain 
value. Then, Pang (2006) introduced the weightless overcut elements with the 
minimum stiffness of 1000kPa by verifying with measured ground loss value. 
For the present study, uncertain factors such as weight, permeability, stiffness 
were considered and their sensitivity in ground responses was also studied.  
 
3.5.2.1 Weight of Overcut Element 
Based on the comparison plotted in Figure 3.28, no influence on surface 
settlement was found using weightless element or overcut with the weight of 
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Figure 3.28 Influence of overcut element weight on surface settlement 
 
3.5.2.2 Permeability of Overcut Element 





m/s which is the same as surrounding soil permeability,  
4. k=10
-12
 m/s which is similar to liner element.  
 
As shown in Figure 3.29, modelling overcut element as undrained or nearly 
undrained material (Case 1 and Case 4) gives the smallest volume loss. 
Maximum volume loss is found in the drained case (Case 2). Overcut element 
will be modelled as drained element for the subsequent analyses as it 
represents a gap which behaves as permeable material, and also provides the 
reasonable predictions on volume loss.  
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3.5.2.3 Stiffness of Overcut Element 
The stiffness of overcut elements is usually chosen based on validation with 
actual measured ground loss values and are therefore highly empirical. The 
sensitivity of stiffness was studied by varying the Young modulus values of 
overcut element from 10kPa to 40MPa. The stiffness was uniform around the 
tunnel excavation. The resulting volume losses were plotted in Figure 3.30. It 
was observed that the higher the stiffness was, the smaller the resulting 
volume loss. Volume loss with 10kPa stiffness was 10.7%. When the stiffness 
was increased from 10kPa to 1,000kPa, a sharp drop in volume loss occurred 
(from 10.7 to 1.3% volume loss). Beyond 1000kPa of stiffness, changes in 
volume loss became gradual.  
 
 
Figure 3.30 Influence of overcut element stiffness on volume loss 
 
In addition to the volume loss, the vertical soil displacement values at the 
surface, crown and invert of the vertical tunnel axis were also extracted and 
reported in Table 3.5. Similarly, stiffness value less than 500kPa caused not 
only significant movement at the crown but also significant heaving at tunnel 
invert which can even cause instability or ill conditioning of the program. By 
comparing the values, average overcut stiffness of 1000kPa was taken as a 
reasonable choice in terms of heaving and volume loss. 
 
y = 43.3 x-0.5 
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Table 3.5 Volume loss and vertical soil displacement in different overcut 
stiffness 






[kPa] [%] [mm] [mm] [mm] 
10 10.66 -81.15 -279 208 
100 5.73 -44.97 -144 118 
500 2.06 -17.16 -54 40 
1000 1.30 -10.76 -36 27 
10000 0.34 -2.3 -12 13 
40000 0.21 -1.06 -9 12 
 
As a further improvement, varying stiffness increasing with depth can also be 
applied around the tunnel periphery, which provides better results in 
settlement profiles.  
 
Upon the sensitivity studies carried out on the influence of overcut element, it 
is concluded that overcut element is assumed as the weightless material in FE 
analysis. It serves as a radial stress relieve due to tunnel excavation. Based on 
the various sensitivity studies, the stiffness of overcut element for the tunnel 
depth to diameter ratio (H/D) of 3 to 5.5 is recommended as follows: 
Eovercut  = F x T 
where;  Eovercut is the stiffness of overcut element at tunnel centre line.  
F is the stiffness factor and recommended as 10 MN/m
3
.  
T is the thickness of overcut element and it is usually taken as 0.5% of 
excavated tunnel area as recommended by Shirlaw (2003). 
 
Normally, linear increasing Eovercut gives better ground displacement profile 
than using uniform Eovercut value. The top to bottom E value is distributed in a 
range 1/2 to 3/2 of average Eovercut value.  
 
3.5.3 Influence on Tail Loss by Grouting Element 
Tail void closure is an important process in controlling the ground movement 
due to TBM tunnelling. Shrinkage of grout or incomplete filling of the gap 
between tail skin of the shield and lining will create void loss resulting in 
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radial ground movement inside the tunnel. In FE modelling, tail void closure 
was modelled with grout elements by Lim (2003) and Pang (2006). Their FE 
results showed that the settlement variations were negligible with different 
values of grout stiffness in both uniform and non-uniform variations.  
 
The current study adopted the same approach where tail void grouting was 
simulated by activating the solid elements with grouting properties in the place 
of overcut element. The stiffness values of 1MPa, 50MPa, and 280MPa were 
studied for the sensitivity of grout stiffness. Figure 3.31shows the comparison 
of settlements on grout stiffness variation. If the grout stiffness was the same 
as the overcut stiffness (i.e., 1MPa), only a minor additional settlement of 
2mm occurred due to small contribution of stiffness value along the entire 
tunnel length. If the grout stiffness value was higher than 50MPa, the stiffness 
contribution was no longer significant on the settlement results. Therefore, this 
study confirms, as reported in previous studies, that using a certain amount of 
grout stiffness has no influence on the FE results. 
 
 
Figure 3.31 Influence of grouting stiffness on surface settlement 
 
3.5.4 Influence by Lining Stiffness 
For tunnelling projects in Singapore, 1.5m precast concrete segments of liners 
are normally used for the permanent tunnel lining. In this study, the Young 
modulus of concrete was taken as 28GPa as recommended by previous 
researchers [Lim (2003), Pang (2006)]. The stiffness values could be reduced 
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stiffness value of 14 GPa was also simulated and studied. Figure 3.32 confirms 
that the effect reducing stiffness by joints is negligible in the FE analysis.  
 
 
Figure 3.32 Influence of lining stiffness on surface settlement 
 
3.5.5 Other Influencing Factors 
In addition to the above factors, other influencing factors such as the tunnel 
advance rate, the step size in tunnel excavation, the constitutive soil models, 
and the earth pressure coefficient at rest on ground response were also 
examined.   
 
3.5.5.1 Tunnel Advance Rate 
The range of actual EPBM advance rates for case history-2 was reported by 
Pang (2006). In this study, the advancing rate of 1m/day, 3m/day, 6m/day, 
9m/day, and 21m/day were studied. As can be seen in Figure 3.33, negligible 
changes in volume loss (less than 10%) were observed. Moreover, the effect of 
advance rate was found insignificant on ground responses in both transverse 
and longitudinal directions as shown in Figures 3.34.   
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Figure 3.34  Influence of tunnel advance rate on surface settlement 
(a) transverse (b) longitudinal 
 
In addition, present studies also found a similar trend of excess pore pressure 
as described in Pang's FE results which reported that a faster advance rate 
causes higher generation of negative excess pore pressure. However, the 
fastest advanced rate of 21m/day can even cause positive excess pore pressure 
ahead of tunnelling.  
 
3.5.5.2 Tunnel Excavation Step Size 
The continuous excavation process was idealised in the FE modelling as a 
stage-by-stage excavation process. Lim (2003) stated that "A step length less 
than 1/3 of shield length gives reasonable fit to the longitudinal ground 
response." based on the study of the excavation step sizes Zexcav of 3m, 4.5m 
and 9m (i.e., Zexcav/Lshield = 1/3 , 1/2, 1). In this study, shield length was taken 
as 9m for all analyses. In 9m per step length, the settlement values were about 
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found between 3m or 4.5m per step and 1.5m per step simulation. Therefore, 
as reported by Lim (2003), minimum step size length of 3m was required to 
converge the analysis. Unlike Lim (2003)'s findings, the current study also 
suggests the transverse settlement profile being affected by the step size as 






Figure 3.35 Influence of excavation step size on surface settlement (a) 
transverse (b) longitudinal 
 
3.5.5.3 Constitutive Soil Models 
The constitutive soil model and the associated parameters adopted are very 
important aspects of numerical modelling particularly for tunnelling. There are 
several constitutive models available in GeoFEA software for analysing soil 
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model, Mohr-Coulomb model, is often used to model soil behaviour in 
general. It is the most cited model and its constitutive laws are accessible in 
many literatures such as Ti et al. (2009) and Sandhya Rani R et al. (2014). It is 
a relatively simple model which behaves linearly in the elastic range defined 
by two basic parameters (Young’s modulus, E and Poisson’s ratio, ν) and the 
failure criteria defined by the two strength parameters (friction angle, ϕ and 
cohesion, c) as well as a parameter to describe flow rule (dilatancy angle, ψ). 
Several factors such as mathematical simplicity, clear physical meaning of 
material parameters, the need of fewer input parameters which can readily be 
obtained from the conventional lab tests and its good level of industry 
acceptance offer advantages which make it a favourable option in geotechnical 
engineering. 
 
In this study, elastic perfectly plastic Mohr Coulomb model, Modified Cam 
Clay model [Roscoe and Burland (1968)] and Hyperbolic Cam Clay models 
[Nasim (1999)] were used to explore the response of soil behaviour of 
different constitutive models. Advanced soil models were known to have the 
advantage of capturing more realistic soil behaviour and incorporating strain 
dependent stiffness in pre-yield state. Soil properties used in analyses were 
adopted the same from Lim (2003) and Pang (2006)'s studies.  
 
As can be seen in Figure 3.36, compared to other advanced soil models, Mohr-
Coulomb model tends to give a wider and shallower settlement trough with 
higher far field settlement near the boundary. This is mainly due to one of the 
shortcomings that it does not possibly into account for the behaviour of soil 
which experiences small strain stiffness at very low strains and upon stress 
reversal. Apart from that, simple Mohr-Coulomb model appear to give good 
agreement with the centrifuge and field results and is comparable with the 





Figure 3.36 Influence of soil model on settlement 
 
Even though Mohr-Coulomb exhibits some shortcomings which can have 
impact on the accuracy of FE analysis, the focus in this research study is 
mainly on the surface movement behaviours and associated ground losses. It is 
therefore proposed to use Mohr-Coulomb model for the current research study 
with the following key reasons.  
 
 In tunnelling problems, soil behaves more or less in a linear response as 
the soils are generally undergoing unloading stress relief during tunnelling.  
 The range of resulting strains in this study is checked and noted to be less 
than 0.002% which is still within elastic region.  
 Most importantly, it is a common approach widely used in practice for 
modelling the settlement trough, and therefore, the results and findings of 
the current research study are directly applicable and referenced in the 
industry. 
 
Nevertheless, shortcomings of the Mohr-Coulomb model should be well-
aware in the interpretation and assessments of soil behaviours, such as 
relatively shallow and wide surface settlement trough, and in other predictions 
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3.5.5.4 Effect of Earth Pressure Coefficient at Rest 
Since the initial stress calculation is defined by K0 -procedure in FE analysis, 
the influence of K0 plays an important role as it controls stress changes as well 
as the settlements. Generally, the specific value of K0 to be adopted in the 
analysis should be determined from the corresponding lab tests or field tests 
such as pressuremeter tests for the respective soil type and justified with the 
recommendation of local guidelines (e.g. Civil Design Criteria by Land 
Transport Authority). K0 values of various soil types in Singapore normally 
range from 0.5 to 1. In this study, in order to cover highly consolidated soil 
type, K0 values ranging from 0.5 up to 1.5 were studied in the sensitivity 
analyses. The study was intended to highlight the sensitivity of K0 values in 
the analysis so that engineers could be mindful of its effect on the resulting 
settlements and volume loss during modelling of tunnelling problems. 
 
Figure 3.37 illustrates the variation of surface settlement troughs with different 
K0 values based on the case study, using Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model. 
Generally, it can be concluded that the resulting settlement troughs of large K0 
values were found wider and flatter than those of field or test data. In contrast, 
narrower and deeper settlement profiles were obtained with smaller K0 -
values. These findings are consistent with those obtained by several authors 
[E.g., Gunn (1993), Addenbrooke et al. (1997)]. As soil response is much 
dependent on K0 value, it is important that K0 value should be within a 
reasonable range for a specific soil type.  
 
It was also noted from the additional studies that the sensitivity of K0 
depended on the constitutive model adopted. Figure 3.38 shows the lateral 
deflection profiles using different soil models and different K0 values. 
Although the simple Mohr-Coulomb (MC) model could reasonably predict the 
surface settlement, lateral deflections showed up the limitation of the MC 
model where soil non-linearity played a greater role. In addition, the reduction 
in K0 value resulted in smaller soil deflection. In this case, numerical analyses 
using K0 =1 gave higher deflection values, which was not the case for residual 
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For the analysis case where Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model is used for 
simulation of tunnelling, it is recommended from this study that K0 value 
should not be more than 1 for the better prediction of surface settlement 
profiles. 
 
3.6 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter, several numerical analyses were carried out using 2-D and 3-D 
Finite Element Program on some tunnelling case histories with different soil 
types including soft and hard soil. Field data available from previous case 
histories and published papers of experimental studies were used as reference 
and model validation. The results showed that both 2-D and 3-D FE analyses 
worked very well in GeoFEA Finite Element Program and provided 
reasonable predictions for soil responses under different soil conditions.  
 
In addition, sensitivity of various input parameters and a number of variables 
that govern the ground responses were also examined with a series of 
parametric studies. Some of the important findings are summarized below. 
(a) Application of face pressure significantly controls the amount of 
settlement in both transverse and longitudinal directions and hence, the 
volume loss. However, in stiff residual soil, its influence becomes 
insignificant for face pressure Fp/P0 ratio of 0.5 and higher.  
(b) Modelling overcut element as undrained or nearly undrained element 
will result in an unreasonably low settlement trough and volume loss.  
(c) The stiffness of overcut element also plays an important role on the 
resulting settlement and volume loss, whereas that of grout element has 
no significant influence. From the studies, the stiffness of overcut 
element can be estimated using the stiffness factor, F multiplied by 
overcut thickness. F is recommended to use 10MN/m
3
.  It is 
worthwhile to note that the results of uniform stiffness can be further 
improved by using linearly increasing stiffness which is distributed 




(d) The stiffness of lining and grout elements is less sensitive to the 
resulting ground settlements.  
(e) The parametric study on step size length for excavation confirms the 
recommendation as reported in Lim (2003) which is minimum 3m per 
excavation step. 
(f) It was observed from the study that soil response is much dependent on 
K0 value especially in simple soil models such as Mohr-Coulomb 
model. Generally, large K0 values give wider and flatter settlement 
troughs. Therefore, it is important to note that K0 value should be 
within a reasonable range for a specific soil type.  
(g) Sensitivity runs with the various constitutive soil models revealed that 
reasonable FE predictions can be obtained from the Mohr-Coulomb 
model by proper selection of soil properties and modelling method. 
The soil parameters were typically derived from the relevant laboratory 
test and field test results. The selected parameters were then justified 
with other relevant data such as correlation with SPT N values, 
recommendations from published papers [Example - Tan et al. (2006)] 
and finally against the project GIBR (Geotechnical Interpretative 
Baseline Report) values. After these cautious selection and verification 
of input soil parameters, final cross-check was also be performed to 
ensure that the parameters used are in line with the recommendations 
specified in published references and the local Authority guidelines 
such as LTA-CDC (2010). As cited by Ti et al. (2009), “no constitutive 
soil model available that can completely describe the complex 
behaviour of real soils under all conditions”.  Therefore, it is important 
to choose the appropriate soil model based on the soil and boundary 
condition for specific problems that can give the reasonable answer 
within the certain level of accuracy. For example, although simple MC 
model can generally predict the surface settlement profile, higher far-
field settlement near the boundary and lateral deflections show up the 
limitation of the MC model. The far-field settlement, which is the 
common short-comings of Mohr-Coulomb model, can be minimized 
by the combination of suitable K0-value of soil, stiffness properties of 
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structural elements and a proper simulation method of face pressure 
application and the tunnel excavation method.  
 
The main findings from the back-analyses and sensitivity studies discussed in 
this chapter are worth noting for the future FE modelling and will be used as 
basic guidance and reference for the subsequent numerical analyses carried out 
in Chapters 5 and 6. 
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CHAPTER  4  
FIELD PERFORMANCE OF TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION 




In recent years, the construction of several underground railway lines in 
Singapore has yielded useful field data on ground responses to underground 
tunnelling works. This chapter presents the field performance of a well-
instrumented case history from one of the MRT Downtown Line 3 (DTL3) 
projects, C933 Bendemeer Station and tunnels. The measured field data from 
extensive monitoring and instrumentation program were analysed over a 
stretch of tunnel alignment where the TBMs were driven through the transition 
from hard to soft soil. The type of mixed interface encountered was Old 
Alluvium and Kallang Formation. Measurements during the passing of TBMs 
for the vertically stacked two tunnels were assessed with respect to the soil 
responses to tunnelling. The plots of soil displacements, measured volume loss 
and pore pressure responses are presented and findings on the soil behaviour 
under different geological conditions and applied face pressures are discussed. 
The field data and analyses presented in this chapter will also be used and 
compared with numerical analyses carried out in Chapters 5 and 6.  
 
4.2  Project Information and Geology at Bendemeer Station 
4.2.1 Project Information 
The case history is part of the 5
th 
MRT line in Singapore called Downtown 
Line (DTL). It will connect the North-Western region to Central/Eastern 
regions of Singapore. The total route length is about 42km with 34 stations 
and 10 interchange stations. The construction of DTL was planned in 3 stages, 
DTL1, DTL2, and DTL3.  
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The research study was carried out at DTL3, Contract C933. The project scope 
includes the construction of Bendemeer station and the two bored tunnels – 
Bukit Panjang Bound and Expo Bound, connecting the two adjacent stations. 
Four closed-face EPBMs of 6.6m diameter were used to construct the two 
tunnels. Along the tunnel alignment, tunnel depth varies from 23m to 39m at 
Bukit Panjang Bound and 18m to 28m at Expo Bound. From Bendemeer 
Station, two TBMs (TBM-1 and TBM-2) were driven westward towards Jalan 
Besar Station (Contract C932) and the other two (TBM-3 and TBM-4) were 
driven eastward towards Geylang Bahru Station (Contract C935). The length 
of the tunnel drives at the west side and the east side are about 1.04km and 
1.23km respectively. The project site location and layout plan are shown in 
Figures 4.1 and 4.2.  
 
Figure 4.1 Project site location 
 
The current study focuses on the West Tunnel Drives, in which TBM-1 and 
TBM-2 come out from Bendemeer Station in a parallel configuration and then 
form a double stacked tunnels at about 300m distance from the station. 
According to the available ground investigation data, a mixed soil interface of 
Old Alluvium to soft clay of Kallang Formation was anticipated during the 
west tunnel drive. Bukit Panjang Bound (TBM-1) was driven first 
approximately at 50m distance ahead of the Expo Bound (TBM-2). TBM-1 
was located at depths of about 27m to 39m and TBM-2 at depths of about 22m 
to 28m at the stacked location. The mentioned interface was OA/KF interface 
which was encountered when the TBMs entered the deep valley of Old 







































4.2.2 Nearby Structures 
In highly built-up areas, the tunnel alignment invariably passes underneath or 
close to the existing structures and foundations. Along the alignment of bored 
tunnels in C933 project, the tunnels were driven closed to, or underneath, the 
existing shop houses and other structures (Figure 4.3). From the available as-
built information, most of the foundation types of these shop houses are 
shallow foundations. Good control of tunnel operations and ground losses was 
therefore essential to minimise the impact of tunnel boring works on these 
existing structures.  
 
 







4.2.3 Geology and Soil Conditions 
The various soil types expected to be encountered at the machine face along 
the west tunnel drive is shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. The geology 
encountered in the tunnel stretch between Bendemeer and Jalan Besar stations 
is predominantly stiff Old Alluvium (OA) overlain by soft soil deposits of 
Kallang Formation (KF) with varying thickness. The top layer consists of 
2.0m to 2.5m of sand fill followed by Kallang Formation consisting of Marine 
Clay (M), Fluvial sand (F1), Fluvial Clay (F2), and sometimes Estuarine Clay 
(E). The thickness of Kallang Formation varies along the alignment due to 
highly undulating OA. The top of Old Alluvium typically exists from 2m to 
16m depth below ground in the zone closer to Bendemeer Station but 
increases in depth up to 42m towards the Jalan Besar Station. At the west 
tunnel drive, the tunnels were launched from Old Alluvium soil towards the 
Kallang Formation, with the challenging mixed-face soil condition at the 
transition. The existing ground water table ranges from 2.0m to 2.5m below 
ground level.  
 
 



























































4.3 Field Monitoring Programme 
Comprehensive instrumentation and monitoring arrays were installed along 
the tunnel alignment. The provision of monitoring instruments generally 
follows the guidelines of LTA Civil Design Criteria (CDC). At least one 
settlement marker was provided at the top of the tunnel alignment at every 
25m intervals. In addition to ground settlement markers, several arrays of 
instruments were installed which include in-soil inclinometers, magnetic and 
rod extensometers for monitoring of soil movements and water standpipes and 
piezometers for monitoring of pore pressure responses. For the 1040m long 
stretch of west drive from Bendemeer Station to Jalan Besar Station, there 
were seven major monitoring arrays. Figure 4.6 shows two of the 
instrumentation arrays in the plan. 
 
Figure 4.6 Instrumentation layout plan 
 
A major array of instruments consisted of 
 a series of ground settlement markers provided in the array section to 
measure the transverse surface settlement profile 
 ground settlement markers installed along the tunnel alignment 
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 rod extensometers at the centre of tunnel alignment to measure the 
subsurface movements in the vertical direction 
 two in-soil inclinometers together with magnetic extensometer placed at 
different horizontal distances from each side of the tunnels, to assess the 
subsoil movements in the lateral and vertical directions 
 three vibrating wire piezometers at each side of two tunnels to measure the 
pore pressure responses. 
 
4.4 Tunnelling Parameters and Construction Sequence 
In the research interest area of west tunnel drive, the tunnels were launched 
from good Old Alluvium soil towards the Kallang Formation, with the 
challenging mixed-face soil condition at the transition at about 730m from the 
TBM launching point.  
 
Owing to the varying ground condition at the tunnel face, tunnelling process 
requires different magnitude of target face pressure application for the face 
stability. The varying trend of design face pressure used for the tunnel drives 
is illustrated in Figure 4.7. It can be noticed that the face pressure was raised 
to the adequately high level in advance of TBM approaching the mixed soil 
interface of OA and KF. These are the values usually recommended by the 
designers or consultants and serve as a guide for target face pressure to be 
adopted during actual tunnel operation.  
Targeted Face Pressure 




Targeted Face Pressure 
TBM-1 (Lower Tunnel Bound) 
 
Figure 4.7 Targeted face pressure along TBM-1 and TBM-2 alignment  
 
 
Figure 4.8 reports the actual operating face pressure collected from the field 
operation records. The values generally follow the recommended design value 
of face pressure given by the consultant. The value of face pressure needs to 
be continuously monitored throughout the tunnel drive and adjusted depending 
on the type of soil encountered at the tunnel face. In general, face pressure of 
1.5 to 3.5 bars was applied for tunnelling completely in OA. Higher face 
pressure up to 5 bars was applied for tunnelling in mixed-face soil and Kallang 
Formation. The depth of TBM-1 varies from 27m to 39m and TBM-2 from 
22m to 28m. Therefore, the alignment of TBM-2 being above the TBM-1, 
higher face pressure was applied in TBM-1 drive to resist the higher 
overburden pressure. In terms of the ratio of face pressure (Fp) to Hydrostatic 
pressure (Hy), 0.6Hy to 1Hy was used for TBM driving in OA, whilst higher 







Figure 4.8 Settlement developed with time – OA at tunnel face (Array-1) 
 
Spikes and dips are observed in the graphs at some points along the TBM 
advancement. Those dips in face pressure are mostly due to cutter head 
interventions (CHI). There were total 12 numbers of cutter head intervention 
locations which are reflected on the graph as the drops in face pressure. The 
location of cutter head interventions are tabulated in Table 4.1 for reference. 
CHIs are normally selected to be conducted before and after the transition 
zone, to avoid mixed-face condition. CHI was conducted under 2 bars 
compressed air as the residual water ingress into the TBM soil chamber was 
observed to be too excessive for Free Air CHI. For TBM-1, there was a few 
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chamber is not filled with OA muck completely. From the SI data, it was 
expected that frequent intervals (approximately 100m intervals) of CHI would 
be required for tunnelling in OA due to high abrasiveness of materials which 
could cause damage to cutting tools easily. TBM-1 is approximately 10m 
deeper than TBM-2. Therefore, even in the same formation of OA, wear and 
tear was more frequent in TBM-1 due to less weathered grade medium and 
hence, TBM-1 has more locations of cutter head intervention. 
 












Start End  Day 
1 77 19/10/2013 25/10/2013 7 
 
1 42 12/12/2013 16/12/2013 5 
2 136 11/11/2013 18/11/2013 8 
 





29/11/2013 02/12/2013 4 
 
3 183 22/01/2014 27/01/2014 6 
05/12/2013 08/12/2013 4 
 
4 262 26/12/2013 03/01/2014 9 
 
4 253 08/02/2014 11/02/2014 4 
5 304 15/01/2014 19/01/2014 5 
 
5 353 04/03/2014 07/03/2014 4 
6 343 27/01/2014 30/01/2014 4 
 
6 443 21/03/2014 31/03/2014 11 
7 388 12/02/2014 16/02/2014 5 
      
8 416 22/02/2014 25/02/2014 4 
      
9 436 02/03/2014 04/03/2014 3 
      
10 485 13/03/2014 17/03/2014 5 
      
11 491 21/03/2014 23/03/2014 3 
      
12 500 26/03/2014 01/04/2014 7 
      
 
The sequence of tunnel construction between ring numbers 400 and 600, i.e., 
before and after tunnel passing through the mixed-face soil locations is shown 
in Figure 4.9. The dates when the tunnels passed the monitoring array 






18/3/2014: TBM-1 passed Array-1 
19/4/2014: TBM-2 passed Array-1 
 
27/4/2014: TBM-1 passed Array-2 
4/5/2014: TBM-2 passed Array-2 
 
Figure 4.9 Tunnel construction sequence 
 
4.5 Measured Field Performance 
A review of field monitoring data was focused on those arrays near the 
location where the tunnels were driven from Old Alluvium to Kallang 
Formation and mixed-face soil condition was expected to be encountered at 
the TBM face. Out of seven major arrays installed along the west tunnel drive, 
two major arrays Array 1 and Array 2, were analysed in this study. The cross 
sections of the two instrumentation Arrays, Array 1 and Array 2 are shown in 
Figures 4.10 and 4.11 respectively. As indicated in Figure 4.12, Array-1 was 
installed near the location where a mixed-soil zone for TBM-2 was expected 
and Array-2 was installed where TBM-1 entered Kallang Formation from Old 







































































































































































































4.5.1 Settlement Response 
Monitoring of surface and subsurface settlements was based on the ground 
settlement markers placed above the tunnel alignment and from the rod 
extensometers with multi-tips installed at different depths of 0m, 5m, and 17m 
below ground.  
 
Figure 4.13 shows the development of settlement with time registered at 
Monitoring Array-1 as the tunnel progressed for TBM-1 and TBM-2. Soil 
condition at the tunnel face for both TBMs was recorded as OA with about 
14m thick Kallang Formation above. According to the field operating records, 
the support pressure applied at the face when the respective TBM passed the 




Figure 4.13 Settlement developed with time – OA at tunnel face (Array-1) 









































































Settlement vs Time (Array-1) 
Tunnelling in Old Alluvium 
RX3016-2 RX3016-1 LG3107
TBM-1arriving Array-1 
TBM-2 arriving Array-2 
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As shown in Figure 4.13, settlement over time at different depths shows a 
similar trend. In the graph, a drop and subsequent bounce back at RX3016-1 
was observed around 6 June 2014. This was taken as anomalies in instrument 
readings and considered not related to the tunnelling response of soil as there 
was no unusual construction activities recorded. From the field record, it was 
noted that there was no TBM-1 advancement operation during the period of 2 
Jun to 12 Jul 2014. The stoppage of TBM was due to the installation of ground 
improvement works for the demolishing of existing piles that are obstructing 
the TBM-1 alignment. 
 
For generalized trend of settlement due to TBM driving, it was observed that 
the soil started to settle immediately after the TBM-1 had passed the array and 
the settlement trend was found to stabilize with maximum 5mm at 20m, which 
was about 3D distance beyond the array. However, at the surface, 2mm of 
heave was registered before the ground started to settle as TBM-1 approached 
Array-1. This is considered unusual and believed to be the disturbance effect 
of heavy traffic passing close to the settlement points installed. Deep 
settlement data showed more reliable readings and settlement trends. TBM-2 
followed TBM-1 at 48m distance apart. An additional 5mm settlement 
occurred when TBM-2 passed the Array-1 and settlements stabilized after 20m 
(3D) distance. Although tunnel face was still in OA, a sharp drop in the 
movement trend was observed after TBM-2 driving. This is likely due to the 
tunnel crown being very close to the fluvial sand (F1) of the Kallang 
Formation, which shows drained behaviour giving a quick response to the 
settlement. 
 
Figure 4.14 shows the development of settlement over time at monitoring 
Array-2 which was located in the TBM-1 mixed-face zone. TBM-1 reached 
Array-2 about one week after passing Array-1 with an average advancement 
rate of 10m/day. Average face pressures of 470kPa (1.3Hy) and 320kPa 







Figure 4.14 Settlement developed with time – Mixed soil at tunnel face 
(Array-2) (a) Instruments location (b) Settlement developed 
with time 
 
Like Array-1, settlement responses at different depths showed a similar trend. 
When TBM-1 entered the transition zone, the settlement dramatically 
increased to 14mm even with the use of higher face pressure at the TBM face. 
TBM-2 followed at 50m behind TBM-1 and resulted in an additional 
settlement of 6mm after passing Array-2. The increase in settlement stabilized 
at about 34m (5D) distance with a final total settlement of 20mm. Although a 
sharp drop was found during TBM-1 driving which was likely due to the 




































































Settlement vs Time (Array-2) 




TBM-2 arriving Array-2 
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From the overview of settlement versus time graphs, the stabilization of 
settlement trend for tunnel drive in OA stabilized at about 3D distance after 
the TBM passed the monitoring section. This is consistent with findings of 3D 
distance reported by Cham (2007). However, settlement took longer time to 
get stabilized in the transition zone of OA to Kallang Formation.  
 
Recorded settlement readings from the rest of settlement markers in between 
Array-1 and Array-2 are also plotted in Figure 4.15. Location of ground 
settlement markers are shown in Figure 4.6. It can be seen that the recorded 
readings clearly revealed the transition stage of settlement from OA to KF. 
The settlement in OA was about 8mm on average and the settlement increased 
with TBMs approaching the transition zone with most of the readings ranging 
from 12mm to 18mm after the passage of two TBMs. It was also noted that the 
percentage of soil content at the tunnel face affects the settlement in those 
interface locations. The increase in settlement due to TBM-2 in the mixed-soil 
zone was more significant than that in OA. This explains the fact that in the 
mixed-soil zone, higher face loss occurs and this leads to a sudden increase in 
settlement directly at the TBM face. 
 
 
Figure 4.15 Settlement in longitudinal direction developed with time 









































































(i) Longitudinal Surface Settlement 
 
The graphs in Figure 4.16 show the plots of maximum settlement experienced 
by individual ground settlement markers installed along the tunnel alignment.  
Principle of superposition was applied for the ground settlement plots due to 
double tunnels. The blue points represent the recorded maximum settlements 
caused by TBM-1 alone and the red points represent the recorded maximum 
settlements after both TBMs had passed. The settlement plot is shown in 
parallel with the plot of faced pressure adopted throughout the tunnel 
advancement and the soil type encountered at the TBM face. Generally, face 
pressure of 0.6Hy to 1Hy was used for TBM driving in OA, whilst higher 
pressure up to 1.5Hy was applied when TBM approached the mixed-face zone. 
Owing to the deeper tunnel alignment, the face pressure for TBM-1 was 
generally higher than that for TBM-2.  
 
 
Figure 4.16 Maximum surface settlement in longitudinal direction and face 















































































A maximum settlement of 4mm on average was recorded for TBM-1 driving 
through OA and an additional settlement of 5mm was caused by TBM-2. In 
general, settlements obviously increased at the interface and in Kallang 
Formation even though the TBM was set to higher face pressure. Over the 
transition zone, the OA cover above the tunnel gradually decreased and the 
settlement increased proportionally. This transition zone was about 83m (13D) 
distance before the tunnel was completely in Kallang Formation. In the mixed-
face zone, the settlement increased up to 14mm and another 10mm was due to 
TBM-2 drive following behind at 50m distance apart.  
 
Figure 4.17 shows the longitudinal surface settlement profile along the tunnel 
alignment direction. Settlements along the alignment are plotted and reviewed 
at some important stages; when both TBMs were in OA, when TBM-1 
reached mixed-face; when TBM-2 reached mixed-face; and when both TBM-1 
and TBM-2 were in Kallang Formation.  
 
It was also noted that the settlement values at some points could be affected by 
the presence of existing structures above. The general trend of the longitudinal 
surface settlement profiles with respect to the various tunnel advancing stages 
are also shown in Figure 4.17. The ratio of tunnel face settlement (Sface) to 
maximum settlement (Smax) recorded was in the range of 0.3 to 0.5 which was 
consistent with the range for Sface/Smax ratio of 0.25 to 0.5 reported in most 
published literature.   
 
Maximum settlement always occurred behind the TBM-1 tunnel face as in 
Gaussian cumulative curve, and was increased further by the following TBM-
2. As can be seen in the graphs shown in Figure 4.17, the longitudinal 
settlement curves no longer followed the cumulative Gaussian profile when 
the TBM approached the mixed soil zone. This is due to the fact that the 
Gaussian profile does not apply to a 2-layer mixed soil media. The settlements 
started to increase while TBMs were approaching transition zones and 
increased significantly to maximum values when TBMs completely entered 
Kallang Formation. However, it was noted that earlier settlement points 
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located above stiff OA soil were not increasing together with the increasing 
settlement trend of mixed-face location. 
 
Figure 4.17 Longitudinal surface settlement profile 
 
(ii) Transverse Surface Settlements 
Figures 4.18 and  4.19 plot the settlement in transverse directions after the 
TBM had passed the monitoring array. The transverse settlement becomes 
insignificant at a distance of 5D from the tunnel alignment. The best fit 
Gaussian trough is also plotted based on the observed transverse profiles to 
access the induced volume loss. 
  
 










































Figure 4.19 Transverse surface settlement due to tunnelling in mixed-face 
area 
 
At Array-1, the maximum settlement of 5mm was observed after the TBM-1 
had passed and another 5mm after the TBM-2, resulting in a total settlement of 
10mm. In the mixed-face zone of the TBM-1, Array-2 registered the 
maximum settlement of 14mm with additional 6mm caused by the TBM-2. In 
general, the transverse surface settlements follow Gaussian Curve profile 
except for some settlement points which were affected by the presence of 
adjacent foundations. Higher settlement was observed at the locations of 
shallow foundation likely due to the surcharge effect, and less settlement at the 
deep foundation locations due to the stiffening effect. 
 
Total volume loss derived from the best fit Gaussian curve for 10mm 
settlement was 1.1% for twin tunnel driving effect. Typical volume loss in OA 
recommended in LTA CDC is 0.5% for a single tunnel and 1.0% for a double 
tunnel, which is reasonably consistent with measured field data. The 
calculated volume loss by the time TBM-1 passed the mixed-face location was 
2.0%. The volume loss increased to 2.6% when TBM-2 followed. Therefore, 
in the mixed-face zone, the combined tunnel effects are only 1.3 times the 
single tunnel and not double. It indicates that the second tunnel caused less 
volume loss which is likely due to the shallower depth or stiffening effect of 
the existing structures. Further discussion on volume loss will be discussed in 
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Attempts have been made during field data gathering and interpretation to 
access the sub-surface movements from the available borehole instruments 
such as magnetic extensometers and in-soil inclinometers. However, no 
consistent readings reliable enough for the interpretation of the soil responses 
were not available and therefore not included in the discussion.  
 
4.5.2 Volume Loss 
The volume loss caused by tunnelling was derived from the measured surface 





where VL is the volume loss (%)  
i is the distance to point of inflection  
Smax is the immediate settlement over tunnel centre line and  
A is the cross-sectional area of the tunnel 
 
The point of inflection is calculated as i= KH where H is the tunnel depth and 
K is the trough width parameter. Trough width parameter is recalculated by 
fitting Gaussian curve from transverse settlement trough. Based on the back 
calculated value, the trough width parameters are fitted as 0.45 for OA, 0.5 for 
KF and 0.5at the mixed soil face area.  
 
There are different volume loss values for Singapore Soil condition 
recommended by many past researchers. However, most of the previous 
studies are for the tunnelling in full face soil or rock condition. A few papers 
such as Yugami et al. (2009) and Zhang et al. (2011) reported the volume loss 
values in mixed-face soil and rock during tunnelling Circle Line MRT project 
in Singapore. Yugami et al. (2009) reported the range of volume loss as 0.25 
to 1% for tunnelling in mixed face residual soil and rock. Zhang et al. (2011) 
presented that volume loss due to tunnelling in mixed ground condition (G- 
soil/rock and S (soil /rock) can be achieved within 1.5% with well controlled 
TBM operation. However, Yugami et al. (2009) also highlighted that these 
values can be as high as 1.3 to 3% for mixed-face residual soil and Kallang 
Formation interface.   
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In Singapore, local authorities require the tunnelling problems to be designed 
for the target volume loss specified in the design guidelines such as LTA Civil 
Design Criteria (CDC). According to Table 20.1 of LTA CDC, the design 
volume loss for single medium tunnelling is 1% for OA, 2% for mixed-face of 
OA/KF and 3% for KF respectively. Design volume loss for combined twin 
tunnels are derived as 2 times of volume loss for the single tunnel case. In this 
particular case study of C933 project, actual volume loss recorded from the 
field data was found successfully controlled and maintained below the target 
volume loss value which was originally designed for. Figure 4.20 reports the 
calculated volume loss along the west tunnel alignment together with the 
actual soil condition encountered at the TBM face. 
 
 






















































































The observed volume loss after the TBM-1 drive was 0.5% in Old Alluvium. 
Higher volume loss was observed as the TBM was approaching towards the 
mixed-face zone and Kallang Formation. The maximum volume loss in the 
mixed-face zone was 2% for the single tunnel advancement and 2.7% for the 
double tunnel advancement. Since there is good control in tunnelling operation 
parameter, actual volume loss was able to achieve not more than the volume 
loss value what is original designed for.  
 
The maximum volume loss values recorded while the TBMs were driving 
from Bendemeer to Jalan Besar Station are summarized in Table 4.2 with 
respective ground conditions encountered at the tunnel face. Principle of 
superposition applies to the present field data in deriving the volume loss due 
to double tunnels. 
 
Table 4.2 Volume loss with respect to soil type at tunnel face 
Soil Type H/D =5.6 H/D=3.2 
OA 0.6 0.4 
Mixed-Face 2 1.6 
KF 2 1.6 
Note: H is tunnel depth; D is tunnel diameter 
 
In tunnelling, the applied face pressure is usually quantified as the ratio of face 
pressure to hydrostatic pressure. These ratios are plotted in Figure 4.21 with 
respect to the resulting volume losses.  
 
In this project, face pressure used for TBM drive in OA was in the range of 
0.6Hy to 1Hy which gave the volume loss of less than 0.8%. For Kallang 
Formation and interface area, applied face pressure ranged from 1Hy to 1.4Hy 
and resulted in volume loss of 0.3% to 2.0%. Therefore, volume loss and other 
movements were well controlled with the field adopted face pressure and 
tunnel operating parameters. Minimum face pressure of 1.3Hy is 
recommended for tunnel drives through mixed-soil to achieve an acceptable 
volume loss of 2.0% or less. However, the value can be different for different 




Figure 4.21 Relationship between face pressure and volume loss 
 
4.5.3 Pore Pressure Response 
Pore pressure responses were monitored by vibrating wire piezometers 
(GWV) with the tips at various depths and locations along the alignment. 
Figure 4.22 illustrates the locations of piezometer tips with respect to different 
soil layers. There are seven vibrating wire piezometers installed above and on 
each side of tunnel at distances 6m, 12m, and 24m away from the tunnel axis.  
 
Figure 4.22 Location of piezometer installed in mixed-face soil 
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From the borehole data nearby, the tips shown in blue colour (Figure 4.22) are 
those located in clay layer of Kallang Formation, and recorded no obvious 
change in pore pressure throughout the tunnelling processes. To understand 
the pore pressure response behaviour, the recorded readings of those 
piezometer tips located at the axis level of TBM-1 were extracted and plotted. 
Figure 4.23 shows the plots of pore pressure changes over tunnel advancement 
of the piezometer tips shown as red circles in Figure 4.22. 
 
 
Figure 4.23 Pore pressure changes in mixed-face soil    
   (Piezometer tips in F1 layer) 
 
In general, the application of face pressure creates loading to the soils ahead of 
the TBM face which will then result in the development of positive pore 
pressure. In this case, the face pressure applied was as high as 1.3Hy when the 
TBM-1 passed the monitoring Array-2. The piezometers tips recorded the 
development of positive pore pressure at 4D distance before the TBM-1 
arriving to the monitoring location. The positive pore pressure developed up to 
18kPa due to soil disturbance under loading at the tunnel face. Once the TBM-
1 had passed Array-2, stress release was triggered by the subsequent TBM 
excavation activities. Pore pressure dropped to 20kPa until the TBM-1 reached 
10D distance from the monitoring section. By the time the TBM-2 approached 
the monitoring Array-2, pore pressure again increased due to the face pressure 
application.  After that, another 20kPa drop of pore pressure (suction) was 
observed due to the TBM-2 excavation activities. Pore pressure increased 
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caused smaller changes in pore pressure than the TBM-1 did since the location 
of the TBM-2 was about 10m above piezometer tips. Some fluctuations of 
pore pressure may occur beyond the TBM passage and this is likely due to the 
soil disturbances during tunnelling activities such as tail void grouting. 
 
Owing to the varying soil layers, soil condition was asymmetrical on either 
side of the tunnel as shown in Figure 4.22. The piezometer tips on one side of 
the tunnel were located in fluvial sand layer whilst those on other side entirely 
in Old Alluvium. The responses registered in OA at the same depth are shown 
in Figure 4.24.   
 
 
Figure 4.24 Pore pressure changes in mixed-face soil   
   (Piezometer tips in OA) 
 
As can be seen in the plots, pore pressure changes recorded in OA were not as 
significant as those in Fluvial sand layer. Similar to F1 response, development 
in positive pore pressure was recorded in all tips when the TBM passed the 
monitoring array, and reduced again over time with the passage of TBMs. The 
time required for pore pressure dissipation depends on the in-situ permeability 
of different soil layers. In this case, the stabilized trend occurred 
approximately at 10D (D=diameter of tunnel) distance after the TBM had 
passed. It was also noticed that pore pressure changes decreased with the 
horizontal distance from the tunnel axis (x) in Old Alluvium, whereas the 
responses were more or less similar in fluvial sand layer for all the tips at 
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x=2D and the effect became negligible after 2D. However, the effect of draw 
down is quite significant if piezometer tips are located in F1 layer. Until x= 
24m (4D) from the tunnel axis, the changes were not significant anymore.  
 
In general, the instruments closer to the tunnel show higher pore pressure 
responses. However, the drainage behaviour of soil layers in which the tips are 
located can considerably influence the response of pore pressure. Clay layers 
will have minimum or no impact on the pore pressure due to the TBM 
operations. On the other hand, a more significant drop of pore pressure is 
observed in more permeable soils especially when the piezometer tips are 
located in fluvial sand layer. If this drop is not controlled, extensive draw 
down effects may occur. 
 
4.6 Concluding Remarks 
At the time of this thesis writing, the construction of bored tunnels in 
Bendemeer Station (C933) project had been successfully completed without 
causing any damage to existing structures and foundations. The review and 
field information presented in this chapter will also be used and referenced for 
the numerical analyses carried out in Chapters 5 and 6. 
 
The shapes of longitudinal profile are mainly contributed by the sub-surface 
soil profile in mixed-face tunnelling. In general, settlements significantly 
increase when the tunnel approaches the mixed soil zone even though the 
TBM is set to higher face pressure. Over the transition zone, the OA cover 
above the tunnel gradually decreased and the settlement increased accordingly. 
Review of field data suggests that this transition zone was about 83m (13D) 
distance before entering KF. The longitudinal settlement curves no longer 
follow the cumulative Gaussian profile when the TBM approach the mixed-
soil zone. This implies that the Gaussian profile does not apply to 2-layer 
mixed soil media at the tunnel face. 
 
The main findings from the review of the field monitoring data are 
summarised as follows. 
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(a) The volume loss after double-stacked tunnel drives is not the double of 
that caused by single tunnel drive. In this particular case, the second 
tunnel caused less ground loss ratio which is likely due to the 
shallower depth and lower overburden stress. 
(b) The range of face pressure, resulting volume losses, and settlement 
influence zone in different soil types are summarised in Table 4.3. 
 
Table 4.3 Summary of face pressure, volume loss and influence zone with 
respect to different soil types at tunnel face from field study 
Results Summary OA Mixed KF 
Fp/Hy 0.6-1.1 1.0-1.6 1.3-1.6 
VL (%) 
Single tunnel 0.1-0.8 0.5-2.0 0.4-2.0 
Double-stacked tunnel 0.3-1.1 1.1-2.7 1.7-2.7 
Influence 
Zone 
Distance of TBM before it passes 
the array 
2D 6D 10-13D 
Distance of TBM after it passes 
the array 
3D 5D 5D 
Note: Fp is face pressure; Hy is hydrostatic pressure; VL is volume loss 
 
Generally, very little soil movement were observed for tunnelling in Old 
Alluvium. As presented in Table 4.3, face pressure used for TBM drive in OA 
was between the ranged of 0.6Hy to 1.1Hy which gave the volume loss of less 
than 1% (0.1% to 0.8% in this project). In mixed-face or Kallang Formation, 
the applied face pressure ranged from 1.0Hy to 1.6Hyand resulted in volume 
loss of 0.4% to 2.0%. Depending on the soft clay content in mixed-face soil, 
the resulting volume loss can be different. From the records of tunnel 
operation parameters and resulting settlement and volume loss, minimum face 
pressure of 1.3Hy is recommended for tunnel drives under mixed-soil location 
to achieve the acceptable volume loss of 2.0% or less. However, the values 
can be different for different types of mixed condition such as weathered 
residual soils and hard rocks. Principle of superposition was applied for twin 
tunnel case. Total volume loss due to double-stacked tunnel is a cumulative 
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value of that caused by TBM-1 and TBM-2. For tunnel drives in mixed-soil 
zone, the calculated volume loss for double tunnel is only 1.3 times that of 
single tunnel. 
 
The recorded volume loss values were reviewed before and after tunnel passed 
through the monitoring settlement points. Based on the distances where the 
settlement started and stabilized, tunnelling influence zone is identified as 
shown in Table 4.3. In OA, the settlement started to develop from 2D distance 
ahead of the tunnel face and became stabilised after the tunnel had passed 
beyond 3D distance. However, tunnelling in mixed-face and KF may need 
longer distance to reach the stabilized settlement trend. The minimum distance 
beyond the monitoring points to reach the stable settlement trend was 5D for 





CHAPTER  5  
FINITE ELEMENT STUDY OF GROUND BEHAVIOUR 




In this chapter, the ground behaviour for tunnelling through Old Alluvium and 
Kallang Formation was studied by means of 3-D Finite Element Analysis. The 
tunnelling geometry and operation parameters are based on the case study of 
the C933 project presented in Chapter 4. The ground responses and associated 
volume loss for each soil type were studied and verified with field data from 
the C933 project wherever applicable. Analyses also included the study of the 
single tunnel and double tunnel effects and the influence of face pressure with 
respect to individual soil types. 
 
5.2 Finite Element Modelling 
With the development in powerful computing capacity, finite element analysis 
becomes an affordable way to assess the behaviour of soil in a complete 
numerical model with good visualization. For this research study, the 
numerical analyses were performed with 3-D FE program called GeoFEA 
software. The desktop Windows PC Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-2600 CPU @ 
3.4GHz, 64-bit and a physical memory RAM of 8GB was used. The 
successful applications of GeoFEA software in tunnelling problems are found 
in papers by Lim (2003) and Chaudhary (2010). 
 
C933 Project involved two TBM drives (TBM-1 and TBM-2) at different 
depths passing through Old Alluvium and Kallang Formation. Total 6 analyses 




Modelling cases for tunnelling in Old Alluvium 
1. TBM-1 (lower tunnel) excavation only 
2. TBM-2 (upper tunnel) excavation only 
3. TBM-1 + TBM-2 (double-stacked tunnel) excavation 
 
Modelling cases for tunnelling in Kallang Formation 
4. TBM-1 (lower tunnel) excavation only 
5. TBM-2 (upper tunnel) excavation only 
6. TBM-1 + TBM-2 (double-stacked tunnel) excavation 
 
TBM-1 and TBM-2 formed the double-stacked tunnel configuration near the 
area of research study, respectively located at 35m depth and 23m depth below 
ground. Important tunnelling parameters such as geometry, ground water, 
initial stresses, and time assessment for tunnel moving forward rate, loading, 
and shield operating processes were implemented in a stage-by-stage manner. 
 
5.2.1 FE Geometry, Mesh and Boundary Conditions 
Figures 5.1and 5.2 show finite element mesh adopted for the model of tunnel 
excavation in Old Alluvium and Kallang Formation respectively. Based on the 
sensitivity study on the boundary effect as discussed in Chapter 3, model size 
of 60m x 72m x 120m was adopted in all the analyses. This is to achieve the 
boundary of 10D in the transverse direction, 6D below the tunnel axis and 12D 
along the tunnel advancing direction. Tunnel excavation was simulated up to 
90m out of 120m length. 
 
For the soil stratigraphy, C933 project ground investigation boreholes 
available in both TBM-1 and TBM-2 were reviewed. The location of Borehole 
at the interested area can be referred in Figure C.1 in Appendix C. For the 
basic understanding of single medium tunnelling responses, different models 
were set up to capture two conditions; tunnelling completely in Old Alluvium 
and tunnelling completely in Kallang Formation. The stratigraphy adopted in 
the models were taken from the soil profile before the mixed-soil interface and 
the thick Kallang Formation after the interface. Since most of the boreholes 
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were carried out along the tunnel alignments, soil profile information in 
transverse direction on either side of the alignment is somewhat limited. 
According to the available borehole data at the area of tunnelling completely 
in OA or KF, the soil profile variation in direction perpendicular to the tunnel 
alignment was considered relatively not prominent. Generalized soil profile 
taken as uniform layered soils was therefore adopted in the models as shown 
in Figures 5.1and 5.2.  
 
 




Figure 5.2 Finite element mesh (Tunnelling in Kallang Formation) 
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As explained in Section 3.4.2, both soil and structural elements were modelled 
using 10-noded tetrahedral solid elements. There are total numbers of 168,575 
and 166,374 elements and 72,154 and 71,434 nodes in typical mesh for OA 
and KF modelling. Elements considered are soil, shield, overcut, tunnel liner 
and grout. The lining element has a thickness of 275mm and that of overcut 
(gap) element was assumed as 125mm, i.e., nearly 0.5% of tunnel face area as 
recommended by Shirlaw (2001). To maintain continuity in finite element 
analysis, the thickness of shield element was assumed to be the same as that of 
the lining element and the grout element the same as overcut elements. The 
displacement and hydraulic boundaries are as explained in Section 3.4.1. For 
face pressure simulation, linearly increasing pressure from tunnel crown to 
invert level was applied at the tunnel face. The equivalent pressure of 0.77Hy 
(Hy=hydrostatic pressure) at the tunnel horizontal axis was used in Old 
Alluvium and higher magnitude of 1.34Hy was used in Kallang Formation. 
Coupled consolidation was used in all analyses to simulate the actual tunnel 
advancement rate at those locations. 
 
5.2.2 Constitutive Modelling 
There are many constitutive material models available in GeoFEA software 
for analysing soil and structural behaviour. In this study, elastic perfectly-
plastic, Mohr-Coulomb constitutive soil model was used to simulate the soil 
behaviour under tunnelling process.  
 
Mohr-Coulomb is a relatively simple soil model based on classical plasticity 
theory. The yield function which is introduced as a function of stress and 






















′ )sinψ′ − c′cosψ′ 
h = 0 
where  f is the failure criteria and yield function 
 g is the plastic potential function 
 h is the hardening rule 
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Yield surface of the Mohr-Coulomb model is fully defined by model 
parameters and not affected by (Plastic) straining. For stress states represented 
by points within the yield surface, the behaviour is purely elastic and all 
strains are reversible. Plastic yielding is related to the condition f=0. This 
condition can often be presented as a surface in principal stress space (Figure 
5.3). 
 
Figure 5.3 The Mohr-Coulomb yield surface in principal stress space 
(c=0) 
 
In spite of its simplicity and effectiveness, Mohr-Coulomb model has its own 
limitations in presenting soil behaviour under some circumstances, such as 
small strain conditions, [Addenbrooke (1997), Jardine (1986), Potts (1999)]. 
Such limitations can be improved by employing a more realistic soil material 
constitutive relation, which takes into account the soil hardening and stress-
dependant elastic properties [Mroueh & Sharour, (2002)]. Nevertheless, 
sensitivity studies carried out in Section 3.5.5.3 have shown that reasonable 
predictions of surface settlement profiles and ground loss can be achieved by 
using Mohr-Coulomb model with appropriate K0-values, proper simulation of 
face pressure application, and tunnel excavation method as discussed in 
Chapter 3. 
 
5.2.3 Material Parameters 
The Mohr-Coulomb model requires five key parameters, which can be 
obtained from basic soil tests and are generally familiar to most geotechnical 
engineers. They are Young's modulus (E), Poisson's ratio (ν), cohesion (c), 





friction angle (ϕ) and the dilatancy angle (ψ). Associated flow rule is adopted 
in all analyses so that yield function is taken the same as plastic potential. 
Deformation before yield is assumed as linear elastic which was governed by 
elastic parameters E and v (GeoFEA manual). The basic idea of a linear elastic 
perfectly-plastic model is illustrated in Figure 5.4.  
 
 
Figure 5.4 Elastic-plastic behaviour of Mohr-Coulomb Model 
 
The input soil parameters were derived from the relevant soil investigation 
data of C933 project. Laboratory tests performed on undisturbed samples of 
the boreholes located within the area of study were reviewed together with the 
field test results. For example, the undrained cohesion of marine clay was 
derived from in-situ tests, such as cone penetration tests and in-situ vane tests, 
which were then compared with traixial test results (UU). Effective stress 
parameters for the OA were established based on p'-q plots obtained from 
traixial test results (CU and CD).  Similarly, the selection of other design 
parameters were derived from the relevant laboratory test results, which were 
then justified with other relevant geotechnical explorations (such as 
correlation with SPT N values, recommended in published papers),  
geotechnical design parameters that have been interrelated in the consultant's 
GIBR submitted for C933 project. After cautious selection of input soil 
parameters, final cross-check was also performed to ensure that the parameters 
used are in line with the recommendations specified in the local Authority 
guidelines and other past project references.  The soil test results plotted for 
soil properties interpretation can be referred in Appendix D.  
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Table 5.1 summarises the final design parameters for Mohr-Coulomb model 
adopted in FE analysis. The structural parts of tunnel were modelled as linear 
elastic materials and respective parameters are presented in Table 5.2. 
 
Table 5.1 Geotechnical design parameters 
Soil 
Type 
γbulk Eu E’ Φ’ cu c’ ks K0 
[kN/m
3
] [MPa] [kPa] [deg] [kPa] [kPa] [m/s] - 



















35 250 10 10
-8
 0.7 
Note: * subsequent studies showed that the Eu and E’ value are much higher and for 
the present study, Eu value of 360,000 and E’ of 300,000 are used. 
 





E γ  k 
[kPa] [kN/m
3
] - [m/s] 
Shield machine Solid 200 x 10
6
 80 0.25 10
-12
 
Concrete Lining Solid 28 x 10
6
 24 0.20 10
-12
 
Overcut Solid 750~2250 0 0.20 drain 
Grout element Solid 2.8x10
6




5.2.4 Tunnel Excavation Sequences & Model Simulation 
GeoFEA program provides easy and versatile techniques to model tunnel 
construction sequences. Tunnel excavation process was carried out stage-by-
stage with the software capability of activating or deactivating the specific part 
of elements. Tunnel operation parameters such as EPBM advancing rate, face 
pressure, over-cut, grouting, and lining installation were all considered in FE 
simulation. At initial stage, the program generates in-situ stresses 
automatically based on the specified ground water table and the gravity factor 
set to 1. For subsequent steps, the removal of soil elements and activation of 
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shield, lining and grout elements were performed in a step-by-step manner as 
stated in 3.2.2. Excavation length for each step was taken 3m based on 
sensitivity checks carried out in Chapter 3, having total 30 stages for 90m 
length tunnel excavation. According to the field data obtained from C933 
project, the advancing rate in the research area was 7 rings/day in average. 
Therefore, the equivalent advancing rate of 10m/day was adopted in FE 
modelling to reflect the actual field condition.  
 
Stage-by-stage tunnel simulation process is illustrated in Figure 5.5. 
Excavation steps "a" to "c" are for single tunnel advancement. For double-
stacked tunnel simulation, the TBM-2 follows only after the complete 
excavation procedure of the TBM-1 which means that the TBM-1 was 
assumed far more than 90m from the TBM-2 in FE simulation. In actual site 
condition, the two TBMs were about 60 m apart at Array-1 location. Although 
the procedure may not reflect the accurate field condition, those procedures 
enabled the double tunnel effect to be visualised without having significant 
deviation from actual field results. 
 
 



















5.3 Results of Analyses and Discussions 
For all analysis models, the longitudinal boundary was set at 7.5D 
(approximately 45m) distance from the FE monitoring section (X-X). The 
results were then compared with the measured field data from C933 project 
and the previous literature review. FE results for tunnelling in OA were 
compared with those from the field monitoring Array-1 and KF with those 
from Array-2 of mixed soil monitoring section. 
 
5.3.1 Surface Settlement in Longitudinal Direction 
The longitudinal surface settlement due to tunnelling in Old Alluvium is 
shown in Figure 5.6. The results were extracted from two stages when the 
tunnel arrived at the monitoring array (0D) and when the tunnel face reached 
5D distances beyond the monitoring section. In general, it was observed that 
the longitudinal settlement profiles predicted by FE analysis follow the 
cumulative Gaussian Curve. Ground started to settle from 3D distance ahead 
of the tunnel face. The surface settlement increased as TBM advanced and 
stabilized when the TBM had passed 4D distance beyond the monitoring 
section. The surface settlement of 1.6mm was found directly above the tunnel 
face; while the maximum settlement recorded was about 4mm. Numerical 
results were also compared with the actual field data obtained from Array-1 
where the whole TBM-1 drive was within Old Alluvium Formation. The 
results show a good agreement with field data as plotted in Figure 5.6. 
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The single tunnel drive in KF also resulted in the similar settlement profile, 
but with the larger magnitude, 6.0mm directly above the tunnel face and 
14mm maximum. As in OA, the settlement reached the maximum and 
stabilized value when the tunnel had passed 4D distance beyond the 
monitoring point. The surface settlement extended up to 4D distance ahead of 
the TBM face. The predicted profiles in Kallang Formation are shown in 
Figure 5.7 together with the field data for comparison. As can be seen in 
Figure 5.7, field data observed do not follow the Gaussian Curves. This is 
because field data were taken from monitoring Array-2 which was located in 




Figure 5.7 Longitudinal surface settlement due to tunnelling in KF 
 
Therefore, it was concluded that for single tunnel driving under single layered 
soil, the settlement influence zone extends 4D at the front and 4D at the back 
of the TBM. Similar settlement profiles as those from the single tunnel case 
were obtained from the combined tunnel case but additional settlement due to 
the TBM-2 was observed to be about 70% of the total settlement caused by the 
TBM-1.  
 
It is well noted that boundary effect is also important in the FE modelling. FE 
boundary conditions were usually defined by assigning fixities to the vertical 
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results, resulting surface settlement values at every stage of tunnel excavation 
are plotted (3m per step in this analysis) in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. 
 
 




Figure 5.9 Settlement and its ratio due to tunnelling in KF with respect to 
L/D ratio 
 
As can be seen in the figures, settlements were relatively small in the first few 
excavation steps when they were close to boundary. The settlement then 
increased with the excavation length and stabilized after about 45m distance 
(7.5D) from the starting boundary. Therefore, it is worth noting that the 
assessment of the FE analysis results such as the transverse surface settlement 
profile or volume loss calculation should be taken outside of this zone affected 
by the boundary fixities. The ratio of settlement directly above the tunnel face 
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Old Alluvium and 40% for Kallang Formation. The corresponding ratio 
obtained from the field measurement was also in the range of 30% to 50%. 
Therefore, both the numerical results and the field data fall within the same 
range as stated in the literature review which reported ground settlement above 
the tunnel face is between 0.25 to 0.5 times maximum settlement in the 
longitudinal direction. Moreover, it is also noted that ground settlements due 
to tunnelling in OA or KF follow the principle of superposition, i.e., 
displacements at any point caused by twin TBMs is the sum of the 
displacements at the same points caused by each TBM. 
 
5.3.2 Surface settlement in Transverse Direction 
Transverse surface settlements and the calculated volume losses are plotted in 
Figures 5.10 and 5.11. As discussed in Section 5.3.1, the results were extracted 
at 5D distance after the tunnel had passed the monitoring section to ensure that 
the stabilized settlements are captured. 
 
For tunnel excavation in OA, the face pressure of about 0.77Hy 
(Hy=hydrostatic pressure), was adopted in FE simulation, following the same 
value applied in the case of C933 project. As shown in Figure 5.10, settlement 
profile predicted by FE follow the typical Gaussian distribution curve and 
match well with the field recorded values for both TBM-1 and combined 
tunnelling. Many previous studies have highlighted that tunnelling in OA 
usually shows minimal soil responses. For example, Zhang et al. (2011) 
reported the volume losses between the ranges of 0.1% to 0.9% (most points 
fall within 0.5%) for tunnelling in OA. In this FE analysis, the maximum 
settlement for tunnelling where TBM face was entirely in OA was about 
3.5mm with the calculated volume loss of about 0.7% (Figure 5.12). This is in 
line with the previous findings and also comparable with the field data in 
which settlement of 5.4mm and volume loss of 0.6% were recorded at Array-
1. In the case of double stacked tunnel, the volume loss due to TBM-1 drive 
was found greater than that due to TBM-2. Total volume loss of 1.2% was 




Figure 5.10 Transverse surface settlement due to tunnelling in OA 
 
 
Figure 5.11 Transverse surface settlement due to tunnelling in KF 
 
Tunnel driving in Kallang Formation also gave the similar surface settlement 
trend as shown in Figure 5.11. Face pressure used in Kallang Formation was 
about 1.34Hy (Hy=hydrostatic pressure), according to the TBM operation 
records. The settlement predicted from the FE analysis was 13mm with 
volume loss of 1.9%, while the field data from settlement makers indicated 
13.2mm settlement and 2% volume loss. In addition, this is in good agreement 
with the published values. Based on the measured data from the North-East 
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losses within the range of 1.4 to 4% in Kallang Formation. FE results 
predicted for TBM-2 only was about 1.4% and the total volume loss of 3.3% 
for both TBMs. 
 
 
Figure 5.12 Volume losses obtained by FEM at section 1 and section 2 
 
From this study, it was noticed that the total volume loss due to double-
stacked tunnel was only 1.7 times the volume loss caused by the first TBM. 
This is likely due to the depth of the tunnels where TBM-2 was located at 
depth shallower than TBM-1. 
 
5.3.3 Settlement Influence Zone 
Conventional method for the building damage assessment due to tunnelling is 
usually based on the surface and subsurface ground movements. The contour 
of settlements so called influence zones were developed by various researchers 
based on experimental or field data. To understand the influence zone 
development in Old Alluvium and Kallang Formation, settlement points above 
the tunnel crown are plotted in Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 respectively. The 
graphs show the settlements at different depths and horizontal distances. The 
range of settlement values are identified in different colours. Settlement zone 
is classified into five groups according to the magnitude of settlements; Zone 1 
with settlement values greater than 20mm, Zone 2 between 15mm and 20mm, 
Zone 3 between 10mm and 15mm, Zone 4 between 5mm to 10mm and Zone 5 




























Note: x= distance from tunnel vertical axis, y= distance from tunnel horizontal axis 
and D= diameter of tunnel 
 
Figure 5.13 Settlement influence zone for OA 
 
As can be seen in Figure 5.13, settlement due to tunnelling in Old Alluvium 
Formation is generally less than 10mm and therefore only Zone 4 and Zone 5 
exist in this type of tunnelling medium. Zone 4 of settlement between 5mm 
and 10mm extends 2.5D above the tunnel horizontal axis and 1D distance 




Note: x= distance from tunnel vertical axis, y= distance from tunnel horizontal axis and 
D= diameter of tunnel 
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In the case of Kallang Formation, settlements greater than 20mm (i.e. Zone 1) 
are observed within the zone of 3D vertically and 1D horizontally as shown in 
Figure 5.14. Immediate to this zone are Zone 2 and Zone 3 which extend up to 
the horizontal distance of 2.5D and vertical distance of 3 to 6D above the 
tunnel axis level. 
 
Generally, it can be seen from the plots that settlement values identify the 
influence zone not only in the horizontal direction but also in the vertical 
direction above the tunnel. Settlements beyond 4D distance from the tunnel 
vertical axis become insignificant and usually less than 5mm in both OA and 
KF. The observed settlement points are in line with the influence zones 
discussed by previous researchers, although the influence zones are purely 
based on the greenfield soil movements whilst others such as Cham (2009) 
and Jabcobsz et al. (2004) are based on the relative movements between pile 
and soil.  
 
5.3.4 Influence of Face Pressure on Volume Loss 
The application of face pressure providing the sufficient support to the tunnel 
face is crucial for good control of volume loss due to tunnelling. The effect of 
face pressure, however, can be different in different types of soil. To study the 
sensitivity of soil type to the face pressure application, tunnelling process was 
simulated in 3-D FE model with different face pressures, varied from 0 to 2 
times hydrostatic pressure or up to full overburden pressure.  
 
Figure 5.15 shows the FE predicted volume losses in OA at various face 
pressure normalised with hydrostatic pressure or the overburden pressure. 
Both FE and field data from C933 project show insignificant effect of face 
pressure. This is in line with the finding in OA by Shirlaw (2002) that "The 





Figure 5.15 Relationship between normalized face pressure and volume 
loss in OA 
 
In contrast to Old Alluvium, Kallang Formation exhibits more significant 
influence of face pressure on volume loss. As shown in Figure 5.16, the 
volume loss gradually reduces with increasing face to overburden pressure 
ratio. However, for face pressure greater than 80% of overburden pressure or 
1.5 times hydrostatic pressure, the influence on volume loss becomes 
insignificant. On the other hand, the prediction of 2.8% volume loss at zero 
face pressure is considered unrealistic. In reality, there may be the overall 
instability large localized settlements occurred ahead of the face and therefore, 
this value will be discounted in the discussion. 
 
 
Figure 5.16 Relationship between normalized face pressure and volume 
loss in KF 
y = 0.02x + 0.64 
R² = 0.17 
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Therefore, it can be said that the applied face pressure significantly controls 
the amount of ground loss in KF, but its effect of volume loss is negligible in 
OA. Findings from FE analyses are found consistent with field results from 
C933 case study. From this study, in order to achieve a good control of 
volume loss, it is recommended that the minimum required face pressure 
should be 0.7P0 or 1.3Hy. The required face pressure for tunnelling in OA is 
much less than that for the Kallang or mixed-face soil condition. However, 
reasonable face pressure should always be maintained as a precaution against 
locally unstable ground. 
 
5.4 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter, the assessment of ground response behaviour under single-
layered tunnelling was carried out using 3-D Finite Element Analysis. The 
Bendemeer Station and tunnel project under Contract C933 was used as a case 
study to compare with 3D FE results. A total of 6 cases were analysed to 
investigate the behaviour of Old Alluvium and Kallang Formation in response 
to various tunnelling processes. FE predictions are comparable to the 
measured field data in C933 as well as the published literature on case 
histories of Singapore MRT tunnel construction reported in Section 2.2.3. The 
results and analyses serve as a reference and comparison with the next chapter, 
where in-depth studies of soil behaviour to mixed-face soil tunnelling are 
carried out.  
 
FE analyses support the common finding reported by many researchers that 
the surface settlement profile in both transverse and longitudinal directions 
follows the Gaussian distribution curves for tunnelling completely in single 
layer soil. It is also worth to note that principle of superposition is still 
applicable for the twin tunnel case, i.e. total volume loss due to double-stacked 
tunnel is a cumulative value of that caused by TBM-1 and TBM-2. In this 
case, FE analyses predict slightly lower volume loss for double stacked tunnel, 
which is 1.7 times of that caused by TBM-1. The settlement starts to develop 
from 4D distance ahead of the tunnel face and increases with the tunnel 
advancement and gets or reaches maximum after the tunnel has passed beyond 
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4D distance, beyond which the trend gets stabilized. This is applicable in the 
prediction of settlements influence zone in both Old Alluvium and Kallang 
Formation. 
 
Table 5.3 summarises the ranges of face pressure, resulting volume losses and 
influence zone based on the results of the 3D FE analyses.  
 
Table 5.3 Summary of face pressure, volume loss and influence zone with 
respect to different soil types at tunnel face from FE analyses 
Results Summary OA KF 
Fp/Hy 0.25-2.0 0.25-2.0 
VL (%) 
Single tunnel 0.5-0.7 1.4-2.6 
Double-stacked tunnel 1.2* 3.3* 
Single tunnel  0.1-1.0 1.0-4.0 
(Table 2.6 & Shirlaw et al., 2003)     
Influence 
Zone 
Distance of TBM before it passes the array 3D 4D 
Distance of TBM after it passes the array 4D 4D 
Note:  Fp is face pressure; Hy is hydrostatic pressure; VL is volume loss 
*Calculated volume losses in double-stacked tunnels are based on face 
pressure of 0.77Hy for TBM-1 and 1.0Hy for TBM-2. 
 
Sensitivity studies on the applied face pressure suggests that Old Alluvium is 
less independent to the variation of face pressure values whilst the magnitude 
of face pressure significantly controls the amount of ground loss in Kallang 
Formation. In this FE study, only 0.5-0.7% of volume loss was predicted in 
OA by varying face pressure. The resulting volume loss values can get high up 
to 2 times by decreasing face pressure only. The values also fall in line with 
the reported range of 1.4% to 4% in Kallang Formation by Shirlaw et al. 
(2003). However, the effect is insignificant if face pressure applied is greater 
than 1.5Hy. For combined stacked-tunnel case, the total volume loss predicted 




CHAPTER  6  
FINITE ELEMENT STUDY OF GROUND BEHAVIOUR 
DUE TO TUNNELLING IN MIXED-FACE SOIL 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Mixed-face conditions usually pose construction challenges to tunnel 
excavation at the interface in terms of face stability, large localised ground 
movements due to over excavation or high abrasivity. Mixed-face conditions 
are not uncommon during tunnelling of underground MRT lines in Singapore. 
In general, they are found in geological formations where weathering of rock 
mass or uneven geology of weathered rock formed valleys that are filled with 
recent deposits. Mixed soil conditions encountered during NEL and CCL 
MRT construction together with the challenges were summarised and 
discussed in Chapter 2. Similar interface of Old Alluvium and Kallang 
Formation was encountered in DTL3 tunnel construction between Bendemeer 
Station and Jalan Besar Station. Relatively higher localised settlement was 
recorded in the transition zone.  
 
In this chapter, the soil behaviour and ground losses during mixed-face 
tunnelling were studied by means of FE analysis. The Bendemeer Station and 
tunnel project described in Chapter 4 was back-analysed as a case study using 
3-D FE analysis. FE results were then compared with the actual field data 
from the project. The FE analysis study was calibrated with field measurement 
to provide a better understanding on the effect of tunnelling under different 
soil conditions. The factors influencing soil behaviour such as face pressure, 
tunnel advancement direction and different types of mixed-soil conditions at 
the TBM face were studied and discussed. Based on the overall studies and 
findings, recommendations on face pressure application for tunnelling under 
mixed soil conditions and expected volume losses for different mixed soil 
types are established. Finally, the practicality of the use of 2-D FE analyses in 
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mixed-face soil condition was also studied and the model validity was 
compared with the 3-D FE results. 
 
6.2 Finite Element Modelling 
Finite element software, GeoFEA was used for 3-D FE back-analysis. A total 
of 3 analyses were modelled in FEM; (i) single tunnel advancement for TBM-
1 only (lower tunnel), (ii) single tunnel advancement for TBM-2 only (upper 
tunnel), and (iii) double tunnel advancement of TBM-1 and TBM-2. The 
stretch of tunnel alignment between Bendemeer Station and Jalan Besar 
Station was chosen as the area of research interest due to the presence of 
transition zone from Old Alluvium to Kallang Formation. According to site 
investigation boreholes, the tunnel alignment met with the mixed-face zone at 
about 735m (Ring no. 525) for TBM-1 and at about 660m (Ring no.470) for 
TBM-2 from Bendemeer Station. 
 
6.2.1 FE Geometry, Mesh and Boundary Condition 
Boundary sizes of 60m (10D) in the tunnel transverse direction, 72m depth 
(6D below the tunnel axis) and 150m length (12D along the tunnel advancing 
direction) were adopted in order to minimise the influence of boundary in FE 
modelling. Out of 150m length, excavation was simulated up to 135m length. 
TBM-1 (lower tunnel bound) was positioned at 35m and TBM-2 (upper tunnel 
bound) at 23m below ground level. Double-stacked tunnel excavation was 
simulated as a combination of two cases, TBM-1 and TBM-2. Tunnel 
diameter, shield, liner, overcut, and grout elements were assumed to be the 
same geometry as those in FE analyses for tunnelling completely in Old 
Alluvium (OA) and Kallang Formation (KF) presented in Section 5.2.1.  
 
For the soil stratigraphy, C933 project ground investigation boreholes 
available in both TBM-1 and TBM-2 were reviewed. The sketch of 3-D soil 
profiles based on the available borehole data at the interested area are plotted 
in Figure C.2 of Appendix C. Since most of the boreholes were carried out 
along the tunnel alignments, soil profile information in transverse direction on 
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either sides of the alignment are somewhat limited as compared to the extent. 
According to the available borehole data at the area of tunnelling completely 
in OA or KF, the soil profile variation in direction perpendicular to the tunnel 
alignment was considered relatively not prominent. Generalized soil profile 
taken as uniform layered soils was therefore adopted for transverse direction 
whilst the sloping profile of OA layer and the presence of F1 layers were 
adequately captured in the longitudinal direction for the study of mixed-face 
tunnelling responses.  
 
Finite element mesh and geometry of sloping soil profile with their respective 
depths are shown in Figure 6.1. 
 
Figure 6.1 3-D finite element mesh for tunnel excavation model in 
   mixed soil condition 
 
 
All the elements (soil, structure, and gap elements) were modelled using 10-
noded tetrahedral solid elements. A typical mesh includes 254,052 elements 
and 111,155 nodes. Only half size mesh was modelled taking the benefit of 
symmetry. Displacement and hydraulic boundary conditions were taken the 




For the simulation of face pressure application, the actual face pressure values 
applied throughout the TBM advancement of C933 project were reviewed. 
Generally, in EPB tunnelling, it is important to maintain a proper control of 
tunnel operation parameters, which needs to be adjusted and varied according 
to the soil type encountered at the tunnel face and the depth of tunnel 
alignment. Varying face pressures applied during tunnelling from Bendemeer 
Station to Jalan Besar Station are presented in Figure 6.2. From the field 
record, the varying face pressure ranged from 1.4bar to 3.7bar in Old 
Alluvium and up to 5bar in Kallang Formation. The dips in face pressure plots 
occurred at the points of cutter head intervention (CHI). From the field 
records, there are total number of 12 CHIs and 6 CHIs during TBM-1 and 
TBM-2 tunnelling. The exact locations of cutter head interventions are 
reported in Table 4.1 of Chapter 4.  
 
 
Figure 6.2 Different face pressure used in C933 tunnelling project - 




For the purpose of FE simulation, actual face pressure values shown in Figure 
6.2 are averaged based on the type of tunnelling medium at the face. Basically, 
the spikes are not considered in the analysis as the location of CHI is normally 
chosen to avoid the mixed-face soil condition and also due to relatively short 
period that skipping the face pressure of a few rings give insignificant change 
in the results. To reflect the actual operation condition at site, three different 
pressures were adopted in simulation of tunnel excavation for TBM-1 and 
TBM-2. In the FE models, an average face pressure was set to 270 kPa 
(0.77Hy) for the TBM-1 excavation completely in Old Alluvium and 350kPa 
(1Hy) in Old Alluvium with a thicker layer of Kallang Formation above. The 
pressure was increased to 470kPa (1.34 Hy) when the TBM-1 approached the 
mixed-face zone. For TBM-2, a lower range of average face pressure 
equivalent to about 1.04Hy was used in Old Alluvium Formation and mixed-
face soil whereas higher face pressure of 1.3Hy was applied in mixed-face to 
KF. The face pressure values for different stages of tunnel excavation 
simplified for FE modelling purpose are illustrated in Figure 6.3. 
 
Figure 6.3 Different face pressures used in finite element modelling 
 
6.2.2 Material Parameters 
The parameters similar to those stated in Section 5.2.3 were assumed for the 
soil and tunnel elements used in this study. Detailed parameters were 
summarised in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. 
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6.2.3 Tunnel Excavation Sequences & Model Simulation 
A stage-by-stage tunnel simulation process for mixed soil modelling is shown 
in Figure 6.4. Out of the 150m length in the longitudinal direction, 135m was 
excavated in the model as tunnel advancement. With 3m excavation length in 
each step, a total number of 45 excavation steps were simulated for the single 
tunnel advancement. TBM-2 (Upper Bound) tunnel followed TBM-1 (Lower 
Bound) at a distance of about 40 to 50m behind. Therefore, for double-stack 
tunnel modelling, the TBM-2 was simulated concurrently after 45m distance 
(i.e., 15 steps) from the TBM-1 to reflect the actual site conditions. Different 
steps in model simulation process for double-stack tunnels are illustrated in 
Figure 6.4. Tunnel advancing rate used in C933 project was 7 rings per day 




Figure 6.4 Stage- by- stage tunnel excavation sequence  















































6.3 Results of Analyses and Discussions 
For calibration purpose, finite element results were extracted at two sections, 
Array-1 and Array-2. For single tunnel modelling case, the results are 
extracted at the following steps to study the longitudinal settlement trend. 
 
Step a TBM arrived at the monitoring Array-1 where tunnel face 
encountered OA Formation 
Step b TBM passed 5D distance beyond the monitoring Array-1 
Step c  TBM arrived at monitoring Array-2 where tunnel face encountered 
the mixed-face soil area 
Step d TBM passed 5D distance beyond the monitoring Array-2 
 
To understand the longitudinal surface settlement behaviour for double-stack 
tunnel modelling case, settlement results were plotted and reviewed at some 
important stages; when both TBMs were in OA, when the TBM-1 reached 
mixed-face zone; when the TBM-2 reached mixed-face zone; and when both 
TBM-1 and TBM-2 were in Kallang Formation. As shown in Figure 6.4, the 
results are extracted at the following steps. 
 
Step a TBM-1 arrived at the monitoring Array-1 where tunnel face 
encountered OA Formation 
Step b TMB-1 passed 5D distance beyond the monitoring Array-1 
followed by TBM-2 after 15 steps later 
Step c TBM-2 arrived at the monitoring Array-1 
Step d TMB-2 passed 5D distance beyond the monitoring Array-1 
Step e TBM-1 arrived at the monitoring Array-2 where tunnel face 
encountered mixed-face soil area 
Step f TMB-1 passed 5D distance beyond the monitoring Array-2 
followed by TBM-2 behind 15 steps 
Step g TBM-2 arrived at the monitoring Array-2 




FE results were compared with the field monitoring data taken at the location 
of two monitoring sections. Array-1 is located at 21m away from the FE 
model boundary and the tunnel face is located at Old Alluvium Formation. 
Section-2 is located at 84m distance away from Array-1 and it is located in the 
mixed soil zone of TBM-1. In addition, soil responses for mixed-face 
tunnelling were captured through Section X-X for the TBM-1 and Section Y-
Y for the TBM-2, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. 
 
6.3.1 Surface Settlement in Longitudinal Direction 
Figure 6.5 illustrates the longitudinal surface settlement profiles due to the 
TBM-1 drive. To understand the changes in settlement trends with respect to 
the soil types, the settlement profiles were extracted at different stages of 
TBM advancement. The tunnel drive was initially in Old Alluvium where the 
resulting longitudinal settlements followed the profile of cumulative Gaussian 
curve (step a and step b). When the tunnel approached the mixed soil zone, the 
profile started to deviate from the Gaussian curve with a change in soil layers 
at the tunnel face. The dramatic increase of ground settlement occurred (step c 
and step d) as the TBM entered from Old Alluvium to the mixed soil zone of 
OA and KF. This is mainly because of the over excavation occurred at the part 
of tunnel face in contact with the soft soil. The amount of settlement gradually 
increased over the transition zone and the profile no longer followed the 
cumulative Gaussian curve. In the case of TBM-1, settlement in the OA/KF 
transition increased up to 3.5 times of the settlement measured for tunnel 
completely in OA at the transition from OA to KF.  
 
A slightly different scenario was observed in the longitudinal surface 
settlement profile of TBM-2 drive. In the case of TBM-2, settlement increased 
up to 3 times from OA to OA/KF transition. As can be seen in Figure 6.6, it 
was observed that the maximum settlement occurred in the mixed soil 
transition zone (step c and d). This is likely due to the fact that face pressure 
increased only after mixed soil condition was encountered. The applied face 
pressure which was equal to hydrostatic pressure (Hy) was increased to 1.3Hy 
hydrostatic pressure at the end of OA and F1 interface. This higher pressure 
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was maintained throughout the tunnel drive in Kallang Formation thereafter. 
With a higher face pressure, the settlement did not increase further beyond the 
mixed face zone. Therefore, to control the settlement, the adjustment of face 
pressure for the mixed face should be carried out well before the tunnel 
approaches the mixed zone. The effects of face pressure at mixed-face soil 
condition are discussed further in the parametric studies presented in the 
following sections.  
 
 
Figure 6.5 Surface settlement in longitudinal direction (TBM-1 only) 
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Longitudinal surface settlement troughs due to double stacked-tunnel are 
shown in Figure 6.7. Corresponding locations of the two TBMs are also shown 
in blue and green line below. In general, settlements obviously increased at the 
interface and in Kallang Formation even though the TBMs were set to higher 
face pressure. In the mixed-face zone, settlement associated with the TBM-1 
drive increased up to 14mm and settlement subsequently increased by another 
9mm due to the TBM-2 following 50m behind. Ground settlements due to 
tunnelling in mixed-face soil condition also follow the principle of 
superposition, i.e., displacements at any point caused by twin TBMs is the sum 
of the displacements at the same points caused by each TBM. 
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The plots shown in Figure 6.8 support that FE prediction is comparable to the 
measured field data of the longitudinal surface settlement troughs caused by 
double stacked-tunnel. When both TBMs passed the monitoring Section-2, the 
settlement trough continued to increase in the mixed soil zone until Kallang 
Formation. Overall, the settlement trends from FE give reasonable predictions 
for different soil conditions such as OA, KF and those interfaces and are 





Figure 6.8 Longitudinal surface settlement comparison (TBM-1 + TBM-2) 
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6.3.2 Surface Settlement in Transverse Direction 
The first few steps of tunnel excavation occurred completely in OA. The 
response of single layer tunnelling in OA was captured at the FE monitoring 
section (Array-1) at a distance of 21m away from the model boundary and 
compared with the field monitoring. The tunnel entered the mixed-face zone at 
about 105m distance from the boundary, and the results were compared with 
the results of field monitoring. At Monitoring Array-1 and 2 (Figure 6.1), the 
results of analyses were extracted when the tunnel had passed 5D distance 
beyond the respective monitoring sections in order to get stable responses.   
 
It was also observed in the transverse surface settlement that the FE results 
matched well with the measured field monitoring data of C933. The predicted 
transverse settlement troughs were observed as typical Gaussian distribution 
curve both for tunnelling in Old Alluvium and in the mixed-faced zone. 
However, unlike the smooth Gaussian profiles of FE results, the field recorded 
settlement profiles showed some divergence at some locations due to presence 
of existing structures.  
 
Figure 6.9 shows the transverse surface settlement at FE monitoring Array-1 
against the field data from Array-1. The same responses as those from tunnel 
completely in Old Alluvium as stated in Section 5.3.2 were obtained. The face 
pressure simulated at this location was 0.77 times hydrostatic pressure. 
However, as studied in Section 5.3.4, settlement responses were not 
significantly influenced by the face pressure in this type of tunnelling medium. 
The maximum predicted settlement obtained from the FE results was 3.6mm 
for TBM-1 driving and 9mm settlement for twin tunnel driving in the double-





Figure 6.9 Transverse surface settlement before mixed soil area - OA at 
tunnel face 
 
Figure 6.10 shows the comparison of the transverse surface settlement troughs 
in the mixed-face soil zone. The simulated face pressure in the mixed-face 
zone was increased to 1.34 times hydrostatic pressure. Despite the higher face 
pressure application, the amount of settlement significantly increased to 13mm 
in the mixed-face zone due to TBM-1 and a total 22mm after TBM-2 
followed. 
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Compared to field studies, FE modelling is able to capture the transition state 
of Old Alluvium to Kallang Formation at different advancement of TBM. 
Settlement of 9.5mm was observed when the tunnel face reached the mix of 
OA and F1 of Kallang Formation. Following Gaussian distribution curve 
throughout the various sections, the settlement trend increased up to 13mm 
with a larger content of KF at the tunnel face. The settlements revealed a 
steady trend after the tunnel had completely entered KF. 
 
The values of volume loss were also derived from the surface settlement 
troughs at monitoring Array-1 and Array-2. Volume loss was about 0.68% for 
both TBM-1 and TBM-2 single tunnelling case in Old Alluvium. This 
revealed the fact that tunnelling in stiff soil resulted in considerably small 
amount of volume losses and the difference in volume loss for TBMs at 
different depth was also not significant. In double-stacked tunnelling model, 
total volume loss of 1.4% was obtained in OA Formation.   
 
In the case of TBM-1 tunnel excavation in the mixed-face soil zone, a larger 
volume loss up to 2% was estimated compared to TBM-2. This is not only 
because the TBM-1 was located at deeper depth, but also because of the 
influence of mixed-soil type at the tunnel face. Based on FE analyses, volume 
loss in TBM-1 was 1.5 times higher than TBM-2. Total volume loss of 3.3% 
was estimated in the case of double stacked tunnelling. The comparisons of 
resulting volume losses for all the cases are shown in Figure 6.11 for clarity.  
 
 



























6.3.3 Settlement Influence Zone 
Transverse settlement points in the mixed soil zone were plotted in the same 
way as in Section 5.3.3. Figure 6.12 shows the influence zone of settlement in 
vertical and horizontal distances from the tunnel axis taken at the end of the 
mixed-face zone. The influence zone at mixed-face soil showed an expanding 
trend towards Kallang Formation at the transition zone.  
 
 
Note: x= distance from tunnel vertical axis, y= distance from tunnel horizontal axis and 
D= diameter of tunnel 
Figure 6.12 Settlement influence zone at mixed-face soil 
 
6.3.4 Subsurface Movements and Pore Pressure Responses 
For the understanding of sub-soil responses to the tunnelling at mixed-soil 
interface, lateral and vertical soil displacements against the depth are plotted at 
6m away from tunnel vertical axis. Only FE analysis results are reported and 
discussed as the readings of sub-surface movements from the available 
borehole instruments such as magnetic extensometers and in-soil 
inclinometers are not consistent and not reliable enough for the interpretation 
of the real soil behaviour.  
 
Figure 6.13 illustrates the variation of soil displacement with depth in different 
directions. The results were extracted at some key stages; at -5D and -3D 
distance before the TBM reaching the mixed-soil area (i.e. Array-2 location), 
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distance when the TBM passed the mixed-soil location. FE predictions 
generally followed the expected trend of sub-soil displacements. As discussed 
in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.5.3 and 2.2.5.4, sub-soil displacements increased 
with depth. The maximum displacement occurred at the tunnel horizontal axis 
for lateral displacement in transverse direction and above the tunnel crown for 
the vertical displacement, after which it reduced against depth. No significant 
effect of tunnelling was found until the TBM reached 3D distance away from 
the mixed-soil interface. The values increased as the TBM passed the mixed-
face and entered the Kallang Formation and became stabilized at 5D distance 
beyond the mixed-face location. The maximum vertical and lateral 
displacements predicted were 12mm and 7mm respectively by the time TBM 
reached the mixed-face location (i.e. 0D distance). The positive values of 
longitudinal soil movements at 0D distance was mainly due to the application 
of the face pressure in FE analysis, which resulted in the movements of soil 
away from the tunnel face.   
 
Figure 6.13 Sub-surface displacements at different stages 
 
The effect of mixed-face tunnelling on the pore pressure changes was studied 
with the plot of excess pore pressure developed at 3m horizontal distance 
away from tunnel extrados (i.e. 6m away from the tunnel vertical axis) as 
shown in Figure 6.14. The original purpose of the extracted location was to 
compare the FE prediction with the field monitoring instruments such as 
piezometers which were installed at 6m away from the tunnel centre line.  
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Similar to sub-surface movements,   FE results were extracted at mixed-face 
location, which is Array-2 location, and presented in different stages of TBM 
location with respect to mixed-face location (-5D to -1D distance before the 
mixed-face, 0D and +1D to +5D beyond the mixed-face). From the plots, 
excess pore pressure was observed to have maximum values around the 
excavation area at the tunnel axis level. The influence zone of pore pressure 
effect extended up to 1D above but only 0.5D below the tunnel axis level. The 
changes in pore pressure started to show when TBM approached -2D distance 
from the monitoring section. Negative pore pressures were developed after the 
TBM passed through the monitoring location and it was observed to be 
maximum at +1D distance away from monitoring section which was about -
33kPa. 
 
Figure 6.14 Excess pore pressure at different stages 
 
Regardless of the discussion above, it was also noticed that pore pressure 
behaviour mainly depends on the drainage behaviour of different soil types. 
Since mixed soil zones consists of various soil types along the tunnel 
advancement, the typical trend or pore pressure response cannot be concluded. 
Different pore pressure response in different soil types was discussed with the 
plot of excess pore pressure contours. Contours were extracted at different 
stages of TBM location while passing through the transition zone with 
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different mixed-soils content at the TBM face. As can be seen in Figure 6.15, 
entire tunnel drive in OA (Section-A) showed uniform pore pressure 
distribution around the tunnel with the highest values of pore pressure 
changes. In the case of Marine Clay (Section-F), the effect of pore pressure 
was much lower and more localized than that in Old Alluvium. Across the 
transition stages from Old Alluvium to Kallang Formation (Section-B to 
Section-E), pore pressure behaviour was noticed to be irregular and mainly 
depending on the soil type encountered at the tunnel face. Generally, presence 
of F1 minimized the development of excess pore pressure around the tunnel 
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Although this section provides a brief discussion on the behaviour of sub-soil 
displacement and pore pressure in response to the tunnelling, there was no 
reliable monitoring data for the verification and therefore extracted results 
were not able to calibrate. It is suggested for the future research that for 
critical areas such as mixed-soil location, careful installation and monitoring 
should be provided for more redundant and reliable readings so that sub-soil 
behaviours and responses can be studied and well-understood. Nevertheless, 
installation of instruments might be another challenge in urban area due to the 
road constraint and access. 
 
6.4 Comparison between Tunnelling in Single Layered Soil and Mixed-
Face Soil 
Soil responses to tunnelling in Old Alluvium and Kallang Formation were 
studied in Chapter 5 with the use of measured field data for model verification. 
To underscore the difference in tunnelling responses between single-face 
tunnelling and mixed-face tunnelling, the results of the FE analyses are 
compared. 
 
6.4.1 Longitudinal Surface Settlement Comparison 
Figures 6.16 and 6.17 show the longitudinal surface settlements due to 
tunnelling in Old Alluvium, Kallang Formation and the mixed-face zone. The 
results were extracted at 84m away from tunnel boundary, where the mixed-
face of OA and KF was encountered at the tunnel face. 
 
From the comparison, it was observed that single-medium tunnelling follows 
the cumulative Gaussian profiles of surface settlement. However, in mixed-
soil tunnelling, with the TBM approaching the mixed-face location, the 
longitudinal profile started to deviate from the Gaussian profile. Although the 
TBM face was still in OA, the resulting surface settlement gradually increased 
as the TBM moved closer to the mixed-face and therefore, became larger than 
that of tunnelling in single medium of OA. This transition took place over 
approximately 10D distances before the mixed-face location. The increasing 
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settlement trend switched to the Kallang Formation behaviour at 2D distance 
and matched with the settlement profiles of Kallang Formation afterwards. 
 
 




Figure 6.17 Longitudinal surface settlement comparison (TBM-2) 
 
In the case of TBM-2, as can be seen in Figure 6.17, it was noticed that the 
settlement increased during the transition state from OA to mixed-soil was 
larger than that of Kallang Formation. The highest settlement occurred in 
mixed soil tunnelling cases. This can be explained with the different face 
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of face to hydrostatic pressure was set up to 1.34 (Fp/Hy = 1.34Hy) well in 
advance of the mixed soil transition zone. On the other hand, ratio of face to 
hydrostatic pressure used in TBM-2 was only 1.0Hy while the TBM 
approached the transition zone. The ratio increased to 1.3Hy only once the 
TBM had passed the mixed-face location. As a result, relatively higher face 
settlement occurred in TBM-2 case and so was the maximum settlement. This 
revealed that control of face pressure application plays an essential role in 
mixed-face tunnelling for successful control of resulting settlements and 
volume loss. The effect of face pressure in mixed soil is discussed in more 
detail in Section 6.5.2. 
 
In general, the settlement trend gradually increases in the transition zone, and 
the trends follow the settlement profile of soft soil layer after that. However, 
the amount may or may not be the maximum at mixed soil depending on the 
ratio of face pressure to hydrostatic pressure. 
 
6.4.2 Sface and Smax Comparison 
During tunnel excavation in mixed-face soil, soft soils at one part of the TBM 
face tend to flow faster than harder soils at the other part, which are being 
excavated at a slower rate. Therefore, a higher face loss is more likely to occur 
in the mixed-soil zone and face loss gives a greater contribution to total 
immediate settlement. This leads to a sudden increase in settlement directly 
above the TBM face. This type of over excavation is difficult to control and 
the use of higher face pressure application well in advance of the anticipated 
mixed-face location is very important to maintain the settlement within the 
acceptable range.  
 
Ground settlements directly above the tunnel face at each excavation step were 
extracted and plotted along the tunnel advancing direction in Figure 6.18. The 
corresponding total settlements were also plotted to visualize the contribution 
in face loss. The maximum settlement (Smax) for tunnelling in OA was about 
4mm while settlement directly above the tunnel face (Sface) was about 2mm. 
The maximum settlement for KF tunnelling was about 14mm while Sface was 
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6mm. Ignoring the first few steps due to the influence of boundary effect 
(approximately 5D from the model boundary), the general trend of settlement 
at the tunnel face was uniform and steady throughout the tunnel advancement 
in single-medium tunnelling case of either in OA or in KF. In the case of 
mixed-soil tunnelling model, the face settlement contribution to total 
settlement increased over the transition zone from OA to KF. As explained 
above, when the tunnel face completely exits the mixed soil zone and enters 
the soft soil, the settlement again follows the single layer soil response of KF. 
In terms of magnitude in face settlement, tunnelling in a single layer of OA 
gives the smallest value while tunnelling in mixed-face soil area gives the 




Sface (Mix) > Sface (KF)> Sface (OA) 
Smax (KF) > Smax (Mix) > Smax (OA) ; for Fp/Hy = 1.34Hy 
Smax (Mix) > Smax (KF) > Smax (OA) ; for Fp/Hy = 1.04Hy 
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Comparison between the settlement ratios (Sface/Smax) for each tunnelling case 
is plotted in Figure 6.19. For tunnelling where the entire face is in Old 
Alluvium or Kallang Formation, the Sface/Smax ratios fall between 40 to 50%. 
This is consistent with the literature review which reported typical ratios 
between the range of 1/4 and 1/2. However, this is only true for tunnelling in a 
single soil layer. In the mixed-face condition, relatively large settlement is 
likely to occur at the tunnel face due to the overcutting of soft soils while 
excavation rate is slower at the hard soil part. At the mixed-face soil area, 
observed ratio is about 70 to 80%. This ratio of Sface/Smax is about 2 times 




Sface= 40 - 50% of Smax for tunnelling in OA 
Sface= 70 - 80% of Smax for tunnelling in mixed location 
Sface= 40 - 50% of Smax for tunnelling in Marine Clay 
Figure 6.19 Ratio of settlement directly above tunnel face to  
   maximum settlement 
 
6.5 Important Factors in Mixed-Face Soil Tunnelling 
6.5.1 Influence of F1 on Settlement in Mixed-Face Soil Tunnelling 
To understand the effect of F1 on ground behaviour in mixed-soil tunnelling, 2 
cases, with F1 layer and without F1 layer, were analysed. Figure 6.20 shows 
the surface settlement comparison with and without F1 layer. The difference in 
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1mm and volume loss less than 0.2%. However, the influence of F1 layer is 
more noticeable in terms of pore pressure response. As shown in Figure 6.21, 
a dramatic drop in pore pressure was observed when tunnelling through the 
soil layers from OA to f1uvial sand, F1. On the other hand, the change is more 






Figure 6.20 Comparison between FE results for KF model and mixed soil 
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Figure 6.21 Pore pressure comparison between FE results for KF model and 
mixed soil model 
 
6.5.2 Influence of Face Pressure in Mixed-Face Soil Tunnelling 
Ground loss due to tunnelling comes from different sources, such as face loss, 
shield loss, tail loss and consolidation. Usually, face loss contributes 25% to 
50% of the total ground settlement depending on ground condition. In the case 
of mixed-face soil condition, the contribution of face loss is significantly 
higher and a large amount of settlement occurs directly above the tunnel face. 
Face pressure, therefore, has a direct control on the resulting face loss and is 
very important in tunnelling especially when dealing with different grade soils 
at the interface. 
 
In Singapore, local standards and criteria (Example – CDC, Civil Design 
Criteria by Land Transport Authority) require the design of tunnelling works 
to ensure that ground losses and movements are kept to an absolute minimum 
value. Some typical values are prescribed for different types of soil that are 
commonly encountered during tunnelling. CDC specifies, for EPB type 
tunnelling, that the target volume loss to achieve in OA is 1% and up to 3% VL 
is allowed for tunnelling in Marine Clay of Kallang Formation. Following 
these guidelines and recommendations, the tunnelling techniques and the 
design of operation parameters such as face pressure needs to be ensured that 
the subsequent ground movements are well within the specified values. These 
values however exclude those for tunnelling through interface between rock 
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from Singapore cases reported by Shirlaw et al. (2003) and Yong and Fok 
(2012), the target face pressure adopted was within the range of 0.9P0 to 1.2P0 
with the maximum volume loss of 2% recorded. The lower range of 0.4P0 to 
0.8P0 was used for the soil-rock interface and the interface of Kallang and 
Jurong Formation. The minimum pressure of 0.4P0 was recommended to 
ensure stability at all times and avoid any unforeseen ground loss. For this 
case study of C933 project, the applied face pressure for OA-Kallang interface 
was within the range of 0.6P0~0.8P0 and the recorded maximum volume loss 
was 2%.   
 
As discussed earlier, the key factor to the successful performance of mixed-
face tunnelling is the correct application and proper control of face pressure. 
To further extend the understanding of face pressure influence on the 
subsequent tunnelling behaviour, various values of face pressure ranging from 
0 to 2 times hydrostatic pressure; Fp/Hy= 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75 
and 2 were applied in this sensitivity study. These values were consistent with 
the face pressure applied in the field which in most cases were typically less 
than 1.5Hy. 
 
Figure 6.22 shows the results of surface settlements for different face pressure 
values in mixed-face tunnelling. Each point represents the resulting settlement 
occurred at the face when the TBM reaches at that particular location. In 
comparison, a similar plot was also produced for the total settlement, taken at 
5D distance from the advancing tunnel face. In general, mixed-face soil also 
exhibits a similar trend of the decreasing settlement with the increasing face 
pressure. Face pressure lower than the hydrostatic pressure creates a dramatic 
increase in settlements. With very minimal face pressure, face settlement 
could be as high as 25mm and total settlement up to 30mm.  
 
Care should be taken that if there was zero face pressure, there would be 
complete instability of the marine clay of the KF and very large settlements. 
On the other hand, when face pressure was applied more than 25% of 
hydrostatic pressure, the contribution of face pressure to reduction of 
settlement was not significant anymore. From Figure 6.22, it can be seen that 
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the reduction of settlement due to increasing face pressure was less than 3mm 




Figure 6.22 Relationship between face pressure and settlements at  
   mixed soil 
 
Relationship between face pressure and settlement ratio for mixed-soil area is 
shown in Figure 6.23. Basically, most of the immediate settlements occurred 
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pressure application. The contribution ratio could be as high as from 80% to 
nearly 100% of the total settlement. Face pressure lower than 50% of 
hydrostatic pressure caused the tunnel face settlement almost the same as the 
total immediate settlement due to tunnelling. It is also worth to note that face 
pressure beyond 1.25 times hydrostatic pressure will not significantly 
contribute to further reduction of face settlement. 
 
 
Fp/Hy ≥1.25  →  Sface/Smax=0.8 
Fp/Hy<0.50  →  Sface/Smax=1.0 
Figure 6.23 Relationship between face pressure and settlement ratio at 
mixed soil 
 
The influence of face pressure was also studied in terms of volume loss as 
discussed in Figure 6.24. Face pressure was reported in relation to both 
hydrostatic and overburden pressure. At very low face pressure, maximum 
volume loss obtained from a large localised settlement can be more than 4%. It 
gradually decreased with the increasing face pressure value. The volume loss 
at face pressure to hydrostatic pressure (Fp/Hy=1.25) was about 2.1% beyond 
which the reduction in volume loss became insignificant with values less than 
0.2%. At Fp/Hy=2, volume loss of 1.9 % was obtained. From the finding based 
on this study, it is noted that at least 1.3Hy is required to apply at the face to 
ensure the volume loss of equal or less than 2%. In other words, a range of 0.7 
to 0.8 overburden pressures is required to maintain 2% volume loss.  
 
The above findings confirm the work of previous researchers such as Izumi et 




















face, the smaller settlements or volume loss occurs. It is important to note that 
beyond the limiting face pressure of 0.66P0 or 1.25Hy, no further effect of face 
pressure exhibits on the reduction of settlement. The volume loss values 
predicted by 3-D FEM are also comparable with actual field results from C933 
project, which shows a maximum volume loss of 2% for TBM-1 at the mixed 
soil location with the application of face pressure higher than 1.4Hy. 
 
It is noted that the field results were close or lower than the parametric results. 
This could be due to the reason that the results from field study was collected 
throughout the alignment and the percentage of soft soil content in the mixed-
face soil will be different from different locations. The volume loss value of 
the mixed-face soil with smaller soft soil content would be lesser than that of 
the mixed-face soil with higher soft soil content. On the other hand, volume 
loss shown in parametric study represent the value occurred in the maximum 
percentage of soft soil content.  
 
 
Figure 6.24 Relationship between face pressure and volume loss at  
   mixed soil 
 
Figure 6.25 shows the comparison of face pressure effect on tunnelling in 
mixed-face soil and single face soil tunnelling in Kallang Formation. The 
trends were similar in both cases i.e., volume loss decrease with increasing 
face pressure. The trend was more significant in mixed-face tunnelling 
whereas single soil tunnelling showed a more gradual trend.  
y = 4.54x2 - 7.85x + 5.16 
R² = 0.997 
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Figure 6.25 indicates that, if tunnel face pressure is less than 1.3 times 
hydrostatic pressure, (Fp/Hy< 1.3), volume loss in mixed face (OA/KF) is 
greater than that in Kallang Formation face. 
 
 
Figure 6.25 Comparison of volume loss between the mixed-face soil 
(OA/KF) and single face soil tunnelling (KF) 
 
6.5.3 Influence of Distance for Face Pressure Increment 
It is well accepted that higher face pressure is required for soil types with 
lower stiffness and the mixed-face soils. The need of switch or change to 
higher face pressure depends on the soft soil or mixed soil location, which in 
practice, is usually determined in advance from the site investigation. 
However, with uncertainties or high variations in geological profile, it may be 
difficult to predict the mixed-face location. Large settlement or face loss can 
occur where the mixed-soil interface is encountered earlier than the expected 
location. Sensitivity studies are, therefore, carried out to investigate the effect 
of insufficient face pressure values with respect to the mixed-face location. 
Referring to Figure 6.3, in the case of C933 case study, the applied face 
pressure was increased from 0.77Hy to 1.34Hy during the transition from Old 
Alluvium to Kallang Formation. Utilizing the field observed values, a total of 
11 modelling cases were analysed using the two different face pressure 
magnitudes, which were changed at various locations with respect to mixed-
face location, i.e. 0D to 5D distance before and after mixed-face, where D is 
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Figure 6.26 Locations to change face pressure 1 to face pressure 2 
 
The settlement results are shown in Figures 6.27 and 6.28. It can be seen that 
the distance of face pressure increment has insignificant effect on the resulting 
face or total settlement values as long as sufficiently high face pressure is 
applied in the mixed-soil zone. Compared to the Sface occurred in 0D case, late 
application of face pressure by +1D distance (i.e., 1D after tunnel passed the 
mixed-face location) resulted in the Sface  increase by 10% and as high as 60% 
in +5D case. Additional 5% to 20% settlement occurred in the total settlement 
case as shown in Figure 6.28. Therefore, it is clear that the effect is more 
prominent in terms of ground settlement directly above the tunnel face. 
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Figure 6.28 Maximum settlement along tunnel driving 
 
Figure 6.29 presents the resulting volume loss for different locations of 
pressure increment. Minimal or insignificant effect on volume loss was 
observed in earlier face pressure application cases (-5D to 0D). The volume 
loss increased by 25% for the late application of higher face pressure. 
Therefore, it is noted that as long as the higher face pressure set up can be 
activated in the right location of mixed soil zone, resulting volume loss can be 
well maintained. However, there are some cases with high uncertainties in the 
location of mixed soil interface. In such cases, higher face pressure is 
recommended to apply starting from +3D distance before the expected 
location in order to maintain the volume loss less than 2% at all time. 
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6.5.4 Influence of Tunnel Advancing Direction in Mixed-Face Soil 
The tunnel advancing direction can either be from the hard to soft soil 
direction or from the soft to hard soil direction, which can result in different 
tunnelling responses. Shirlaw et. al., (2000) reported localized high 
settlements and face loss in buried valley areas during construction of North 
East Line (NEL). Although such field performance has been reported in other 
similar case histories, there is no detailed discussion on the effect of tunnel 
advancing direction on soil behaviour.  
 
The soil responses to tunnelling in the hard to soft soil direction was covered 
in Chapter 4, Contract C933 project, where the transition of tunnelling media 
was from Old Alluvium to soft clay of Kallang Formation. An additional 
analysis case was carried out in this section to study the behaviour due to 
tunnelling in the opposite advancing direction [i.e. soft soil (KF) to hard soil 
(OA)]. The same soil profile was adopted in the FE model and the tunnels 
were driven from soft Kallang Formation to hard Old Alluvium Formation at 
the same depth TBM-1 as shown in C933 case. Figure 6.30 represents the 
geometry and FE mesh for the additional analysis. Unless otherwise stated, the 
same geometry and properties of TBM-1 case were used. 
 
 
Figure 6.30 Geometry and mesh for case 2 analysis 
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The face pressure adopted in the respective excavation steps are illustrated in 
Figure 6.31. Basically, the same face pressure values used in the field case 
study were adopted, i.e. face pressure applied in OA was adopted for 
excavation steps in OA and that in Kallang was used for excavation steps in 
Kallang Formation.  
 
 
Figure 6.31 Different face pressure used for case 2 
 
The responses for tunnelling from hard to soft soil (OA to KF) had been 
discussed in Section 6.3.1, which stated that the longitudinal surface 
settlement profile no longer followed the cumulative Gaussian profile in the 
transition zone. Figure 6.32 plots the results of longitudinal surface settlement 
profiles for tunnelling from soft to hard soil (KF to OA). The settlement 
responses were studied with reference to Section-1 and Section-2 placed at 
Kallang Formation and at the interface of Kallang Formation to Old Alluvium. 
It was observed that surface settlement in the longitudinal direction still 
follows the cumulative Gaussian profile, for tunnel advancing from soft to 
hard soil. Large settlements had already occurred during the tunnel drive in 
soft soil, and therefore the increment in deformation (i.e. settlement and 





Figure 6.32 Longitudinal surface settlement (Case 2) 
 
A comparison of the settlement behaviour for the two tunnel advancing 
directions is shown in Figure 6.33. The contribution of face settlement to total 
settlement value was found to be higher in the transition zone in both tunnel 
advancing directions. In terms of total settlement, the increasing trend was 
observed in tunnelling from OA to KF. In the case of tunnelling from KF to 
OA, the large settlement occurred in KF was not recovered when the tunnel 
entered OA. Hence, the settlement trend just followed the profile of soft clay. 
The face settlement, on the other hand, was gradually reduced with the tunnel 
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Figure 6.33 Effect of tunnel advancing direction on settlements directly 
above tunnel face and maximum settlements 
 
The comparison of settlement ratios is presented in Figure 6.34. It was 
reported earlier in Section 6.3.1 that the ratio of Sface/Smax was about 2 times 
greater than that of single-layer tunnelling. The immediate settlement 
contributed by face loss was about 75% for the tunnel driven from OA to KF. 
However, the settlement ratio dropped from 40% to 10% (i.e., face loss only 
contributes to 10% of total settlement) for the case of tunnelling from KF to 
OA. It was therefore noted that face settlement contribution in the mixed soil 
zone can be different for different tunnel advancing directions, and where 
possible, it makes practical sense to drive tunnel in the direction from soft 
soils to hard soils. 
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6.5.5 Influence of Soil Types in Mixed-Face Soil Tunnelling 
Mixed-face conditions are commonly encountered across a wide variety of 
geological formations, especially when the tunnel alignment passes through 
deep valleys of deposited layers or different weathering profiles in residual 
soils and rocks. When the tunnel face hits two types of tunnelling medium 
with very different soil properties, the challenge of optimum face pressure 
determination is likely to be encountered. Shirlaw et al. (2000) reported two 
common problems experienced in the weathered Jurong Formation of 
Singapore during EPBM tunnelling. 
 
 significant loss of ground locally caused by ravelling of highly fracture 
and weathered rocks due to the vibration of machine while cutting the 
other part of unweathered quartzite.  
 rapid flow or squeeze of weak soils of recent deposits such as fluvial 
sand or marine clay, which usually requires higher support pressure at 
the face, but the machine, is not yet fully pressurized during the 
transition from weathered rock into weak deposits.  
 
The other possible problem of mixed-face tunnelling in weathered Old 
Alluvium is the over-excavation of soft soils of Kallang Formation due to the 
slower excavation rate on the other part of tunnel face which is in contact with 
hard soil layer of Old Alluvium. Therefore, it is noted that the type of mixed- 
face tunnelling problem is usually associated with the type of combination of 
geological conditions at the interface.  
 
Further analyses were carried out to study the tunnelling response behaviour 
under different mixed-face conditions that are normally encountered in 
tunnelling works in Singapore.  
Case 1  - Transition from Fort Canning Boulder Bed to Kallang Formation  
Case 2 - Transition from Bukit Timah Granite to Kallang Formation  
Case 3  - Transition from Old Alluvium to Kallang Formation  
Case 4 - Transition from Bukit Timah Granite GIV to Residual soil GVI  
Case 5 - Transition from Jurong Formation SIII to Jurong Formation SV  
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Keeping the tunnel geometry, FE mesh and model boundary to be the same as 
those from the previous study in Section 6.2.1, analyses were performed with 
different soil types. Geotechnical properties of soils were based on case 
histories presented by Shirlaw et al. (2003), Pang (2006), LTA-CDC (2010) 
and Osborne et al. (2011).  The same method of tunnel excavation simulation 
was also adopted. Adopted soil parameters for different mixed-face soil 
conditions are summarized in the below Table 6.1.  
 
The same face pressure values of TBM-1 presented in Figure 6.3 were adopted 
for parametric studies. Face pressure applied in OA was adopted for the 
excavation steps in harder material as well as that in KF was used for the 
excavation steps in softer material. In other words, face pressure of 0.77 Hy 
was applied from step 1 to 7, 1Hy from step 8 to 21 and 1.34 Hy from step 22 
to 45.  
 
Table 6.1 Geotechnical design parameters for different soil conditions 




] [kPa] [deg] [kPa] - [m/s] - 
Fill 19 8,000 30 0 0.3 1x10
-6
 0.5 Table 5.1 
KF 16 350cu 22 0 0.3 1x10
-8
 1 Table 5.1 
OA 20 300,000 35 10 0.3 1x10
-8
 0.7 Table 5.1 











GVI 19 40,000 30 30 0.3 1x10
-7
 0.8 Pang (2006) 
SIII 23 500,000 35 40 0.3 1x10
-6
 0.8 
 Osborne et 
al. (2014) 
SV 21 83,333 34 20 0.3 1x10
-7
 0.8 
 Osborne et 
al. (2014) 
 
The longitudinal surface settlements for each of 5 cases are compared in 
Figure 6.35. The analyses in Section 6.3.1 showed that the amount of 
settlement gradually increased over the transition state with the profile no 
longer following the Cumulative Gaussian curve. A similar trend was 
observed in the other different mixed-soil types because the tunnel advancing 
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direction in all cases was from the soil type of higher stiffness to relatively 
lower stiffness values. It was also noticed that larger displacement occurred in 
the case of higher difference in stiffness of the two tunnelling medium. 
 
 
Figure 6.35  Longitudinal surface settlement comparison among  
   different soil types 
 
The transverse surface settlement trough due to tunnelling through the single 
layer is shown in Figure 6.36. To understand the effect of mixed-soil interface, 
the results were compared with the transverse surface settlements trough for 
various cases of mixed-face tunnelling (Figure 6.37). A maximum settlement 
of 7mm was obtained in the case of tunnelling from strong rock of SIII to 
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weathered rock SV of Jurong Formation (Case 5). Relatively larger 
settlements as high as 14mm were obtained from tunnelling in FCBB, GIV 
and OA to Marine Clay (Case 1, 2 and 3 respectively). This is likely due to the 




Figure 6.36 Transverse surface settlement comparison among  
   different soil types 
 
 
Figure 6.37 Transverse surface settlement comparison among  
   different mixed soil types 
 
The volume loss for different soil types in which the tunnel face was entirely 
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was found in most Singapore soil types except Marine clay layer of Kallang 
Formation. These volume loss predictions from FE are consistent with past 
literature records from Singapore MRT case histories as summarised in Table 
2.6. 
 
Figure 6.38 Volume loss among different soil types 
 
Figure 6.39 compares the volume loss obtained in different mixed soil types. 
The results from all cases supported the fact that tunnelling in mixed-face soil 
depends highly on the relative properties of the two soil media. Steingrimsson 
et al. (2002) reported that the two tunnelling media with the minimum 
difference in UCS of 1:10 can be considered as mixed-face condition. In this 
study, the first three cases, ‘KF/FCBB’, ‘KF/GIV’ and ‘KF/OA’ with the 
stiffness ratios ranging from 1:20 to 1:30 were considered as mixed-face 
condition. The resulting volume loss from these cases was about 2 to 3.5 times 
of those obtained in the respective single-medium tunnelling case.  
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6.6 2-D FE Modelling of Mixed-Face Soil Tunnelling 
Owing to the complex 3-D behaviour and configuration, it is not so 
straightforward to analyse mixed-face tunnelling problem in 2-D FEM. In this 
section, a study was carried out to (a) understand how the 2-D predictions on 
soil behaviour are different from 3-D FE analyses and (b) learn how tunnelling 
process in mixed-face soil can be idealized in 2-D analyses. In plane strain 
models, it is not possible to capture varying soil profiles along the tunnel 
advancing direction. Typical soil profile for 2-D FE modelling is shown in 
Figure 6.40. Depending on the mixed soil content at the tunnel face, the depth 
of marine clay will not be the same for different analysis models.  
 
 
Figure 6.40 Idealised soil profile for FE modelling 
 
6.6.1 Tunnelling Techniques Adopted for the Present Study 
2-D FE analyses were conducted using GeoFEA software. An example of 2-D 
finite element mesh is illustrated in Figure 6.41. In this study, the model 
boundary was taken to be the same as the 3-D model, and half-sized mesh of 
60m lateral and 72m depth was adopted as boundary. 6-noded linear strain 
triangular elements were used for all the FE models with a total 3582 solid 
elements and 2898 nodes. The base was set completely fixed in both x and y 
directions while vertical boundaries were restrained as roller boundary 
(against perpendicular surface). Mohr-coulomb constitutive soil model was 
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used for 2-D analysis and all other assumptions and parameters were also 
assumed to be the same as the previous 3-D FE analysis unless otherwise 
stated.  
 
Figure 6.41 2-D FE mesh for mixed-face tunnelling model at TBM-1 
 
The available tunnelling techniques for 2-D FE analysis were discussed in 
detail in Section 3.2.1. Stress reduction method was normally selected as the 
tunnel simulation method in 2-D FE study. In this method, tunnel excavation 
was simulated by removing the soil elements inside the tunnel and the support 
pressure was applied around the excavated tunnel periphery in the same step. 
The applied support pressure was set as a hydrostatic distribution with the 
values increasing from the tunnel crown to the invert level. At initial state of 
tunnel excavation, total overburden pressure was set as 562kPa at the tunnel 
crown and 594kPa at the tunnel invert. The top pressure was then gradually 
reduced by a stress reduction factor, β until prescribed volume loss of 2% was 
achieved. The stress reduction factor, β is a prescribed value and is selected by 
reducing the factor until it matches a required ground loss value which is 
usually set based on field data, centrifuge test results, or past experience for 
specific soil condition. Therefore, finding a variable input of β for the mixed-
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face soil condition which is dependent on the prescribed volume loss can be 
challenging with 2-D FE method. 
 
Another way of simulation is using the same overcut element activated in 3-D 
analysis to allow soil deformation due to tunnelling activities. Overcut 
elements also serve as a stress relief and formed a gap for 2-D condition. 
Properties of these overcut elements for all 2-D cases with different 
percentage of soil content were taken to be the same properties as those from 
3-D analyses. Coupled consolidation analysis was carried out for tunnel 
excavation process and the simulation procedure is as follows: 
Step 0  Initial geostatic stress application 
Step 1  Excavate tunnel and activate overcut element 
Step 2  Install lining elements 
 
Surface settlement comparison between the stress reduction method and 
overcut element activation method is presented in Figure 6.42. Results were 
taken from the case of tunnel face entirely in Marine Clay. Consistent results 
were observed among different tunnel simulation methods and analysis 
models. Therefore, ground movements caused by tunnelling with respect to 
different percentages of mixed soil contents were studied by overcut element 
method for subsequent 2-D FE analyses.  
 
 


















Transverse Surface Settlement Trough 
3D FEM (Overcut Method)
2D FEM (Overcut Method)
2D FEM (Stress Reduction Method)
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6.6.2 Idealisation of Mixed-Face Soil 
Mixed-face condition in reality is a 3-D problem especially owing to the 
geometry of soil stratigraphy which can vary along the transverse and 
longitudinal directions. It is, therefore, not straightforward to capture the 
mixed-face tunnelling responses under plane strain condition. In 2-D analysis, 
tunnelling through mixed-face condition was idealised by changing and 
adjusting the geometry of soil layers according to the proportion of soil type 
encountered at the tunnel face. Percentage of clay content at the tunnel face 
was taken as 0% when the tunnel face was fully located in Old Alluvium and 
was gradually increased with the increment of 10% in each case until the 
entire tunnel face completely encountered Marine Clay of Kallang Formation. 
To determine the clay content at the tunnel face during excavation, a circular 









A = πr2 
h = r − t 
where A is tunnel area, r is tunnel radius and t is the distance from tunnel 




Figure 6.43 Segment area calculation for FE simulation 
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6.6.3 Results of Analyses and Discussions 
Transverse surface settlement profiles from 2-D and 3-D analyses were 
extracted and compared in Figure 6.44 for different mixed soil contents at the 
tunnel face. Like the 3-D analysis case, the transition state of tunnelling for the 
mixed-face zone was observed in 2-D FE. In general, the surface settlement 
gradually increases with decreasing OA content percentage at the tunnel face. 
The predicted settlement at 100% Old Alluvium content (i.e., tunnel face 
entirely in OA) was about 6mm and reached a maximum settlement of 14mm 
when the tunnel face was entirely in Marine Clay of Kallang Formation, i.e. 




Figure 6.44 Transverse surface settlement with different mixed content  
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The results of volume loss and calculated maximum settlement are shown in 
Figures 6.45 and 6.46 together with the 2-D FE results. From the graphs, it can 
be seen that a fairly good prediction as 3-D can be obtained with 2-D FE if the 
percentages of soil content at the tunnel face is correctly incorporated. Apart 
from a slight difference in volume loss predicted for the tunnel completely in 
OA (100% OA), both trends and magnitudes of volume loss for different OA 
percentages are similar for 2-D and 3-D FE analyses. 
 
 
Figure 6.45 Volume loss comparison in varying % of M and OA  
   within tunnel periphery 
 
 
Figure 6.46 Maximum settlement comparison between 2-D FEM and  
   3-D FEM in varying % of M and OA within tunnel periphery 
 
From the parametric study performed in Section 6.5.2, it was noted that face 
pressure application has a significant influence on resulting settlement and 
volume loss. The magnitude of face pressure needs to be adjusted depending 
on the soil type encountered at the tunnel face, and hence usually vary as the 
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captured in 2-D FE analysis where the targeted volume loss is achieved by 
varying the overcut stiffness. Therefore, in order to explore the validity of 2-D 
and 3-D results, the plots showing the variation of settlement and volume loss 
with percentage content of OA were compared at different face pressure 
values, as shown in Figure 6.47. It is clear from the plots that 2-D FE result 
was comparable to 3-D FE results only when the applied face pressure was 
1.0Hy or higher. For lower face pressure cases, resulting settlement and 
volume loss of 3-D analyses were much higher. Similar to 3D analysis, it is 
worth to note that zero face pressure when tunnelling in the Marine clay of the 




Figure 6.47 Settlement and volume loss variation in mixed-face soil based 
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6.7 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter, the ground response behaviour to mixed-face soil tunnelling 
was studied by back analysing the case study of C933 Bendemeer Station and 
tunnel project with the help of 3D finite element software, GeoFEA. FE 
predictions were found to be comparable with the measured field data 
obtained from the project. The main findings are summarised as follows. 
 
(a) The longitudinal settlement gradually increases within the transition zone 
from Old Alluvium to Kallang Formation. Upon hitting the mixed-face 
soil, there is a significant increase in settlement that reaches maximum 
value within the mixed-face zone. Unlike typical Gaussian curve, the tail 
of longitudinal profile is shallower as it remains in the region of hard soil 
(i.e. Old Alluvium). Provided that high pressure is sufficiently maintained 
throughout the TBM drive in transition zone, the settlement values become 
more or less stable causing the longitudinal settlement trough wider and 
flatter, which finally switch back to normal trend of tunnel through 
Kallang Formation.  
(b) In mixed-face tunnelling from hard to soft soil, the longitudinal surface 
settlement profile no longer follows the Cumulative Gaussian profile, but 
transverse surface settlement does. Settlement trends can be different for 
different advancing directions (hard to soft or soft to hard). In the case of 
tunnelling from soft to hard soil, large settlements had already occurred 
during tunnel drive in soft soil and increment in deformation was 
insignificant when the tunnel entered hard soil layer. Therefore, wherever 
possible, it makes practical sense to drive tunnel from soft soils to hard 
soils. Therefore, despite of the larger settlement values, the tunnel drive 
from soft to hard soils offer comparatively better control on the face 
stability and expected ground loss values. 
(c) The applied face pressure significantly controls the amount of ground loss 
in full-face and mixed-face of Kallang Formation whilst tunnelling in OA 
or stiff soil is less dependent on face pressure. It is also worth noting that 
the principle of superposition is applicable for mixed-face tunnelling in 
twin tunnel case.  
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(d) In the case of TBM-1 tunnel excavation in the mixed-face soil zone, larger 
volume loss up to 2% was estimated compared to the TBM-2. This is not 
only because the TBM-1 was located at deeper depth, but also because of 
the influence of mixed-soil type at the tunnel face. Based on the FE 
analyses, volume loss in TBM-1 was 1.5 times higher than that in TBM-2. 
Total volume loss of 3.3% was estimated in case of double stacked 
tunnelling.  
(e) Volume loss due to tunnelling in mixed-face soil gradually decreases with 
increasing face pressure. At zero or very low face pressure, maximum 
volume loss obtained from large localised settlement is up to 5%. When 
the face pressure is more than 1.25 times hydrostatic pressure 
(Fp/Hy>1.25), the reduction in volume loss becomes insignificant with 
values less than 0.2%. At least 1.3Hy is required to apply at the face to 
ensure the volume loss of equal or less than 2%. In other words, a range of 
0.7 to 0.8 overburden pressures is required to maintain 2% volume loss. If 
tunnel face pressure is less than 1.3 times hydrostatic pressure (Fp/Hy<1.3), 
volume loss in mixed-face will be greater than that in Kallang Formation 
face. 
(f) It is also useful to note that with uncertainties or high variations in 
geological profile, it is important to ensure that the required face pressure 
is achieved right at the mixed-face location. Late application of sufficient 
face pressure can add the volume loss increment up to 25%. 
(g) Unlike tunnelling through a single layer, the ratio of surface settlement 
directly above tunnel face to maximum surface settlement for mixed-face 
tunnelling was as high as 80% depending on the face pressure applied. 
This ratio of Sface/Smax was about 2 times greater than that of tunnel 
excavation where the face was completely in single medium (soft or hard 
soil). However, in the parametric study of tunnel advancing in the other 
direction (i.e. tunnelling from Kallang Formation to Old Alluvium), the 
settlement ratio dropped from 40% to 10% (i.e. face loss only contributes 
to 10% of total settlement).  
(h) Tunnelling in mixed-face soil also depends on the properties of the two 
soil media. The relative stiffness of two different soils at the transition also 
plays a role in the resulting ground movement. Soft clay and rock interface 
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shows more significant settlement and volume loss than that of hard soil 
and rock interface. 
(i) The target face pressures commonly adopted for local mixed-face soil 
condition in Singapore usually fall within the range of 1.2 to 1.4 
hydrostatic pressures. From the review of sensitivity studies, the minimum 
target face pressure of 1.3Hy is recommended for tunnelling in any mixed-
face conditions with Kallang Formation interface to ensure the volume loss 
less than 2%, which is considered the reasonable ground loss value 
commonly adopted in Singapore. Volume loss can be much lower than 2% 
for mixed-soil tunnelling of soil-rock interface in Jurong or Bukit Timah 
Formation, as the effect of face pressure is insignificant in stiff soil and 
rock condition. However, minimum face pressure of 0.5P0 or 1Hy 
whichever is higher is recommended to avoid any unforeseen problems 
and maintain stability at all times.  
(j) No significant sub-soil vertical and horizontal displacements occur until 
the TBM reached 3D distance away from the mixed-soil interface. The 
displacements increase as the TBM passes the mixed-face and enters the 
Kallang Formation. The values reach maximum and stabilize at 5D 
distance beyond the mixed-face location. Generally, the sub-soil 
displacements increase with depth. The maximum displacement occurs at 
the tunnel horizontal axis for displacement in transverse direction and 
above the tunnel crown for the vertical displacement, after which it 
reduces against depth.  
(k) Usually, face pressure application results in the positive pore pressure built 
up ahead of the tunnel, followed by the pressure drop during the 
subsequent excavation process, and then gradually recover back to nearly 
steady state as the TBM moves forward. This normal trend of pore 
pressure response can also be observed in mixed-face tunnelling case. The 
effect of pore pressure extends up to 1D above, but only 0.5 below the 
tunnel axis level. In longitudinal direction, the changes in pore pressure 
starts when TBM approaches 2D distance before the monitoring section. 
Development of negative pore pressure is observed after the TBM passed 
the monitoring location, and become maximum at +1D distance away from 
monitoring section. In terms of the extent of pore pressure effect, the 
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behaviour is mainly depending on the drainage behaviour of different soil 
types. If the entire tunnel drive is in OA, uniform pore pressure 
distribution around the tunnel with the highest values of pore pressure 
changes. In the case of MC, the effect of pore pressure is much lower and 
more localized than that in OA. Pore pressure behaviour is noticed to be 
irregular throughout the interface zone, mainly due to the different soil 
type encountered at the tunnel face. The presences of F1 minimize the 
development of excess pore pressure around the tunnel.  
(l) Additional studies with two dimensional (2-D) FE analyses confirm that 
prediction of surface settlement by 2-D FE is comparable to 3-D FE if the 
percentages of soft soil/hard soil at the tunnel face are correctly 
incorporated. Nevertheless, 2-D FE results are only comparable when the 
applied face pressure is 1.0Hy or higher. For lower face pressure cases, 
resulting settlement and volume loss of 3D analyses are much higher.  
 
The summary of 3-D FE analyses on the ranges of face pressure, volume 
losses, settlements and influence zone is reported in Table 6.2. The influence 
zone for surface settlement is assessed in terms of the distances where the 
settlement start to response and get stabilized.  
 
As tabulated in Table 6.2, the effect of tunnelling generally extends to 4D 
distance ahead of the TBM drive which cause the gradual increment of surface 
settlement up to 4D distance after the tunnel has passed, after which the trend 
gets stabilized. However, the study reveals that tunnelling in mixed-face 
requires longer distance to get to the stabilized settlement trend. The distance 
of 7D before and after the tunnel arrival is recommended for the monitoring of 
the tunnelling works in mixed-face zone. This is also to ensure that the effect 
of unexpected problems in the TBM operation, late or earlier application of 
higher face pressure due to uncertainties in the actual location of mixed-soil 
interface and other unforeseen problems and geological circumstances are 
adequately covered. Both the ground and building monitoring instruments 
which are installed along the alignment of tunnel advancement should be 




Table 6.2 Summary of face pressure, volume loss and influence zone with 
respect to different soil types at tunnel face from FE analyses 
Results Summary OA Mixed KF 
Fp/Hy 0.25-2 0.25-2 0.25-2 
VL (%) 
Single tunnel 0.5-0.7 1.3-4.3 1.4-2.6 
Double-stacked tunnel 1.2* 3.3* 3.3* 
Influence Zone 
Distance of TBM before it 
passes the array 
3D 7D 4D 
Distance of TBM after it 
passes the array 












Transverse Gaussian Gaussian Gaussian 
Surface 
Settlement (mm) 
Single tunnel 3-4 9-30 10-20 
Sface/Smax 0.4-0.5 0.75-0.8 0.25-0.6 
Note:  Fp is face pressure; Hy is hydrostatic pressure; VL is volume loss 
*Calculated volume losses in double-stacked tunnels are based on face pressure of 




CHAPTER  7  
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
7.1 Thesis Overview 
Most of the tunnelling studies to date were carried out in tunnel face 
conditions of single soil medium. However, some local case histories 
highlighted that tunnels encountered the interface of two or more soil media 
with different properties. In such cases, ground response of single-faced 
tunnelling in soft or hard ground alone may not represent the realistic 
behaviour of mixed-face tunnelling. With limited available field data, 
laboratory tests and numerical studies, the effects of tunnel construction 
through mixed-face soil conditions are yet to be well understood.  
 
The thesis mainly focused on the study of ground behaviour due to tunnelling 
in mixed-face soil condition. The studies include the behaviour of ground 
displacements and associated volume loss. To understand the soil behaviour of 
tunnelling through mixed-soil conditions, field studies were conducted at one 
of the Downtown Line-3 MRT projects in Singapore, C933 Bendemeer 
Station and Tunnel Project. Mixed interface of Old Alluvium and Kallang 
Formation was found when twin tunnels were driven from Bendemeer Station 
to Jalan Besar Station. Taking advantage of recent development of powerful 
computing capacity, responses in mixed-face soil tunnelling were studied 
using 3-D FE GeoFEA software. FE results were verified with field data from 
the C933 project. The factors influencing the soil behaviours such as 
application of face pressure, distance to increase applied pressure, tunnel 
advancement direction and different types of mixed-soil condition at the TBM 
face were studied. The expected volume losses for different mixed soil types 
were discussed. The validity of 2-D FE analysis for mixed-face soil tunnelling 
problem was studied and compared with 3-D FE results. 
Findings on the ground movements and associated volume losses by means of 
field measurements and FE analyses are summarized below. In general, results 
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from FE studies showed consistent trends when compared to field results from 
C933 case study. Findings were also comparable with the findings of 
published tunnelling cases reported by Shirlaw et al. (2003), Cham (2008) and 
Zhang (2011). 
 
7.2 Ground Settlements 
For tunnelling through mixed-face soils, due to higher face loss occurred at the 
tunnel face, there is a significant increase in settlement when the TBMs 
approach the transition zones from hard to soft materials. In addition, the 
resulting longitudinal settlement profile no longer follows the Cumulative 
Gaussian curve. For the same amount of face pressure application, tunnelling 
in Kallang Formation suffers higher settlements than that in mixed soil 
condition. 
 
In this study, tunnelling through the transition from Old Alluvium to Kallang 
Formation resulted in settlement increased up to 3.5 times at mixed-face 
location compared to the settlement due to tunnelling completely in OA soils. 
This increasing trend of settlement was observed as early as 7D distance 
before the TBM reached mixed-face location. This indicates that the typical 
influence zone of 50m distance from the mixed-face adopted in practice is still 
enough and applicable when mixed-face areas are encountered. For 6.6m 
diameter bored tunnels, monitoring instruments should be in place and 
activated at least 50m ahead of TBM arrival at the anticipated mixed-face 
location. The monitoring shall be continued at least 7D distance (46m distance 
for 6.6m diameter bored tunnels) beyond the mixed-face zone. 
 
The most important factor associated with tunnelling through mixed-face soil 
is the proper control of face pressure application. For the present study, the 
ratio of Sface/Smax is more than 75% at mixed-face soil area, which is about 2 
times greater than that of tunnel excavation where the face is completely in 
soft or hard soil. Late application of higher face pressure near and at mixed-
soil locations can result in additional settlement. The increment can be as 
much as 60% at the tunnel face, and 20% of the total immediate settlement. 
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This scenario can happen when there is a high uncertainty in the estimation of 
mixed-face zone due to insufficient site investigation data or highly varying 
geology. Therefore, those additional values should be considered in the 
prediction of resulting settlements and volume loss, especially when such 
information is used for damage assessment of adjacent existing structures. 
 
The settlement behaviours discussed are applicable to cases where the tunnels 
advance from the soil type of higher stiffness to relatively lower stiffness 
values. Tunnelling through soil media from hard to soft interface or soft to 
hard interface results in different behaviours. For mixed-face tunnelling driven 
from soft KF to hard OA, settlement trend follows the soft clay profile. During 
transition from KF to OA, the settlement ratio of Sface/Smax drops from 40% to 
10%. It is therefore noted that face settlement contribution in the mixed soil 
zone can be different for different tunnel advancing directions, and where 
possible, it makes practical sense to drive tunnel in the direction from soft 
soils to hard soils. 
 
In the FE analysis, in order to avoid underestimation of settlements and to 
attain more realistic result predictions, a distance of 7.5D from the tunnel to 
the longitudinal boundary is recommended. 
 
7.3 Vertical and Horizontal Displacements 
The lateral and vertical soil movement profiles for the transverse direction 
predicted by FEM are consistent with those of available methods stated in 
literature review. Generally, sub-soil displacements increases with depth. The 
maximum displacement occurs at the tunnel horizontal axis for horizontal 
displacement in transverse direction and above the tunnel crown for the 
vertical displacement, after which it reduces against depth.  
 
No significant sub-soil vertical and horizontal displacements is found until the 
TBM approaches 3D distance away from the mixed-soil interface. The 
displacement values increase as the TBM passes the mixed-face and enters the 
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Kallang Formation and become maximum and stabilized at 5D distance 
beyond the mixed-face location.  
 
7.4 Influence Zone 
Based on the FE analyses, greenfield settlement values with depth related to 
various distances from the tunnel face can be identified with influence zones. 
Settlement zones are classified into five groups according to the magnitude of 
settlements; Zone 1 with settlement values greater than 20mm, Zone 2 
between 15mm and 20mm, Zone 3 between 10mm and 15mm, Zone 4 with 
settlements range between 5mm to 10mm and Zone 5 with settlement  less 
than 5mm or negligible. Figure 7.1 shows the typical influence zone in vertical 
and horizontal distances from the tunnel axis. 
 
 
Figure 7.1 Settlement influence zone 
 
In general, settlements points which fall within 5mm are considered small and 
negligible [Jacobsz (2004), Cham (2007) and Ong (2009)]. The extent of the 
zone of influence in different geological conditions at tunnel face is postulated 
and simplified in Table 7.2. Settlement outside this zone is considered as the 
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Table 7.1 Extent of influence zone 
Soil Type Lateral Extent 





GVI/ GIV 4D 
SV/SIII 2D 
 
Findings related to settlements in the influence zone are as follows: 
(a) Similar to Ong (2009)’s finding, the maximum settlement occurs 
within the immediate shear zone next to the excavation face. 
(b) The influence zone of tunnel at mixed-face soil shows the expanding 
trend towards soft soil over the transition zone.  
(c) For a typical case of tunnelling in stiff soil, the majority of settlement 
measurements are less than 5mm (Zone 5), and no significant influence 
zone above the surface was observed. In the case of soft KF and 
mixed-face soil, the settlement beyond 4.5D distance from the tunnel 
vertical axis becomes negligible.  
 
7.5 Volume Loss 
For mixed-face tunnelling, the surface settlement profile in transverse 
direction remains as the Cumulative Gaussian curve and hence conventional 
way of volume loss calculation is still applicable. Figure 7.2 compares the 
volume losses in different soil conditions at the tunnel face. The results from 
all cases support the fact that, under the same face pressure, volume loss 
increment at the mixed-face zone depends on the relative properties of the two 
tunnelling media. Mixed-face condition has been by expressed by 
Steingrimsson et al. (2002) as the interface of two tunnelling media with the 
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minimum difference in UCS of 1:10. The sensitivity cases in this research 
covered the mixed-faces of different soil types such as ‘KF/FCBB’, ‘KF/GIV’ 
and ‘KF/OA’ with the stiffness ratios ranging from 1:20 to 1:30 and soil rock 
interfaces such as ‘GVI/GIV’ and ‘SV/SIII’ with the stiffness ratios 1:6. The 
results conclude that all cases exhibit the mixed soil tunnelling behaviour and 
the volume loss generally increases in mixed-face zone and the increment can 
be about 2 to 3.5 times the volume loss obtained in the respective single-
medium tunnelling case. 
 
 
Figure 7.2 Volume losses in various soil condition based on FEM 
 
The studies on the effect of face pressure also confirm that the applied face 
pressure significantly controls the amount of ground loss in Kallang Formation 
and interface of KF and OA whereas its effect is negligible in OA. At very low 
face pressure in mixed-face tunnelling, maximum volume loss obtained from a 
large localised settlement is more than 4%. Volume loss gradually decreases 
with increasing face pressure. When the face pressure is more than 1.25 times 
hydrostatic pressure (Fp/Hy>1.25), the reduction in volume loss becomes 
insignificant with values less than 0.2%. From the records of tunnel operation 
parameters and resulting settlement and volume loss, face pressure of 1.3Hy to 
1.5Hy where Hy is hydrostatic pressure (0.7P0 to 0.8P0 where P0) is 
recommended for tunnel drives under mixed-soil location to achieve a good 
control of volume loss. It is also useful to note that with uncertainties or high 
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pressure is achieved right at the mixed-face location. Late application of 
sufficient face pressure can add the volume loss increment by 25%. 
 
Volume loss due to twin tunnelling is only 1.3 times that of single tunnelling 
according to field measurements. Volume loss caused by second TBM is 
usually less than that caused by the first TBM and total volume loss due to 
twin tunnel is only 1.7 times the volume loss caused by the first TBM. This 
may be due to the depth of tunnel where the TBM-2 was located at a shallower 
depth and had lesser overburden stress application than the TBM-1 did. 
However regardless of the difference in values, all the results demonstrated 
that volume losses for the combined tunnel were not necessarily cumulative 
and doubling up to 4%.  The summary of the ranges of face pressure, volume 
losses, settlements and influence zone based on the results of field monitoring 
data and the FE analyses is shown in Table 7.2. 
 
Two dimensional (2-D) FE analyses were also performed to understand how 
the predictions on ground behaviour in mixed-face soil conditions are different 
from 3-D FE analysis. It was observed that prediction of surface settlement by 
2-D FE is comparable to 3-D FE if the percentages of soft soil/hard soil at the 
tunnel face are correctly incorporated and the applied face pressure is 1.0Hy or 
higher. For 2-D FE analyses, which are unable to capture the full geometry of 
mixed-face condition, ground settlement associated with tunnelling through 
mixed-face soil can be estimated as somewhere between settlement values in 






Table 7.2 Summary of face pressure, volume loss and settlement based on 
field study and FE analyses 
Results Summary 
OA Mixed KF 
Field FEM Field  FEM Field FEM 
Fp/Hy 0.6-1.1 0.25-2 1-1.6 0.25-2 1.3-1.6 0.25-2 
VL (%) 
Single tunnel 0.1-0.8 0.5-0.7 0.5-2.0 1.3-4.3 0.4-2.0 1.4-2.6 
Double-
stacked tunnel 




TBM before it 
passes the 
array 
2D 3D 6D 7D 10-13D 4D 
Distance of 
TBM after it 
passes the 
array 















1-6 3-4 6-14 9-30 4-15 10-20 
Double-
stacked tunnel 










Note:  Fp is face pressure; Hy is hydrostatic pressure; VL is volume loss 
*Calculated volume losses in double-stacked tunnels are based on face pressure of 
0.77Hy for TBM-1 and 1.0Hy for TBM-2. 
 
7.6 Pore Pressure Response 
In general, the application of face pressure creates loading to the soils ahead of 
the TBM face which will then result in the development of positive pore 
pressure. In mixed-face soil area, the piezometers tips recorded the 
development of positive pore pressure up to 18kPa at 4D distance before TBM 
arriving to the monitoring location. Stress release was triggered by the 
subsequent TBM excavation activities and pore pressure dropped to 40kPa and 
recovered after 10D to 23D from the monitoring section. Some fluctuations of 
pore pressure may occur beyond the TBM passage due to the soil disturbances 
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during tunnelling activities. The trend of pore pressure changes is also 
comparable with the results using FE analysis and that from published case 
histories reported by Pang (2006) and Cham (2007).  
 
FE studies also show that the effect of pore pressure extends up to 1D above, 
but only 0.5 below the tunnel axis level. In longitudinal direction, the changes 
in pore pressure started when TBM approached 2D distance before the 
monitoring section. Development of negative pore pressure is observed after 
the TBM passed the monitoring location, and become maximum at +1D 
distance away from monitoring section.  
 
It is also noticed that the drainage behaviour of soil layers where the tips are 
located can considerably influence the pore pressure response. The changes in 
pore pressure decrease with the horizontal distance from the tunnel axis (x) in 
Old Alluvium. The pore pressure decreases more than 60% for x=1D to x=2D 
and the effect becomes negligible after 2D. A more significant drop of pore 
pressure was observed when the piezometer tips were located in fluvial sand, 
F1 layer. If this drop is not controlled, extensive draw down effects may occur. 
 
7.7 Recommendations for Future Research 
Case study and FE analyses enhance the knowledge of the behaviour of soil 
subjected to tunnelling in different types of soil and their interface. 
Nevertheless, the following challenges are still left to address and are 
recommended for future research. 
(a) The study was focused mainly on the case in C933 project site in which 
the ground conditions encountered consists of mixed-face of Old Alluvium 
and Kallang Formation. Different kinds of mixed soil interface can be 
encountered in future construction of MRT tunnels. Field studies for 
tunnelling in different mixed-face soil conditions such as FCBB/KF, 
GIII/KF, GIV/GVI, SIII/SV can enhance the knowledge of tunnelling in 
mixed-face condition. 
(b) Ground response behaviour in both single and double-stack tunnels was 
investigated in this thesis. However, the relative positions of twin tunnels 
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can cause different ground behaviour. A number of parametric studies to 
investigate the effect of relative tunnel-to-tunnel positions would be useful, 
especially in mixed-face condition. 
(c) At the time of writing this thesis, the tunnel had already passed through the 
monitoring array in the zone of interest for about 3 months. Field data 
collected would be useful to analyse post tunnelling behaviour of mixed-
face soil in long term conditions. 
(d) A number of parametric studies were conducted to identify the influence 
zone based on FE analysis. A more comprehensive monitoring system to 
examine deeper soil movements and to complete the extent of influence 
zone will be useful for future risk assessment.  
(e) In many of the future MRT lines to be developed in congested urban areas, 
there are a number of scenarios where the tunnel alignment passes directly 
under or close to the existing foundations. The study of the effect of 
tunnel-soil-structures interaction in mixed-face soil condition is suggested.  
(f) In 3-D FE modelling, the use of 10-noded tetrahedral solid elements for 
thin layers of shield, overcut, lining and grouting results in bulk numbers 
of element in mesh generation. The number of elements created for those 
materials are about 50% of total elements. This affects the calculation time 
in 3-D FE analysis. Improvement to 20-noded bricks elements to 
incorporate 3-D models in GeoFEA program is recommended. Another 
way to reduce the element sizes is to use non-uniform pressurized 
numerical modelling techniques in FE analyses. In that case, the pressure 
to represent the realistic stress release for shield tunnelling method is 
required to be developed in a specific program. 
(g) There is still room for the improvement in the FE analyses with the use of 
advanced soil constitutive model by taking into account the small strain 
soil behaviour. Nevertheless, the ground displacement behaviours used in 
this tunnel simulation methods implied with simple Mohr-Coulomb model 
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Appendix A: Influence of Boundary in FE Analysis 
Sensitivity studies on the variation of boundary are implemented using two-
dimensional finite element models. Four tunnel case histories from 
Loganathan (1998) and Loganathan et al. (2000) were carried out to study the 
sensitivity of model. The cases consist of Barcelona subway tunnel, Green 
Park tunnel, Heathrow Express Trial Tunnel by Loganathan (1998) and 
Centrifuge Test -3 by Loganathan (2000).The input soil properties and tunnel 
geometries are listed in Table 3.1. Convergence of the surface settlement 
profiles are taken as calibrated results. 
 
Case 1: Study on the effect of lateral boundary 
Figure 1 shows the typical geometry of finite element model for the study.  
 
Figure A.1 Typical 2-D tunnelling model for parametric studies 
 
In the study, the horizontal boundary distance was increased gradually while 
the vertical boundary distance remained unchanged. Then, the resulting 
surface settlement profiles were plotted. The procedure was repeated until the 
convergence was obtained. Convergence was obtained by comparing the 














less than 10%. From the above case studies, lateral boundary distance based 
on the convergence of the results is recommended as: 
    W = 4D to 15D 
Where, W = Horizontal boundary distance from the centre of tunnel 
  D = Diameter of the tunnel    
 
 Case 2: Study on the effect of bottom boundary 
Similar to Case 1, the lateral boundary was kept constant and the bottom 
boundary distance was increased gradually until the settlement trough showed 
no further improvement on the convergence.  From the results, minimum 
convergence on bottom boundary was observed within the range of: 
    Y = 2D to 5D 
Where, Y = Vertical boundary distance from the centre of tunnel to the base 
  D = Diameter of the tunnel.  
 
The results of the parametric studies show the common range of boundary 
distances consistent with those recommended in previous studies by Meissner 
(1996), Pang (2005) and Moller (2006) which are summarized in Table 1. 
 
Table A.1: Recommendation on lateral and bottom boundary by previous 
researchers 
Reference Recommended horizontal 
boundary distance from tunnel 
centre, W 
Recommended vertical boundary 




W= 4D    to 5D Y=1.5D   to 2.5D 
Pang (2004) W= 2D    to 12D       (for H<3D) 
W=3.5D  to 19.6D    (for H>3D) 
Y=0.5D   to 10D     (for H<3D) 
Y=3.5D   to 19.6D  (for H>3D) 
Moller (2006) W= 2D (1+H/D) Y=1.3D   to 2.2D  (for D=4 -12m) 




Appendix B: Parameters Adopted for FE Analyses in 2-D Case Histories 
Case 1- Centrifuge Test [Loganathan et al. (2000)] 
Soil Type 
γbulk Eu Φu cu vu K0 Ps,top VL 
[kN/m
3
] [MPa] deg [kPa] - - [kPa] [%] 
Stiff Kaolin Clay 16.5 30 0 75 0.5 1 0.3Po 1 
Stiff Kaolin Clay 16.5 30 0 75 0.5 1 0.39Po 1 
Stiff Kaolin Clay 16.5 30 0 75 0.5 1 0.45Po 1 
 
Case 2- Centrifuge Test [Ong et al., (2007)] 
Soil Type 
γbulk E’ Φ’ c’ v K0 Ps,top VL 
[kN/m
3
] [MPa] deg [kPa] - - [kPa] [%] 
Kaolin Clay 16.39 5.2 23 0 0.3 1 0.52P0 3.3 
 
Case 3- Barcelona subway tunnel [Loganathan and  Poulos (1998)] 
Soil Type 
γbulk Eu Φu cu vu K0 Ps,top VL 
[kN/m
3
] [MPa] deg [kPa] - - [kPa] [%] 
Red brown clay with 
some gravel 
18 25 0 75 0.5 1 0.33Po 0.8 
 
Case 4- Green Park tunnel [Loganathan and  Poulos (1998)] 
Soil Type 
γbulk Eu Φu cu vu K0 Ps,top VL 
[kN/m
3
] [MPa] deg [kPa] - - [kPa] [%] 
Stiff fissured clay 19 40 0 175 0.5 1 0.44Po 1.6 
 
Case 5- Heathrow Express Trial Tunnel [Loganathan and  Poulos (1998)] 
Soil Type 
γbulk Eu Φu cu vu K0 Ps,top VL 
[kN/m
3
] [MPa] deg [kPa] - - [kPa] [%] 
Stiff Landon Clay 19 35 0 160 0.5 1 0.2Po 1.4 
 
Case 6- C704-NEL Tunnel [Pang (2006)] 
Soil Type 
γbulk E’ Φ’ c’ v K0 Ps,top VL 
[kN/m
3
] [MPa] deg [kPa] - - [kPa] [%] 
G4a 18 8.7 28 20 0.3 0.7 
0.3Po 1.5 
G4b 19 40 30 30 0.3 0.7 
G4c 20 65 30 30 0.3 0.7 
G4d 20 86.7 30 30 0.3 0.7 



















































Appendix D: Soil Properties for Bendemeer Station Project 
 
Figure D.1 Bulk unit weight, moisture content, and undrained shear 
strength (Marine Clay) 
 
 




Figure D.3 Compression properties (Marine Clay) 
 
Figure D.4 Atterberg limits (Marine Clay) 
 





Figure D.6 Particle size distribution (Marine Clay) 
 
 
Figure D.7 Bulk unit weight, moisture content, and undrained shear 




Figure D.8 Coefficient of consolidation (Fluvial Clay) 
 
 





Figure D.10 Atterberg Limits (Fluvial Clay) 
 
Figure D.11 Shear stress vs. mean effective stress (Fluvial Clay) 
 




Figure D.13 Bulk unit weight (Fluvial Sand) 
 





Figure D.15 Standard penetration test (Fluvial Sand) 
 
 














Figure D.19 Standard penetration test (Old Alluvium) 
 
 
Figure D.20 Permeability (Old Alluvium) 
